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Coding versus cognitive indication of valency reading 
of a NP/VP/NP sequence – a cross-language study

Slávka Janigová

Pavol Jozef Šafárik University, Košice

Abstract

The study is concerned with the issue of the Agent/Patient relevant markers in selected 
languages. The sample of languages under analysis included both analytical and synthet-
ic languages having SVO dominant word order (except for German and Hungarian). A 
cross-language enquiry was conducted via a questionnaire filled in by 8 bilingual respond-
ents who were asked to indicate the grounds on which they were able to distinguish the 
Agent from the Patient in a NP/VP/NP sequence. The coding Agent/Patient markers in-
cluded inflectional affixes, word order and prepositions, and these were contrasted with the 
implicit markers: the so-called cognitive feasibility test and context. I have hypothesized, 
inter alia, that beyond or above the explicit formal indicators there is a universal cognitive 
capacity of language users to admit a particular argument structure as admissible or more 
probable, or to reject it as odd, even in the absence of the diagnostic coding markers.

Keywords: valency, cognitive roles, coding markers, cognitive feasibility test, dominant 
word order, language typology

1.  Theoretical framework
1.1  Valency
The syntactic notion of valency was introduced into linguistics to account for the 
verb-dependent ability of phrases to co-occur within a clause. Tesnière (1959) 
was the first who drew a parallel between the central position of the verb toward 
other clause elements and the sun as the centre of the solar system around which 
the circulating planets are arranged in dependent positions. Allerton (1982) took 
the term “valency” from chemistry/physics, where it is used to express the central 
position of the nucleus in an atom requiring a particular number of electrons and 
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protons to co-occur, and defined it linguistically as “the different potentials that 
individual verbs have for occurring in a variety of sentence structures” (Allerton 57).  

Van Valin (92) distinguished between the semantic and syntactic layers of the 
arrangement of a verb’s dependents. Semantically, he referred to direct participants 
of the verbal action as arguments of the verb, whereas locative/temporal references 
were referred to as its adjuncts (similarly to Tesnière’s distinction between actants 
and circonstants /1959/, or Miller’s complements and adjuncts /2002/, respectively). 
Syntactically, he drew a distinction between terms (subject, direct object and indirect 
object) and non-terms (the rest of the clause elements). In his concept the term 
“valency” of a verb “refers to the number of arguments that it takes“ (Van Valin 92).

Quirk et al. (1985) referred to three main verb classes, namely intransitive, copular 
and transitive, and sub-divided the latter into mono-, di- and complex transitive sub-
classes, depending on the syntactic interpretation of the post-verb clause elements 
(zero, in/direct object, adjunct), excluding the subject. 

Cognitively, valency may be viewed as the projection of humans’ perception of 
relations existing between various states or processes observed in the extra-linguistic 
environment into sets of arrangements of cognitive roles (e.g. Agent/Action/Patient) 
effected through surface syntagmas (e.g. Subject/Verb/Object), based on humans’ 
ability to employ such patterns on a recurrent and analogical basis (e.g. inanimate 
cognitive patterns seem to be modelled according to animate cognitive patterns, e.g. 
John damaged the car.> Lightning damaged the car.). Valency is taken to result from 
the language user’s ability to identify and effect a proper arrangement of cognitive 
roles linguistically through language-specific formal means rather than a verb’s 
faculty. In the context of cognitive linguistics the study of valency is therefore not 
concerned with the strict categorization of verbs as in/transitive or copular, since any 
verb can be used in any cognitive pattern, whether in its denotative or connotative 
employment. It is rather focused on the language user’s ability to identify the proper 
combinations of particular cognitive roles projected into their surface verbalizations. 

Methodologically, I would expect that an onomasiological/cognitive grounding of 
a cross-language study of valency (i.e. one where the point of departure is a particular 
combination of cognitive roles, e.g. Agent/Intentional Action/Patient, rather than a 
particular syntactic surface arrangement, e.g. Subject/Verb/Object) is more plausible 
for two reasons: firstly, it seems to me that language universals are more likely 
to be identified in a cognitive rather than a formal domain, i.e. sets of cognitive 
patterns are more likely to be shared by culturally, geographically or genetically 
related languages in contrast to their formal versatility, and, secondly, starting from 
cognitive categories will allow us to avoid the potential cognitive polysemy of surface 
syntactic categories (sentence elements, such as Subject, Object, etc., can potentially 
implement numerous cognitive roles).

1.2  Cognitive roles (semantic/thematic/theta roles)
In Van Valin’s system there are only three grammatical relations (subject, direct 
and indirect object), whereas there are numerous semantic roles (Van Valin 24). 
He distinguishes three layers of generalization in this context: semantic macroroles 
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(actor/undergoer), thematic relations (agent, experiencer, recipient, patient, etc.) and 
verb-specific semantic roles (giver, runner, killer, etc.); the more general categories 
represent groupings of the more specific ones (ibid. 31). In this study I have been 
concerned with two theta roles or arguments, namely the Agent and the Patient, 
which are considered as prototypical for the surface subject and object, respectively.

1.3  Coding properties and language typology
In different languages, language users employ various means to indicate a particular 
reading of the argument structure of a clause. These may be divided into explicit/
formal and implicit. German, Frisian, Greek, Belorussian and Hungarian have 
no dominant word order. The former “coding properties” (Van Valin 34) include 
inflection (of nouns, pronouns, articles, adjectives, verbs), subject/verb agreement, 
prepositions and word order (+prosody). Implicit means consist in the speaker’s 
ability to read a particular arrangement of arguments as cognitively feasible. This will 
be referred to further on as cognitive feasibility, i.e. a cognitive check of a particular 
combination of an argument’s roles. 

Language typologists have long been concerned with the study of the employment 
of coding properties in different languages, since “language typology deals with the 
classification of languages into groups, types, according to similar features they 
possess” (Körtvélyessy 13). Morpho-syntactic typological classification of languages 
disregards genetic and geographical affinities existing between languages and is 
concerned with distribution of morpho-syntactic properties across languages. 
Vladimír Skalička, the Prague School scholar, established five typological types of 
languages based on the prevailing type of the coding property a particular language 
employs to express the grammatical meaning (isolating, agglutinating, inflectional, 
intro-flectional and polysynthetic) (Skalička 478-479). In isolating languages the 
prominent indicator is word order and prepositions, whereas in inflectional, intro-
flectional and agglutinating languages it is grammatical affixes that are expected 
to prevail. The difference between the last three of the types mentioned consists 
in the position of the affix (pre-, intro- or post-fixation) and extensive form 
syncretism with inflectional and intro-flectional languages, whereas agglutinating 
languages tend to order affixes one after another with no syncretism of case forms. 
Polysynthetic languages prefer composition of forms. Isolating languages are also 
termed analytical, whereas inflectional, agglutinating and intro-flectional languages 
may be jointly referred to as synthetic languages (Čermák 205).

Greenberg (1966), in his basic word order typology, distinguished between 6 
types of languages having one of the following word orders: SVO, OVS, VSO, VOS, 
SOV, OSV as dominant. He also suggested that the identification of a dominant word 
order allowed for predictions of other language properties, and so implicational 
relations may be revealed between various features (which Greenberg specified in 
his set of language universals). According to Dryer (2011), the prevailing word order 
of European languages is SVO, only Gaelic languages have VSO word order, Basque 
and Sorbian have SOV word order, and German, Frisian, Greek, Belorussian and 
Hungarian have no dominant word order.

Slávka Janigová • Coding versus cognitive indication of valency reading of a NP/VP/NP sequence – a cross-language study
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2.  Empirical part
2.1  Typological characteristics of languages tested
It was my aim to identify interdependencies between the dominant word order, 
prevailing coding properties and the ability to identify proper cognitive patterns by 
users of different languages. In the empirical part I therefore attempted to find how 
users of selected languages indicated and were able to identify the thematic roles 
of Agent and Patient in a NP-VP-NP surface sequence. I selected both analytical 
and synthetic languages with dominant SVO word order, except for German and 
Hungarian, which according to Dryer (2011) have no dominant word order. The 
list of languages included: English, French, Italian, Spanish, German, Slovak, Czech, 
Russian, Ukrainian, Polish, and Hungarian. 

Table 1a. Typological characteristics of languages according to Skalička (2004) and Dryer (2011)
 

2.2  Methodology
I conducted a cross-language enquiry via a questionnaire filled in by 8 bilingual re-
spondents  whose mother tongue was Slovak and whose second language compe-
tence was based on their academic linguistic study (I did the English, Slovak and 
Czech counterparts myself). The respondents were sent a questionnaire containing 
10 Slovak sentences, all of which had a NP-VP-NP surface structure. They were asked 
to translate them into their target language, replace the position of two of the noun 
phrases in their target language without changing their morphological forms, and 
translate the stretch back into Slovak. Finally, they were instructed to indicate the 
Agent and the Patient in each of the sentences and the grounds on which they were 
able to distinguish them in each case. The prototypical coding property was sup-
posed to be the word order in isolating languages, and inflection and S-V concord in 
synthetic languages. In the case where the Slovak source sentence was Agent/Patient 
ambiguous, the respondents were instructed to work with it from an Agent/Action/
Patient perspective. The questionnaires were collected and evaluated in respect of 
the non/observance of the prototypical coding properties.

 Skalička Dryer 
English Isolating SVO 
French Isolating SVO 
Italian Isolating SVO 
Spanish Isolating SVO 
German Mixed type No dominant word order 
Slovak Inflectional SVO 
Czech Inflectional SVO 
Russian Inflectional SVO 
Ukrainian Inflectional SVO 
Polish Inflectional SVO 
Hungarian Agglutinating No dominant word order 
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An example of analysis from the questionnaire
 

2.3  Goals and hypotheses
The tertium comparationis of my research was set in an onomasiological perspective: 
what formal means language users employ to identify and indicate a particular valency 
arrangement of argument structure. I also attempted to test Skalička’s argument that 
each language incorporates coding properties of various language types and intended 
to find what triggers  the intended theta reading of arguments in users of a language 
whose prototypical coding property is inactive in a particular case. 

In Slovak, out of the total of 24 inflectional paradigms, i.e. four paradigms in 
masculine, feminine and neuter genders in the singular and plural, only 4 animate 
paradigms  (two masculine and two feminine) make a formal (inflectional) distinction 
between NOM and ACC, both in SG and PL. Hence even in such a typical inflectional 
synthetic language as Slovak, in two thirds of nominal inflectional paradigms, no 
distinction is drawn between NOM and ACC; this means, syntactically, that when 
arguments are selected from those 16 paradigms, the Slovak language is supposed 
to face the same syntactic situation regarding the users’ capacity to make the 
Agent/Patient contrast formally as English, Italian or other analytical languages. 
Nevertheless, the Slovak word order is not generally treated as grammaticalized (i.e. 
fixed, employed as a coding property). Supposing that other European inflectional 
languages have roughly similar rates of case syncretism, a question arises how it 
comes about that their language users are not confused by this obvious lack of formal 
indicators and are capable of safe readings of arguments’ roles. My intuition was 
that the formal means employed by users of respective languages (both analytical as 
well as synthetic) are only ancillary to their cognitive capacity  to combine and read 
combinations of theta features of arguments and evaluate them as cognitively in/
admissible, i.e. cognitively feasible or not. 

The research also aimed to examine the issue of dominancy of SVO word order. 
9 out of 11 languages under analysis were expected to be SVO dominant languages 
(with reference to Dryer (2011). SVO dominancy is thus present in languages 
regardless of whether they are isolating or synthetic. Since dominancy as such does 
not prima facie imply the function of  word order, I intended to identify implicational 
relations existing between a particular degree of grammaticalization of word order 
(i.e. its employment to indicate the subject/object contrast) and its function to 
indicate the functional sentence perspective (FSP), i.e. the arrangement of surface 

 Translation into target 
language 

Switch of pre- and post-
verb NPs 

Translation of sentence 
1b back to Slovak 

1. Ján ľúbi Máriu. 1.a     John loves Mary. 1.b Mary loves John. 1.c Mária ľúbi Jana. 
     A               P            A                      P        A                     P           A                 P 
I distinguish between the A and P arguments in the target language on the grounds of: 
Word order (specify) 
In English the pre-verb position 
is read as Agent, the post verb-
position as Patient 

Inflectional ending: (specify the 
case, the item inflected, concord, 
etc.): 

Cognitive pattern (combination of 
valency features of the verb and 
its arguments): 
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elements reflecting a degree to which they contribute to information development 
of an utterance, known as communicative dynamism (Firbas 1992). On the other 
hand, SVO dominancy across the European languages selected was expected to have 
some significance namely in prompting the Agent/Action/Patient reading of a SVO 
sequence, and thus could be relevant in the context of Standard Average European 
Studies. Hence, I posed the following hypotheses:

1. Prototypical coding properties of respective language types are never 
employed in isolation.

2. The higher the absence of formal case indicators (no prepositions, case 
syncretism), the higher the tendency to grammaticalize the word order.

3. Decreasing grammaticalization of word order results in increasing of its 
employment for FSP purposes.

4. The Agent/Action/Patient reading of a NP/VP/NP surface stretch is prevalent 
in the languages under analysis.

5. In both typological types of languages (synthetic as well as analytical), the 
prototypical formal indicators are subject to a cognitive feasibility check of a 
particular context-dependent combination of arguments.

2.4  List of sentences
The list of Slovak sentences that were analyzed by the respondents, along with their 
English glossing (according to Leipzig Glossing Rules) and translation:

1. Ján ľúbi Máriu. 
Ján-Ø                        
John-M.NOM.SG                
‘John loves Mary’

2. Ján pomáha Márii. 
Ján-Ø                       
John-M.NOM.SG                  
‘John helps Mary’

3. 3Ján maľuje obraz. 
Ján-Ø                       
John-M.NOM.SG                
‘John paints picture’

4. Počítač pomáha Jánovi. 
počítač-Ø                      
computer-M.NOM.SG         
‘computer helps John’

ľúb-i- Ø 
love- thematic morph-PRS.3.SG

pomáh-a- Ø
help-thematic morph-PRS.3.SG

maľuj-e-Ø
paint-thematic morph-PRS.3.SG

pomáh-a-Ø
help-thematic morph-PRS.3.SG

Már-iu.
Mary-F.ACC.SG

Már-ii.
Mary-F.DAT.SG

obraz-Ø.
Mary-M.ACC.SG

Ján-ovi.
John-M.DAT.SG

LINGUISTICS AND TRANSLATION STUDIES
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5. Počítač rieši problém.
počítač-Ø  
computer-M.NOM.SG       
‘computer solves problem’

6. Auto ťahá nákladniak.
auto-Ø  
N.NOM/ACC.SG           
‘car tows truck’

7. Auto ťahalo nákladniak.
auto-Ø  
car-N.NOM.SG           
‘car towed truck’

8. Vietor zničil dom.
vietor-Ø    
wind-M.NOM.SG      
‘wind destroyed house’

9. Loď prevrátila plť.
loď-Ø  
ship-F.NOM.SG        
‘ship overturned raft’

10. Loď zobudila stráž.
loď-Ø  
ship-F-NOM.SG
‘ship woke up guard’

2.5  Analysis of sentences
 
Table 1. Analysis of ‘John loves Mary’

rieš-i-Ø
solve-thematic morph-
PRS.3.SG

ťah-á-Ø
tow-thematic morph-
PRS.3.SG

ťah-a-l-o
tow-thematic morph-
PST-.3.SG.N

znič-i-l-Ø
destroy-thematic morph-
PST-3.SG.M 

pre-vrát-i-l-a
prefix-turn-thematic 
morph-PST-3.SG.F

zo-bud-i-l-a
prefix-wake-thematic 
morph-PST-3.SG.F

problém-Ø
problem-M.ACC.SG 

nákladniak-Øcar-
truck-M.ACC/NOM.SG 

nákladniak-Ø
truck-M.ACC.SG 

dom-Ø
house-M.ACC.SG

plť-Ø
raft-F.ACC.SG

stráž- Ø
guard-F.ACC.SG

Language 1a 1b 1c Valency indicator 
English 
SVO/SVO 

John loves Mary. 
A               P 

Mary loves John. 
A                P 

‘Mary loves John’ WO 

French 
SVO/SVO 

Jean aime Marie. 
A                P 

Marie aime Jean. 
A                   P 

‘Mary loves John’ WO 

Italian 
SVO/SVO 

Giovanni ama Maria.  
A                        P 

Maria ama Giovanni. 
A                          P 

‘Mary loves John’ WO 

Spanish 
SVO/OVS 

Juan ama a María. 
A                  P 

A María  ama Juan.* 
                      
A María la ama Juan. 
P                     A 

 
 
‘John loves Mary’ 

WO 
Preposition (a)+ 
Pronoun (la) 

 German 
SVO/OVS 

Hans liebt Maria. 
 A/P              P/A 

Maria liebt Hans. 
 A/P               P/A 

‘John loves Mary’ or 
‘Mary loves John’ 

Context 

Slovak 
SVO/OVS 

Ján ľúbi Máriu. 
A                    P 

Máriu ľúbi Jano. 
P                 A                        

‘John loves Mary’ Inflection of NPs 

Czech 
SVO/OVS 

Jan miluje Marii. 
A                    P 

Marii miluje Jan. 
P                    A 

‘John loves Mary’ Inflection of NPs 

Russian 
SVO/OVS 

Ян любит Марию. 
A                  P 

Марию любит Ян. 
P                        A 

‘John loves Mary’ Inflection of NPs 

Ukrainian 
SVO/OVS 

Ян любить Марію. 
A                    P 

Марію любить Ян. 
P                           A 

‘John loves Mary’ Inflection of NPs 

Polish 
SVO/OVS 

Jan kocha Marię. 
A                P 

Marię kocha Jan. 
P                     A 

‘John loves Mary’ Inflection of NPs 

Hungarian 
SVO/OVS 
 
OSV 
 
SOV 

János szereti Marikát. 
  A                       P 

Marikát szereti János. 
P                       A         
Marikát János szereti. 
P            A 
János Marikát szereti. 
A          P 

‘John loves Mary’ 
 
 
‘John loves Mary’ 
 
‘John loves Mary’ 

Inflection of NPs 
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Table 2 Analysis of ‘John helps Mary’

The analysis of valency structures 1 and 2 has shown that when both nominal surface 
elements are animate and expressed by proper names, in the analytical languages 
English, Italian and French, speakers fully employ the word order to indicate the 
A/P contrast. The pre-verb position is reserved for the Agent and the post-verb 
position for the Patient. Hence, switching the elements in these surface slots results 
in a change of their argument reading. In Spanish, however, the preposition a is used 
to indicate both the accusative case in (1a) and the dative case in (2a), i.e. the Patient 
reading, with animate nouns, and pronoun la in (1b) and le in (2b) to indicate the 
Patient reading of a pre-verb nominal item in the case where the Agent is placed 
post-verbally. According to Trup (252), the preposition a is placed before direct 

Language 1a 1b 1c Valency indicator 
English 
SVO/SVO 

John loves Mary. 
A               P 

Mary loves John. 
A                P 

‘Mary loves John’ WO 

French 
SVO/SVO 

Jean aime Marie. 
A                P 

Marie aime Jean. 
A                   P 

‘Mary loves John’ WO 

Italian 
SVO/SVO 

Giovanni ama Maria.  
A                        P 

Maria ama Giovanni. 
A                          P 

‘Mary loves John’ WO 

Spanish 
SVO/OVS 

Juan ama a María. 
A                  P 

A María  ama Juan.* 
                      
A María la ama Juan. 
P                     A 

 
 
‘John loves Mary’ 

WO 
Preposition (a)+ 
Pronoun (la) 

 German 
SVO/OVS 

Hans liebt Maria. 
 A/P              P/A 

Maria liebt Hans. 
 A/P               P/A 

‘John loves Mary’ or 
‘Mary loves John’ 

Context 

Slovak 
SVO/OVS 

Ján ľúbi Máriu. 
A                    P 

Máriu ľúbi Jano. 
P                 A                        

‘John loves Mary’ Inflection of NPs 

Czech 
SVO/OVS 

Jan miluje Marii. 
A                    P 

Marii miluje Jan. 
P                    A 

‘John loves Mary’ Inflection of NPs 

Russian 
SVO/OVS 

Ян любит Марию. 
A                  P 

Марию любит Ян. 
P                        A 

‘John loves Mary’ Inflection of NPs 

Ukrainian 
SVO/OVS 

Ян любить Марію. 
A                    P 

Марію любить Ян. 
P                           A 

‘John loves Mary’ Inflection of NPs 

Polish 
SVO/OVS 

Jan kocha Marię. 
A                P 

Marię kocha Jan. 
P                     A 

‘John loves Mary’ Inflection of NPs 

Hungarian 
SVO/OVS 
 
OSV 
 
SOV 

János szereti Marikát. 
  A                       P 

Marikát szereti János. 
P                       A         
Marikát János szereti. 
P            A 
János Marikát szereti. 
A          P 

‘John loves Mary’ 
 
 
‘John loves Mary’ 
 
‘John loves Mary’ 

Inflection of NPs 

 

Language 2a 2b 2c Valency indicator 
English 
SVO/SVO 

John helps Mary. 
A               P 

Mary helps John. 
A                P 

‘Mary helps John’ WO 

French 
SVO/SVO 

Jean aide Marie. 
A                P 

Marie aide Jean. 
A                  P 

‘Mary helps John’ WO 

Italian 
SVO/SVO 

Giovanni aiuta Maria.  
A                        P 

Maria aiuta Giovanni.  
A                    P 

‘Mary helps John’ WO 

Spanish 
SVO/OVS 

Juan ayuda a María. 
A                       P 

A María ayuda Juan.* 
A María le ayuda Juan. 
P                         A 

 
 
‘John helps Mary’ 

WO 
Preposition (a)+Pronoun (le) 

German 
SVO/OVS 

Hans hilft Maria. 
 A/P              P/A 

Maria hilft Hans. 
 A/P               P/A 

‘John helps Mary’ or 
‘Mary helps John’ 

Context 

Slovak 
SVO/OVS 

Ján pomáha Márii. 
A                    P 

Márii pomáha Ján. 
P                       A                        

‘John helps Mary’ Inflection of NPs 

Czech 
SVO/OVS 

Jan pomáhá Marii. 
A                    P 

Marii pomáhá Jan. 
P                      A 

‘John helps Mary’ Inflection of NPs 

Russian 
SVO/OVS 

Ян помогаетМарии. 
A                        P 

Марии помогает Ян. 
P                             A 

‘John helps Mary’ Inflection of NPs 

Ukrainian 
SVO/OVS 

Ян допомагає Марії. 
A                         P 

Марії допомогає Ян.  
P                           A 

‘John helps Mary’ Inflection of NPs 

Polish 
SVO/OVS 

Jan pomaga Marii.  
A                   P 

Marii pomaga Jan. 
P                     A 

‘John helps Mary’ Inflection of NPs 

Hungarian 
SVO/OVS 
OSV 
 
SOV 
 

János segít Marikának.   
 A                       P 

Marikának segít János. 
P                          A 
Marikának  János segít. 
P                 A 
János Marikának  segít. 
A             P 

‘John helps Mary’ 
 
 
‘John helps Mary’ 
 
‘John helps Mary’ 

Inflection of NPs 
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objects with animate nouns and always with indirect objects. Moreover, it is used 
with direct objects to avoid an Agent/Patient ambiguity, e.g. Comieron los animales 
= ‘animals were eating’, Comieron a los animales = ‘they were eating animals’ (ibid.). 
When the position of the Agent and the Patient are switched, Spanish users employ 
personal pronouns in a pleonastic manner: A María las flores se las regaló Pepe. = ‘to 
Mary flowers her gave Pepe’ (Díaz 94). It is used to rhematize the Agent.

With both noun phrases being animate proper names, the word order in 
inflectional languages does not affect the argument reading of surface constituents 
since it is consistently indicated by the contrast of the nominative case, i.e. zero, 
versus the accusative case in (1a)/dative case in (2a) inflectional endings for the 
Agent and Patient reading, respectively. 

The situation is interesting in German, where it is the context and prosody that 
plays a role in the Agent/Patient issue – since the position of the finite verb is fixed 
to the second surface slot, both the Agent and the Patient may precede or follow the 
verb, and no inflectional endings are used with proper names. 

In agglutinating Hungarian, in the case where both the noun phrases are animate, 
the SVO word order is unmarked, and the primary indicator of an argument’s reading 
is inflection (-t for the ACC, and -nak for the DAT). There is no form syncretism in 
Hungarian. The word order is thus fully employable as rhematizer/thematizer for 
the purposes of functional sentence perspective. The left proximate position to the 
verb seems to have a rhematizing effect (OVS, SOV, OSV – the bolded elements are 
rhematized).

Table 3. Analysis of ‘John paints picture’
Language 3a 3b 3c Valency indicator 
English 
SVO/SVO 

John paints a picture. 
A                    P 

A picture paints John. 
A                        P 

‘picture 
paints 
John’* 

WO 

French 
SVO/SVO 

Jean peint le tableau. 
A                     P 

Le tableau peint Jean. 
A                        P 

‘picture 
paints 
John’* 

WO 

Italian 
SVO/OVS 

Giovanni dipinge la pittura. 
A                               P 

La pittura dipinge Giovanni. 
A                            P 
 
La pittura la dipinge Giovanni. 
P                                  A 

‘picture 
paints 
John’* 
John paints 
a picture’ 

WO 
 
 
WO+Pronoun (la) 

Spanish 
SVO/OVS 

Juan pinta un cuadro. 
A                     P 
 

Un cuadro pinta Juan. 
A                           P 
 
El cuadro lo pinta Juan. 
P                            A 

‘picture 
paints 
John’* 
‘John 
paints  
picture’ 

 WO 
 
 
WO+Pronoun (lo)  

German 
SVO/OVS 

Hans malt das Bild. 
A                       P 

Das Bild malt Hans. 
P                    A 

‘John 
paints  
picture’ 

Cognitive pattern 

Slovak 
SVO/OVS 

Ján maľuje obraz. 
A                    P 

Obraz maľuje Ján. 
P                      A 

‘John 
paints  
picture’ 

Inflection of proper name  

Czech 
SVO/OVS 

Jan maluje obraz. 
A                  P 

Obraz maluje Jan. 
P                    A 

‘John 
paints  
picture’ 

Inflection of  proper name  

Russian 
SVO/OVS 

Ян рисует картину. 
A                   P 

Картину рисует Ян. 
P                           A 

‘John 
paints  
picture’ 

Inflection of proper name  

Ukrainian 
SVO/OVS 

Ян малює картину. 
A                  P 

Картину малює Ян. 
P                          A 

‘John 
paints  
picture’ 

Inflection of proper name  

Polish 
SVO/OVS 

Jan maluje obraz. 
A                 P 

Obraz maluje Jan. 
P                     A 

‘John 
paints  
picture’ 

Inflection of proper name  

Hungarian 
SOV/OVS 
 
OSV 
 

János  képet  fest. 
A        P 
János fest képet *. 

Képet  fest János. 
P                     A 
 
Képet János fest. *  
 
A képet János festi.  
P           A 

‘John 
paints  
picture’ 
‘John 
paints 
picture’ 

Inflection of NPs 
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Sentence 3 contains a combination of animate Agent and inanimate Patient. In 
analytical languages, the WO which has been employed in sentences 1 and 2 as a 
safe indicator of the A/P reading produces a cognitively, rather than syntactically, 
defective pattern when a specific valency combination of features of the verb and 
its arguments (doer-intentional causative activity- result) contradicts the S-V-O 
pattern. A picture paints John*/ La pittura dipinge Giovanni*, etc., are odd since 
an inanimate argument cannot perform intentional causative activity issuing in a 
resultant human argument. When the Patient is to precede the Agent for functional 
sentence perspective considerations (also accompanied by the replacement of 
indefinite articles with definite ones), these languages employ additional means to 
indicate the proper argument reading (passive voice in English The picture (P) is 
painted by John (A), postnominal pleonastic pronouns la/lo in Italian and Spanish.)

In German, although the NOM and ACC word forms of both the proper noun as 
well as the general neuter noun and its article are identical, sentence (3b) is admissible 
both syntactically as well as cognitively, since its proper argument reading is tested 
by the cognitive feasibility of the argument structure, and since the word order is not 
grammaticalized, OVS word order is employed with S-rhematizing effect.

In inflectional languages, when the forms of verb arguments involve a combination 
of animate and inanimate items whose NOM and ACC paradigms differ, the inflection 
serves as a safe valency indicator. In Russian and Ukrainian the female inanimate 
NOM and ACC differ (картинa – картину), but in Slovak, Czech and Polish the 
masculine inanimate NOM and ACC have the same zero inflectional ending (e.g. 
Slovak obraz-Ø/obraz-Ø). So actually, in Slovak, Czech and Polish the result is that 
two zero-inflected arguments meet in pre-verb and post-verb slots similarly as in 
English or French. What supports the P-A reading of the (3b) surface structures in 
these languages is the NOM/ACC contrast pertaining to the animate item Jan-Ø/
Jan-a. Moreover, speakers would interpret the respective arguments properly thanks 
to the combination of valency features of the verb and its arguments, in the same 
manner as speakers of analytical languages would do.

In Hungarian, the accusative inanimate patient combined with an animate 
Agent excludes the SVO word order and the respondent suggested SOV word 

Language 3a 3b 3c Valency indicator 
English 
SVO/SVO 

John paints a picture. 
A                    P 

A picture paints John. 
A                        P 

‘picture 
paints 
John’* 

WO 

French 
SVO/SVO 

Jean peint le tableau. 
A                     P 

Le tableau peint Jean. 
A                        P 

‘picture 
paints 
John’* 

WO 

Italian 
SVO/OVS 

Giovanni dipinge la pittura. 
A                               P 

La pittura dipinge Giovanni. 
A                            P 
 
La pittura la dipinge Giovanni. 
P                                  A 

‘picture 
paints 
John’* 
John paints 
a picture’ 

WO 
 
 
WO+Pronoun (la) 

Spanish 
SVO/OVS 

Juan pinta un cuadro. 
A                     P 
 

Un cuadro pinta Juan. 
A                           P 
 
El cuadro lo pinta Juan. 
P                            A 

‘picture 
paints 
John’* 
‘John 
paints  
picture’ 

 WO 
 
 
WO+Pronoun (lo)  

German 
SVO/OVS 

Hans malt das Bild. 
A                       P 

Das Bild malt Hans. 
P                    A 

‘John 
paints  
picture’ 

Cognitive pattern 

Slovak 
SVO/OVS 

Ján maľuje obraz. 
A                    P 

Obraz maľuje Ján. 
P                      A 

‘John 
paints  
picture’ 

Inflection of proper name  

Czech 
SVO/OVS 

Jan maluje obraz. 
A                  P 

Obraz maluje Jan. 
P                    A 

‘John 
paints  
picture’ 

Inflection of  proper name  

Russian 
SVO/OVS 

Ян рисует картину. 
A                   P 

Картину рисует Ян. 
P                           A 

‘John 
paints  
picture’ 

Inflection of proper name  

Ukrainian 
SVO/OVS 

Ян малює картину. 
A                  P 

Картину малює Ян. 
P                          A 

‘John 
paints  
picture’ 

Inflection of proper name  

Polish 
SVO/OVS 

Jan maluje obraz. 
A                 P 

Obraz maluje Jan. 
P                     A 

‘John 
paints  
picture’ 

Inflection of proper name  

Hungarian 
SOV/OVS 
 
OSV 
 

János  képet  fest. 
A        P 
János fest képet *. 

Képet  fest János. 
P                     A 
 
Képet János fest. *  
 
A képet János festi.  
P           A 

‘John 
paints  
picture’ 
‘John 
paints 
picture’ 

Inflection of NPs 
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order as unmarked, OVS as Patient rhematizing and OSV as Agent rhematizing, 
which, however, requires an additional employment of the definite article a and 
an accompanying inflection of the verb -i. The valency reading of the argument is 
consistently inflection-dependent (-t ending for ACC).

Table 4. Analysis of ‘computer helps John’

Table 5. Analysis of ‘computer solves problem’

Language 4a 4b 4c Valency indicator 
English 
SVO/SVO 

The comp. helps John. 
A                         P 

John helps the comp. 
A                    P 

‘John helps 
comp’ 

WO 

French 
SVO/SVO 

L’ordinateur aide Jean. 
A                            P 

Jean aide l’ordinateur. 
A                    P 

‘John helps 
comp’ 

WO 

Italian 
SVO/SVO 

Il computer aiuta Giovanni. 
A                              P 

Giovanni aiuta  computer. 
A                                P   

‘John helps 
comp’ 

WO 

Spanish 
SVO/OVS 

El ordenador ayuda a Juan. 
A                             P 

A Juan ayuda  el    ordenador.*  
 
A Juan le ayuda  el     ordenador.  
P                                        A 

* 
 
‘computer 
helps John’ 

WO 
 
Preposition 
(a)+Pronoun (le) 

German 
SVO/OVS 

Der Computer hilft Hans.  
A                              P 

Hans hilft der Computer.  
P                      A 

‘computer 
helps John’ 

Inflection of definite 
article 

Slovak 
SVO/OVS 

Počítač pomáha  Jánovi. 
A                           P  

Jánovi pomáha počítač. 
P                       A                        

‘computer 
helps John’ 

Inflection of proper 
name  

Czech 
SVO/OVS 

Počítač pomáhá Janovi. 
A                         P 

Janovi pomáhá počítač. 
P                      A 

‘computer 
helps John’ 

Inflection of proper 
name  

Russian 
SVO/OVS 

Компьютер помогает Яну. 
A                                  P 

Яну помогает  компьютер. 
P                             A 

‘computer 
helps John’ 

Inflection of proper 
name  

Ukrainian 
SVO/OVS 

Копм'ютер допомагає Яну. 
A                                       P 

Яну допомогає   комп'ютер. 
P                             A 

‘computer 
helps John’ 

Inflection of proper 
name  

Polish 
SVO/OVS 

Komputer pomaga Janowi.  
A                           P 

Janowi pomaga computer 
 P                        A 

‘computer 
helps John’ 

Inflection of proper 
name  

Hungarian 
SVO/OVS 
 
OSV 
 
SOV 

A számítógép segít Jánosnak.  
A                                      P 

Jánosnak  segít a   számítógép. 
 P                       A 
 
Jánosnak a számítógép  segít. 
 P                 A 
 
A számítógép Jánosnak  segít. 
A                        P 

‘computer 
helps John’ 
 
‘computer 
helps John’ 
 
‘computer 
helps John’ 

Inflection of NPs 

 

Language 5a 5b 5c Valency 
indicator 

English 
SVO/SV
O 

The computer solves the problem. 
A                                            P 

The problem  solves the computer. 
A                                         P 

‘problem 
solves  
computer’
* 

WO 

French 
SVO/SV
O 

L’ordinateur résout le problème. 
A                                        P 

Le problème résout  l’ordinateur. 
A                                        P 

‘problem 
solves 
computer’
* 

WO 

Italian 
SVO/SV
O/ 
OVS 

Il computer definisce  il  problema. 
A                                   P 

Il problema definisce il computer. 
A                                           P 
 
 
Il problema lo definisce  il computer. 
P                                                A 

‘problem 
solves  
computer’
* 
‘computer 
solves  
problem.’ 

WO 
 
 
 
Pronoun (lo) 

Spanish 
SVO/SV
O 
OVS 

El ordenador  está resolviendo  
                          el problema. 
A                          P 

El problema está resolvien.             
                                     el ordenador. 
A                                             P 
 
 
El problema lo está resolv.  
                                      el ordenador. 
  P                                            A 

‘problem 
solves  
computer’
* 
 
‘computer 
has solved 
problem.’ 

WO 
 
 
 
 
Pronoun (lo) 

German 
SVO/OV
S 

Der Computer löst ein Problem. 
A                                   P 
 
P                                   A* 

Ein Problem löst   der Computer. 
P                                        A 
 
A                                        P* 

‘computer 
solves  
problem.’ 
‘problem 
solves  
computer’
* 

Cognitive 
feasibility 

Slovak 
SVO/OV
S 

Počítač rieši problém.  
A                    P 
 
P                    A 

Problém rieši počítač. 
P                   A 
 
A                  P 

‘computer 
solves 
problem.’ 
‘problem 
solves  
computer’
* 

Cognitive 
feasibility 

Czech 
SVO/OV
S 

Počítač řeší problém. 
A                 P 
 
P                  A 

Problém řeší počítač. 
P                   A 
 
A                   P 

‘computer 
solves 
problem.’ 
‘problem 
solves 
computer’
* 

Cognitive 
feasibility 

Russian 
SVO/OV
S 

Компьютер решит проблему. 
  A                                     P 

Проблему решит компьютер 
    P                                 A 

‘computer 
solves 
problem.’ 

Inflection of 
feminine NP 

Ukrainia
n 
SVO/OV
S 

Комп'ютер вирішить  проблему. 
A                             P 

Проблему вирішить комп'ютер. 
 P                                 A     
                         

‘computer 
solves  
problem.’ 
 

Inflection of 
feminine NP 

Polish 
SVO/OV
S 

Komputer rozstrzyga problem. 
    A                              P 
    P                              A 

Problem rozstrzyga computer.    
      P                           A 
       A                          P 

‘computer 
solves  
problem.’ 
‘problem 
solves 
computer’
* 

Cognitive 
feasibility 

Hungaria
n 
SVO/OV
S 
OSV 
 
SOV 

A számítógép megoldja  
                              a problémát. 
A                                 P 

A problémát  megoldja a számítógép 
P                                       A 
 
A problémát  a számítógép oldja meg. 
      P                   A 
 
A számítógép a problémát oldja meg.                           

‘computer 
solves 
problem.’ 
‘computer 
solves  
problem.’ 
‘computer 

Inflection of 
NPs 
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Analytical languages do not admit cognitively improper combinations of two 
inanimate nominals in pre- and post-verb slots, although the surface patterns are 
grammatically unobjectionable. Instead, they prefer the passive for FSP purposes 
(English and French), or appropriate pronouns placed post-nominally, but before 
the verb, to indicate the Patient (Italian and Spanish).

Language 5a 5b 5c Valency 
indicator 

English 
SVO/SV
O 

The computer solves the problem. 
A                                            P 

The problem  solves the computer. 
A                                         P 

‘problem 
solves  
computer’
* 

WO 

French 
SVO/SV
O 

L’ordinateur résout le problème. 
A                                        P 

Le problème résout  l’ordinateur. 
A                                        P 

‘problem 
solves 
computer’
* 

WO 

Italian 
SVO/SV
O/ 
OVS 

Il computer definisce  il  problema. 
A                                   P 

Il problema definisce il computer. 
A                                           P 
 
 
Il problema lo definisce  il computer. 
P                                                A 

‘problem 
solves  
computer’
* 
‘computer 
solves  
problem.’ 

WO 
 
 
 
Pronoun (lo) 

Spanish 
SVO/SV
O 
OVS 

El ordenador  está resolviendo  
                          el problema. 
A                          P 

El problema está resolvien.             
                                     el ordenador. 
A                                             P 
 
 
El problema lo está resolv.  
                                      el ordenador. 
  P                                            A 

‘problem 
solves  
computer’
* 
 
‘computer 
has solved 
problem.’ 

WO 
 
 
 
 
Pronoun (lo) 

German 
SVO/OV
S 

Der Computer löst ein Problem. 
A                                   P 
 
P                                   A* 

Ein Problem löst   der Computer. 
P                                        A 
 
A                                        P* 

‘computer 
solves  
problem.’ 
‘problem 
solves  
computer’
* 

Cognitive 
feasibility 

Slovak 
SVO/OV
S 

Počítač rieši problém.  
A                    P 
 
P                    A 

Problém rieši počítač. 
P                   A 
 
A                  P 

‘computer 
solves 
problem.’ 
‘problem 
solves  
computer’
* 

Cognitive 
feasibility 

Czech 
SVO/OV
S 

Počítač řeší problém. 
A                 P 
 
P                  A 

Problém řeší počítač. 
P                   A 
 
A                   P 

‘computer 
solves 
problem.’ 
‘problem 
solves 
computer’
* 

Cognitive 
feasibility 

Russian 
SVO/OV
S 

Компьютер решит проблему. 
  A                                     P 

Проблему решит компьютер 
    P                                 A 

‘computer 
solves 
problem.’ 

Inflection of 
feminine NP 

Ukrainia
n 
SVO/OV
S 

Комп'ютер вирішить  проблему. 
A                             P 

Проблему вирішить комп'ютер. 
 P                                 A     
                         

‘computer 
solves  
problem.’ 
 

Inflection of 
feminine NP 

Polish 
SVO/OV
S 

Komputer rozstrzyga problem. 
    A                              P 
    P                              A 

Problem rozstrzyga computer.    
      P                           A 
       A                          P 

‘computer 
solves  
problem.’ 
‘problem 
solves 
computer’
* 

Cognitive 
feasibility 

Hungaria
n 
SVO/OV
S 
OSV 
 
SOV 

A számítógép megoldja  
                              a problémát. 
A                                 P 

A problémát  megoldja a számítógép 
P                                       A 
 
A problémát  a számítógép oldja meg. 
      P                   A 
 
A számítógép a problémát oldja meg.                           

‘computer 
solves 
problem.’ 
‘computer 
solves  
problem.’ 
‘computer 

Inflection of 
NPs 
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Out of 5 Slavonic inflectional languages, in three of them (Slovak, Czech and 
Polish) inanimate masculine paradigms do not formally distinguish between NOM 
and ACC, which means that speakers identify the A/P contrast on purely cognitive 
grounds (sentences 5). The same applies to German in sentence 5. In German 
sentence 4, it is the NOM-ACC contrast of definite article that overtakes the function 
of a formal indicator.

In Hungarian, as agglutinating language, there is no form syncretism, so the forms 
of NOM are distinguished by inflection in both animate and inanimate noun from 
their DAT and ACC forms. Hence, the word order is “liberated” to serve as an FSP 
marker. 

Table 6. Analysis of ‘car tows truck’
Language 6a 6b 6c Valency 

indicator 
English 
SVO/SVO 

The car tows the truck.. 
A                         P 

The truck tows the car. 
A                      P 

‘truck tows car’ WO 

French 
SVO/SVO 

La voiture a tiré le camion. 
A                           P 

Le camion a tiré   la voiture. 
A                                P 

‘truck has towed 
car.’ 

WO 

Italian 
SVO/SVO 

La macchina ha trainato  
                             l’ autocarro. 
A                                 P 

L’autocarro ha trainato la macchina. 
A                                           P 

‘truck has towed 
car.’ 

WO 

Spanish 
SVO/SVO 
OVS 

El coche  remolca el camion 
A                              P 
 

El camión remolca el coche. 
A                                P 
 
El camión lo remolca  el coche              
P                                       A 

 
‘truck towed car.’ 
 
 

‘car towed truck’ 

WO 
 
Pronoun lo 

German 
SVO/OVS 

Das Auto zieht einen LKW. 
A                           P 

Einen LKW zieht das Auto. 
P                           A 

‘car tows truck’ Inflected   
Articles 

Slovak 
SVO/OVS 

Auto ťahá      nákladniak..  
A/P                    P/A 

Nákladniak ťahá auto. 
A                           P 
 
P                            A 

 
‘truck tows car.’ 
 
‘the car tows the 
truck.’ 

Context/Co
gnitive 
feasibility 

Czech 
SVO/OVS 

Auto     tahá           kamion. 
A/P                        P/A 

Kamion    tahá       auto. 
A                              P 
 
P                              A 

 
‘truck tows car’ 
 
‘car tows truck’ 

Context/Co
gnitive 
feasibility 

Russian 
SVO/OVS 

Машина тянет грузовик. 
A                             P 

Грузовик тянет машина. 
P                          A 

‘car tows truck’ Inflection of 
feminine NP 

Ukrainian 
SVO/OVS 

Машина тягне вантажівку. 
A                            P 

Вантажівку тягне машина. 
P                                    A 

 
‘car tows truck’ 

Inflection of 
feminine 
NPs 

Polish 
SVO/OVS 

Pojazd ciągnie ciężarówkę. 
A                             P 
 

Ciężarówkę ciągnie pojazd. 
P                                 A 

 
‘car tows truck’ 

Inflection of 
feminine NP 

Hungarian 
SVO/OVS 
OSV 
 
SOV 

Az autó húzza a teherautót. 
A                            P 

A teherautót húzza az autó. 
P                              A 
 
A teherautót az autó húzza. 
P                     A      
 
Az autó a teherautót húzza. 
A                     P                                                      

 
‘car tows truck’ 
 
 
‘car tows truck’ 
 
 
‘car tows truck’ 

 
Inflection of 
NPs 
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Table 7. Analysis of ‘car towed truck’

In the analytical languages sampled in sentences 6 and 7, the tense form of the verb is 
valency-irrelevant, and since both noun phrases are inanimate and capable of entering 
both the Agent and Patient argument slots, the fixed word order is fully employed 
as the prominent indicator of the argument structure, although, cognitively, the first 
choice Agent was the truck.

The Slovak and Czech sentences 6 are A/P ambiguous due to syncretism of NOM/
ACC in both nouns. Moreover, the inflectional ending of the verb reflecting the 
subject-verb concord is zero for all the three genders (here masculine and neuter). 

Language 7a 7b 7c Valency 
indicator 

English 
SVO/SVO 

The car towed the truck.. 
A                            P 

The truck towed the car. 
A                           P 

‘truck towed 
car.’ 
 

WO 

French 
SVO/SVO 

La voiture tire le camion. 
A                         P 

Le camion tire   la voiture. 
A                                P 

‘truck towed 
car.’ 
 

WO 

Italian 
SVO/SVO 

La macchina traina  autocarro. 
A                                  P                             

L’autocarro traina la macchina. 
A                             P 

‘truck towed 
car.’ 

WO 

Spanish 
SVO/SVO
/OVS 

El coche remolcó el  
                             camión. 
A                                P 

El camión remolcó el coche. 
A                                P 
 
El camión lo remolcó el coche.                                       
P                                  A 

 
‘truck towed 
car.’ 
‘car towed 
truck’ 

WO 
 
 
Pronoun lo 
 

German 
SVO/OVS 

Das Auto hat einen LKW     
           gezogen.  
A                             P                                  

Einen LKW hat das Auto gezogen.     
P                              A 

‘car towed 
truck’ 

Inflected   
Articles 

Slovak 
SVO/OVS 

Auto ťahalo nákladniak..  
A                    P 

Nákladniak ťahalo auto. 
A                           P 

‘car tows truck.’ Verb 
inflection + 
S-V concord 

Czech 
SVO/OVS 

Auto tahalo kamion. 
A                    P 

Kamion tahalo     auto. 
P                           A 

‘car towed 
truck’ 

Verb 
inflection + 
S-V concord 

Russian 
SVO/OVS 

Машина тянула грузовик.                     
A                             P 

Грузовик тянула машина. 
P                          A 

‘car towed 
truck’ 

Inflection of 
feminine NP 
+ Verb 
inflection + 
SV concord 

Ukrainian 
SVO/OVS 

Машина тягнула вантажівку.     
   A                             P 

Вантажівку тягнулa машина. 
P                                    A 

‘car towed 
truck’ 

Inflection of  
feminine NP 
+ Verb 
inflection + S-
V concord 

Polish 
SVO/OVS 

Pojazd ciągnął ciężarówkę.  
A                             P 
 

Ciężarówkę ciągnął pojazd.  
P                                 A 

‘car towed 
truck’ 

Inflection of 
feminine NP 
+ Verb 
inflection + S-
V concord 

Hungarian 
SVO/OSV 
 
OSV 
 
SOV 

Az autó húzta a teherautót. 
A                            P 

A teherautót húzta az autó. 
P                               A 
A teherautót az autó húzta. 
P                         A 
Az autó a teherautót húzta. 
A                 P                              

‘car tows truck’ Inflection of 
NPs 
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Hence, the Slovak sentence is a-priori context dependent, the same as the German 
sentences 1 and 2. 

Since the Slovak sentence was referential for all of the respondents, it was quite 
interesting to find that the first choice for all of them was that which was more feasible 
cognitively  – it is the truck that is more likely to be towing a car. Nevertheless, the 
respondents were instructed to keep to the formal order of the words, and thus to 
derive their analysis from the A/P reading of the Slovak sentence. If we compare the 
Slovak reference sentences 6 and 7, the former is A/P ambiguous, whereas the latter 
is disambiguated due to the neuter inflectional ending -o of the verb which indicates 
concord with the subject. This was also reflected in the fact that the respondents 
unanimously identified auto (‘car’) as the Agent in sentence 7. Since none of the 
other languages shows this verb-concord dependent valency interpretation, the 
tense form is irrelevant in them and the analysis is the same for the present and past 
tense versions contrasted in sentences 6 and 7.

If the Russian and Ukrainian versions are compared, in both languages the noun 
машина has distinct NOM/ACC forms. The other nominal грузовик has NOM/
ACC syncretism in Russian, whereas the Ukrainian вантажівкa has distinct NOM/
ACC forms. This, however, does not affect the A-P reading, which is identical in both 
languages. Hence, what may be concluded from this is that one formal indicator 
(NOM/ACC) is sufficient to disambiguate the structure. The Polish sentence is built 
on the same principle. The same as in Russian, in German, too, one of the nouns 
displayed NOM/ACC homonymy (das Auto), the NOM/ACC formal contrast of the 
other noun, however, was valency-indicative, although it is not the noun itself that is 
inflected, but rather its indefinite article.

In Hungarian it is inflection of noun phrases which is valency-indicative in both 
sentences 6 and 7, the tense is not marked for gender, so its tense intro-flection is 
valency-irrelevant.¨

Table 8. Analysis of ‘the wind destroyed the house’
Language 8a 8b 8c Valency 

indicator 
English 
SVO/SVO 

The wind destroyed  the house. 
A                                      P 

The house  destroyed   the wind. 
A                                        P 

‘house destroyed 
wind’* 

WO 

French 
SVO/SVO 

Le vent a détruit la maison. 
A                         P 

La maison a détruit le vent.                                                          
A                                  P 
 

‘house destroyed  
wind’* 
 

WO 

Italian 
SVO/SVO 

Il vento ha destruito la casa 
A                                   P 

La casa ha destruito il vento. 
A                                 P 

‘house destroyed  
wind’* 

WO11 
 

Spanish 
SVO/SVO/ 
OVS 

El viento destruyó la casa. 
A                                P 

La casa destruyó el viento. 
A                              P 
 
La casa la destruyó  el viento. 
P                               A 

‘house destroyed 
wind’* 
 
‘wind destroyed  
house’ 

WO 
 
 
Pronoun (la) 

German 
SVO/OVS 

Der Wind hat das Haus  
                                   
zerstört. 
A                          P 

Das Haus hat der Wind  
                                    zerstört. 
P                         A   

‘wind destroyed  
house’ 
 

Inflection of 
definite 
article 

Slovak 
SVO/OVS 

Vietor zničil dom. 
A/P               P/A 

Dom zničil vietor. 
P                    A 
 
A                    P 

 
‘wind destroyed 
house’ 
 
‘house destroyed 
wind’* 

Cognitive 
feasibility 

Czech 
SVO/OVS 

Vítr zničil dům. 
A/P          P/A 

Dům zničil vítr. 
P                  A 
 
A                 P 

 
‘wind destroyed 
house’ 
 
‘house destroyed  
wind’* 

Cognitive 
feasibility 

Russian 
SVO/OVS 

Ветер разрушил дом. 
A/P                       P/A 

Дом разрушил ветер. 
P                         A 
 
A                         P 

 
‘wind destroyed 
house’ 
 
‘house destroyed  
wind’* 

Cognitive 
feasibility 

Ukrainian 
SVO/OVS 

Вітер зруйнував будинок. 
A/P                       A/P 

Будинок зруйнував bітер. 
P                                 A 
 
A                                 P 

 
‘wind destroyed 
house’ 
‘house destroyed 
wind’* 

Cognitive 
feasibility 

Polish 
SVO/OVS 

Wiatr zniszczył dom.  
 A/P                   P/A 
 

Dom zniszczył wiatr . 
P                    A 
 
A                    P 

 
‘wind destroyed  
house 
 
‘house destroyed 
wind’* 

Cognitive 
feasibility 

Hungarian 
SVO/OSV 
 
OSV 
 
SOV 

A szél tönkretette a házat. 
A                             P 

A házat tönkretette a szél. 
  P                               A 
 
A házat  a szél tette  tönkre.  
   P            A 
 
A szél a házat tette  tönkre. 
   A         P      

‘wind destroyed 
house’ 
 
‘wind destroyed  
house’ 
 
‘wind destroyed  
house’ 
 

Inflection of 
NPs 
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Table 9. Analysis of ‘the ship overturned the raft’

Language 8a 8b 8c Valency 
indicator 

English 
SVO/SVO 

The wind destroyed  the house. 
A                                      P 

The house  destroyed   the wind. 
A                                        P 

‘house destroyed 
wind’* 

WO 

French 
SVO/SVO 

Le vent a détruit la maison. 
A                         P 

La maison a détruit le vent.                                                          
A                                  P 
 

‘house destroyed  
wind’* 
 

WO 

Italian 
SVO/SVO 

Il vento ha destruito la casa 
A                                   P 

La casa ha destruito il vento. 
A                                 P 

‘house destroyed  
wind’* 

WO11 
 

Spanish 
SVO/SVO/ 
OVS 

El viento destruyó la casa. 
A                                P 

La casa destruyó el viento. 
A                              P 
 
La casa la destruyó  el viento. 
P                               A 

‘house destroyed 
wind’* 
 
‘wind destroyed  
house’ 

WO 
 
 
Pronoun (la) 

German 
SVO/OVS 

Der Wind hat das Haus  
                                   
zerstört. 
A                          P 

Das Haus hat der Wind  
                                    zerstört. 
P                         A   

‘wind destroyed  
house’ 
 

Inflection of 
definite 
article 

Slovak 
SVO/OVS 

Vietor zničil dom. 
A/P               P/A 

Dom zničil vietor. 
P                    A 
 
A                    P 

 
‘wind destroyed 
house’ 
 
‘house destroyed 
wind’* 

Cognitive 
feasibility 

Czech 
SVO/OVS 

Vítr zničil dům. 
A/P          P/A 

Dům zničil vítr. 
P                  A 
 
A                 P 

 
‘wind destroyed 
house’ 
 
‘house destroyed  
wind’* 

Cognitive 
feasibility 

Russian 
SVO/OVS 

Ветер разрушил дом. 
A/P                       P/A 

Дом разрушил ветер. 
P                         A 
 
A                         P 

 
‘wind destroyed 
house’ 
 
‘house destroyed  
wind’* 

Cognitive 
feasibility 

Ukrainian 
SVO/OVS 

Вітер зруйнував будинок. 
A/P                       A/P 

Будинок зруйнував bітер. 
P                                 A 
 
A                                 P 

 
‘wind destroyed 
house’ 
‘house destroyed 
wind’* 

Cognitive 
feasibility 

Polish 
SVO/OVS 

Wiatr zniszczył dom.  
 A/P                   P/A 
 

Dom zniszczył wiatr . 
P                    A 
 
A                    P 

 
‘wind destroyed  
house 
 
‘house destroyed 
wind’* 

Cognitive 
feasibility 

Hungarian 
SVO/OSV 
 
OSV 
 
SOV 

A szél tönkretette a házat. 
A                             P 

A házat tönkretette a szél. 
  P                               A 
 
A házat  a szél tette  tönkre.  
   P            A 
 
A szél a házat tette  tönkre. 
   A         P      

‘wind destroyed 
house’ 
 
‘wind destroyed  
house’ 
 
‘wind destroyed  
house’ 
 

Inflection of 
NPs 

 

Language 9a 9b 9c Valency indicator 
English 
SVO/SVO 

The ship overturned the raft.  
       A                         P 

The raft overturned the ship. 
    A                                P 

‘raft 
overturned 
ship’ 

WO 
 

French 
SVO/SVO 

Le bateau a renversé le radeau. 
      A                           P 

Le radeau a renversé le bateau. 
A                                     P 

‘raft 
overturned  
ship’ 

WO 

Italian 
SVO/SVO 

La nave ha traversato la zattera.. 
    A                                    P 

La zattera ha traversato la nave 
A                                      P 

‘raft 
overturned 
ship’ 

WO 

Spanish 
SVO/SVO 

El barco  volcó la patera. 
A                                P 

La patera volcó el barco. 
A                              P 

‘raft 
overturned 
ship’ 

WO 

German 
SVO/OVS 

Das Schiff stürzte den Floss um. 
          A                      P 

Den Floss stürzte  das Schiff um. 
P                               A 

‘ship 
overturned 
raft’ 

Inflection of 
definite articles 

Slovak 
SVO/OVS 

Loď prevrátila plť. 
A/P                 P/A 

Plť prevrátila loď. 
P                     A 
 
A                    P 

‘ship 
overturned 
raft’ 
‘raft 
overturned 
ship’ 

Context/Cognitive 
feasibility 

Czech 
SVO/OVS 

Loď převrátila vor. 
A                       P 

Vor převrátila loď. 
P                        A 

‘ship 
overturned  
raft’ 

Inflection of verb  
S-V concord 

Russian 
SVO/OVS 

Пароход перевернул  плот. 
A/P                          P/A 

Плот перевернул пароход. 
 P                     A 
 
A                    P 

‘ship 
overturned 
raft’ 
‘raft 
overturned 
ship’ 

Context/Cognitive 
feasibility 

Ukrainian 
SVO/OVS 

Пароплав перевернув пліт. 
A/P                           A/P 

Пліт перевернув пароплав. 
P                     A 
 
A                    P 

‘ship 
overturned  
raft’ 
‘raft 
overturned 
ship’ 

Context/Cognitive  
Feasibility 

Polish 
SVO/OVS 

Statek przewrócił tratwę 
 A                         P 
 

Tratwę przewrócił statek      
 P                            A 

‘raft 
overturned 
ship.’ 

Inflection of 
feminine N 

Hungarian 
SVO/OVS 
 
OSV 
 
SOV 

A hajó  felfordította a tutajt.  
A                                 P 

A tutajt felfordította a hajó. 
P                            A 
 
A tutajt a hajó fordította fel. 
P            A    
 
A hajó  a tutajt    fordította fel.  
A                P 

‘raft 
overturned 
ship.’ 
‘raft 
overturned 
ship.’ 
‘raft 
overturned 
ship.’ 

Inflection of NPs 
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Table 10. Analysis of ‘ship woke up guard’

              
Language 1.a 1.b 1c Valency indicator 
English 
SVO/SVO 

The ship woke up the guard.  
       A                         P 

The guard woke up the ship. 
    A                                P 

‘guard woke 
up ship’ 

WO 

Italian 
SVO/SVO 

La nave ha svegliato la guardia  
A                                   P 

La guardia ha svegliato  la nave. 
A                                 P 

‘guard woke 
up ship’ 

WO 

French 
SVO/SVO 

Le bateau a reveillé la garde. 
A                                P 

La garde a réveillé le bateau. 
A                                   P 

‘guard woke 
up ship’ 

WO 

Spanish 
SVO/OVS 

El barco despertó a la guardia. 
A                                   P 

A la guardia despertó  el barco.* 
 
A la guardia la despertó  el barco. 
P                                       A 

* 
‘ship woke 
up guard’ 

 
 
WO + la 

German 
SVO/OVS 

Das Schiff hat die Wache  
                               geweckt. 
A/P                            P/A 

Die Wache hat das Schiff geweckt.                  
A                              P 
 
P                              A 

‘guard woke 
up ship’ 
 
‘ship woke 
up guard’ 

Context/Cognitive 
feasibility 

Slovak 
SVO/OVS 

Loď zobudila stráž. 
A/P               P/A 

Stráž zobudila loď. 
A                       P 
 
P                        A 

‘guard woke 
up ship’   
 
‘ship woke 
up guard’ 

Context/Cognitive 
feasibility 

Czech 
SVO/OVS 

Loď vzbudila stráž. 
A/P          P/A 

Stráž vzbudila loď. 
A                              P 
 
P                              A 

‘guard woke 
up ship’ 
 
‘ship woke 
up  guard’ 

Context/Cognitive 
feasibility 

Russian 
SVO/OVS 

Пароход разбудил  стражу. 
A                                P 

Стражу разбудил пароход. 
P                              A 

‘ship woke 
up guard’ 

Inflection of 
noun/verb, S-V 
concord 

Ukrainian 
SVO/OVS 

Пароплав розбудив варту. 
.A                               P 

Варту розбудив пароплав.. 
P                           A 

‘ship woke 
up guard’ 

Inflection  of 
noun/verb, S-V 
concord 

Polish 
SVO/OVS 

Statek obudził straż. 
 A                         P 

Straż     obudził      statek.     
 P                            A 

‘ship woke 
up guard’ 

Inflection of verb, 
S-V concord 

Hungarian 
SVO/OVS 
 
OSV 
 
SOV 

A hajó felkeltette az őrséget.  
A                             P 

Az őrséget felkeltette a hajó. 
P                                 A 
Az őrséget a hajó keltette  
 P                   A       fel.           
               
A hajó az őrséget keltette  
A               P               fel 

‘guard woke 
up ship’ 
 
‘guard woke 
up ship’ 
 
‘guard woke 
up ship’ 

Inflection of noun 
phrases 
 

 

Language 9a 9b 9c Valency indicator 
English 
SVO/SVO 

The ship overturned the raft.  
       A                         P 

The raft overturned the ship. 
    A                                P 

‘raft 
overturned 
ship’ 

WO 
 

French 
SVO/SVO 

Le bateau a renversé le radeau. 
      A                           P 

Le radeau a renversé le bateau. 
A                                     P 

‘raft 
overturned  
ship’ 

WO 

Italian 
SVO/SVO 

La nave ha traversato la zattera.. 
    A                                    P 

La zattera ha traversato la nave 
A                                      P 

‘raft 
overturned 
ship’ 

WO 

Spanish 
SVO/SVO 

El barco  volcó la patera. 
A                                P 

La patera volcó el barco. 
A                              P 

‘raft 
overturned 
ship’ 

WO 

German 
SVO/OVS 

Das Schiff stürzte den Floss um. 
          A                      P 

Den Floss stürzte  das Schiff um. 
P                               A 

‘ship 
overturned 
raft’ 

Inflection of 
definite articles 

Slovak 
SVO/OVS 

Loď prevrátila plť. 
A/P                 P/A 

Plť prevrátila loď. 
P                     A 
 
A                    P 

‘ship 
overturned 
raft’ 
‘raft 
overturned 
ship’ 

Context/Cognitive 
feasibility 

Czech 
SVO/OVS 

Loď převrátila vor. 
A                       P 

Vor převrátila loď. 
P                        A 

‘ship 
overturned  
raft’ 

Inflection of verb  
S-V concord 

Russian 
SVO/OVS 

Пароход перевернул  плот. 
A/P                          P/A 

Плот перевернул пароход. 
 P                     A 
 
A                    P 

‘ship 
overturned 
raft’ 
‘raft 
overturned 
ship’ 

Context/Cognitive 
feasibility 

Ukrainian 
SVO/OVS 

Пароплав перевернув пліт. 
A/P                           A/P 

Пліт перевернув пароплав. 
P                     A 
 
A                    P 

‘ship 
overturned  
raft’ 
‘raft 
overturned 
ship’ 

Context/Cognitive  
Feasibility 

Polish 
SVO/OVS 

Statek przewrócił tratwę 
 A                         P 
 

Tratwę przewrócił statek      
 P                            A 

‘raft 
overturned 
ship.’ 

Inflection of 
feminine N 

Hungarian 
SVO/OVS 
 
OSV 
 
SOV 

A hajó  felfordította a tutajt.  
A                                 P 

A tutajt felfordította a hajó. 
P                            A 
 
A tutajt a hajó fordította fel. 
P            A    
 
A hajó  a tutajt    fordította fel.  
A                P 

‘raft 
overturned 
ship.’ 
‘raft 
overturned 
ship.’ 
‘raft 
overturned 
ship.’ 

Inflection of NPs 
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In the sampled analytical languages with inanimate noun phrases, the word order is 
employed consistently, and only the cognitive check of an argument’s combination 
in a particular context may determine whether a stretch that is grammatical on the 
surface is or is not cognitively admissible.

In Slovak and Czech, sentences (8), (9) and (10) show NOM – ACC form 
syncretism, in particular genders (also the neuter and feminine in German (10)). The 
verb inflection indicating the S-V concord can likewise not be employed if both noun 
phrases are of the same gender. In such cases, users of inflectional languages whose 
word order is not fixed cannot rely on any formal indicators in written discourse 
(in speech they may be aided by the prosody), and the only means they have is the 
S-V-O >Agent/Action/Patient projection supported by the cognitive check of the 
combination of arguments’ roles in a particular context. A similar situation is in 
German, in sentence (10) with the form syncretism of definite articles in feminine 
and neuter NOM/ACC, and Russian and Ukrainian in sentences (8) and (9).

2.6  Summary of results 
The following table summarizes the distribution of the Agent/Patient contrast indi-
cators   employed in the languages under analysis. In the cases where several indica-
tors were employed at a time, I counted the typologically diagnostic one.

Language 1.a 1.b 1c Valency indicator 
English 
SVO/SVO 

The ship woke up the guard.  
       A                         P 

The guard woke up the ship. 
    A                                P 

‘guard woke 
up ship’ 

WO 

Italian 
SVO/SVO 

La nave ha svegliato la guardia  
A                                   P 

La guardia ha svegliato  la nave. 
A                                 P 

‘guard woke 
up ship’ 

WO 

French 
SVO/SVO 

Le bateau a reveillé la garde. 
A                                P 

La garde a réveillé le bateau. 
A                                   P 

‘guard woke 
up ship’ 

WO 

Spanish 
SVO/OVS 

El barco despertó a la guardia. 
A                                   P 

A la guardia despertó  el barco.* 
 
A la guardia la despertó  el barco. 
P                                       A 

* 
‘ship woke 
up guard’ 

 
 
WO + la 

German 
SVO/OVS 

Das Schiff hat die Wache  
                               geweckt. 
A/P                            P/A 

Die Wache hat das Schiff geweckt.                  
A                              P 
 
P                              A 

‘guard woke 
up ship’ 
 
‘ship woke 
up guard’ 

Context/Cognitive 
feasibility 

Slovak 
SVO/OVS 

Loď zobudila stráž. 
A/P               P/A 

Stráž zobudila loď. 
A                       P 
 
P                        A 

‘guard woke 
up ship’   
 
‘ship woke 
up guard’ 

Context/Cognitive 
feasibility 

Czech 
SVO/OVS 

Loď vzbudila stráž. 
A/P          P/A 

Stráž vzbudila loď. 
A                              P 
 
P                              A 

‘guard woke 
up ship’ 
 
‘ship woke 
up  guard’ 

Context/Cognitive 
feasibility 

Russian 
SVO/OVS 

Пароход разбудил  стражу. 
A                                P 

Стражу разбудил пароход. 
P                              A 

‘ship woke 
up guard’ 

Inflection of 
noun/verb, S-V 
concord 

Ukrainian 
SVO/OVS 

Пароплав розбудив варту. 
.A                               P 

Варту розбудив пароплав.. 
P                           A 

‘ship woke 
up guard’ 

Inflection  of 
noun/verb, S-V 
concord 

Polish 
SVO/OVS 

Statek obudził straż. 
 A                         P 

Straż     obudził      statek.     
 P                            A 

‘ship woke 
up guard’ 

Inflection of verb, 
S-V concord 

Hungarian 
SVO/OVS 
 
OSV 
 
SOV 

A hajó felkeltette az őrséget.  
A                             P 

Az őrséget felkeltette a hajó. 
P                                 A 
Az őrséget a hajó keltette  
 P                   A       fel.           
               
A hajó az őrséget keltette  
A               P               fel 

‘guard woke 
up ship’ 
 
‘guard woke 
up ship’ 
 
‘guard woke 
up ship’ 

Inflection of noun 
phrases 
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Table 11. Distribution of Agent/Patient indicators

      

Table 11 shows that in four out of eleven languages, users responded that the Agent/
Patient contrast was indicated rather consistently, i.e. by word order in analytical 
languages (English, French and Italian), and by inflection in agglutinating Hungarian. 
As was pointed above, in Hungarian there is no form syncretism so case affixes are 
employed consistently as an argument’s markers and the word order is fully liberated 
for the purposes of functional sentence perspective (with the immediate pre-verb 
position having a rhematizing effect). 

From among the analytical languages under examination, in English, French and 
Italian, the pre-verb position is fixed for the Agent and the post-verb position for the 
Patient. When a cognitive check results in an odd argument combination (sentence 
3b for these languages ‘picture paints John’), the surface structure is found to be 
ungrammatical. For FSP purposes the passive voice and clefting may be employed. 

In Spanish the Patient role is indicated by the preposition a in the case of direct 
animate objects and indirect objects in general. So word order is consistently 
employed in Spanish as the Agent/Patient indicator only if there is no need for the 
a preposition (sentence 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9), i.e. when an inanimate noun phrase is in the 
post-verb position as a direct object. In such a case, the cognitive feasibility check 
of arguments serves to exclude cognitively odd combinations. Both Spanish and 
Italian tend to follow the Agent/Action/Patient placement of arguments. When, for 
rhematizing purposes, users need to rhematize the Agent, they place it post-verbally, 
but have to insert a non-emphatic pronoun (pleonastic use) after an in/direct object, 
i.e. Juan ama a María. A María ama Juan. A María la ama Juan. (bolded noun 
phrases are supposed to be rhemes). Compared to English and French, the word 
order is less fixed in Spanish (Italian seems to be somewhere in the middle of the 
cline, since it does not employ the preposition a), and it therefore may be employed 
for FSP purposes. This liberation, on the other hand, when inanimate noun phrases 
occur in the pre- and post-verb slots (other than direct objects), results in a situation 
similar to Slovak and Czech. Since there is no formal indicator (the preposition a is 

Language Inflection Prepositions Word 
order 

Cognitive 
pattern 

Context 
Nominal Verbal Articles 

English     100%   
French     100%   
Italian     100%    
Spanish    40% 60%   
German   50%   20% 30% 
Slovak 40% 10%    20% 30% 
Czech 40% 20%    20% 20% 
Russian 80%     10% 10% 
Ukrainian 80%     10% 10% 
Polish 80%     20%  
Hungarian 100%       
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not obligatory with direct object inanimate items and the word order is less fixed), 
the Agent/Patient ambiguity arises and may be settled only by context and cognitive 
feasibility check.

Hence, in the analytical languages under analysis, English and French seem to be 
closer to each other in contrast to Italian and Spanish. The word order is employed 
most consistently in English and French, and least in Spanish where the preposition 
a is used to distinguish between the Agent and the Patient with direct object animate 
noun phrases and indirect object noun phrases in general. In Spanish and Italian the 
word order may be employed for rhematizing purposes if non-emphatic pronouns 
are inserted, which may be taken as an indicator of its less grammaticalized nature 
compared to English and French.

In German, the primary Agent/Patient indicator were inflected articles (and also, 
one may suppose, inflected adjectives and pronouns). In the absence of any formal 
indicators, i.e. where both noun phrases were proper nouns (sentences 1, 2), or where 
inanimate nouns whose articles’ paradigms show form syncretism (sentence 10), and 
if the cognitive feasibility check allowed both options, only context served to resolve 
the Agent/Patient issue. Cognitive feasibility checking was relevant in sentence 3 
with a combination of a proper noun and form syncretism of a neuter inanimate 
noun phrase. In general, German seems to rank among inflectional languages, with 
the inflection focus on the head noun dependents, whereas word order is employed 
to rhematize.

The situation is very interesting in the group of inflectional languages where 
nominal inflection is the dominant indicator, supported by verb inflection and 
subject/verb concord. As Table 11 shows, this indicator is used in 60% to 80% in 
these languages. In the remaining 20% to 40% of cases users had to do the cognitive 
feasibility check, and if both options were feasible, context became the only indicator. 
Cognitive feasibility checking was the primary indicator in the case where the noun 
phrases happened to show case form syncretism (which, for example in Slovak, is in 
70% of inanimate NOM/ACC paradigms, as was suggested above). As was proved 
throughout the analysis, however, the absence of formal indicators or the high rate 
of form syncretism of inflectional languages was not an obstacle for their users 
in making or identifying the Agent/Patient contrast, since the cognitive analysis 
or feasibility check of the combination of arguments’ roles would safely exclude 
ungrammatical options.

What may further be observed is the fact that in the inflectional languages, as in 
the isolating languages, there is a trend to read a NP/VP/NP surface stretch as Agent/
Action/Patient as unmarked. However, with the presence of formal indicators other 
than word order, the latter is liberated for FSP purposes.
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3.  Conclusion
In my research I intended to test the following hypotheses:

3.1  Hypothesis 1 Prototypical coding properties of respective language types are 
never employed in isolation.
The first hypothesis may be considered as plausible in relation to inflectional 
languages, agglutinating Hungarian, and German, where the Agent/Patient contrast 
was indicated by case marking on both nouns or articles, and to a lesser extent by the 
verb paradigm. Actually, the intended argument reading was effectively accomplished 
formally if at least one of the nouns had discrete forms of NOM and ACC. In this 
respect the subject/verb concord (third person singular) could be considered as less 
relevant since it was effectively employed to indicate the Agent/Patient contrast only 
when the verb was marked for gender in the past tense where two of the nouns 
phrases were of different genders. In analytical languages the word order was either 
the only indicator, supported by the pleonastic use of pronouns in Spanish and 
Italian, or was combined with the preposition a in Spanish.

3.2  Hypothesis 2 The higher the absence of formal case indicators (no prepositions, 
case syncretism), the higher the tendency to grammaticalize the word order.
The Agent/Patient ambiguities did not occur in cases where the diagnostic coding 
properties were employed consistently (affixes in Hungarian without form syncretism, 
word order in English and French). The Agent/Patient ambiguities started to occur 
in the absence of formal case indicators (form syncretism in inflectional languages 
or the absence of the preposition a in Spanish). Such ambiguities were settled by 
cognitive feasibility checks and context rather than grammaticalization of word 
order. What seemed to be fixed-like, however, was a tendency of linear Agent/
Action/Patient reading of a NP/VP/NP surface stretch across these languages. This 
hypothesis may therefore be considered as disproved.

3.3  Hypothesis 3 Decreasing grammaticalization of word order results in in-
creasing of its employment for FSP purposes.
When word order was not employed as the Agent/Patient indicator, it was found as 
an FSP indicator across all the languages under examination, except for English and 
French. This hypothesis may therefore be considered as proved.

3.4  Hypothesis 4 The Agent/Action/Patient reading of a NP/VP/NP surface 
stretch is prevailing in the languages under analysis.
In the inflectional as well analytical languages, including agglutinating Hungarian, 
there is a tendency to read a NP/VP/NP pattern as Agent/Action/Patient, both when 
the formal indicators are or are not present. This proved to be an unmarked theme/
rheme sequence in both groups, i.e. SVO dominant languages as well as German and 
Hungarian. The hypothesis may be taken as proved.
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3.5  Hypothesis 5 In both typological types of languages (synthetic as well as 
analytical), the prototypical formal indicators are subject to a cognitive feasibility 
check of a particular context-dependent combination of arguments.
Finally, the fifth hypothesis may be considered as proved, since cognitive feasibility 
checking was present universally. When the diagnostic coding property of a language 
was employed, the respondents employed it to exclude cognitively odd combinations 
of arguments. In the absence of formal indicators it was used as the primary indicator 
of the Agent/Patient contrast.
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Abstract

The study proposes and tests a method for the identification of back-formed words, pre-
sumably applicable to any type of formation. It describes the method and an experiment 
with selected back-formation types to prove the functionality of the method. It is based on 
a formal approach: the starting point is the selection of potential source words for back-for-
mations according to affixes typically involved in the process; the next step is the verifica-
tion of the hypothetical back-formations on the Internet. On a general level, the success of 
this method in locating back-formations that might otherwise go unnoticed leads to the 
idea that the method may in principle have a wider application and could be adapted to 
search for other types of derivational formations. If true, it could help close the frequently 
occurring gap between the data used in word-formation analysis and the current state of 
the lexicon (especially in the area of neologisms). 

Keywords: word-formation, back-formation, affix, identification, neologism, productivity

1.  Introduction
Back-formation (hereafter referred to as BF in the sense of both the process and 
its result) is one of the minor, but still rather productive means of word-formation. 
To simplify the description of the process, we can see it as a type of de-affixation. 
An existing morphologically complex word is stripped of its affix (usually a suffix) 
and results in what is, or is supposed to be, its morphological base. As with other 
word-formation processes, the result is a new lexeme, i.e. a new item of vocabulary 
with its own lexical meaning, different from that of the source word. The main mo-
tivating force of BF is the need for the syntactic recategorization of the concept in 
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communication, while the longer, morphologically (more) complex form has been 
used for some time already. The formations are based on analogy with existing der-
ivational pairs. The following relatively recent examples represent the most frequent 
types of words which result from the process of BF at present:

accreditate (1989), v. < accreditation n.; of a school, course, etc.: to certify 
a school as meeting standards set by external assessors or regulators

back-calculate (1988), v. < back-calculation n. (resolving a problem back-
wards form the result to the start); to perform back-calculation

feather-bed (1962), v. < feather-bedding n.; make sb. comfortable by favour-
able, esp. economic or financial treatment; specifically: to employ su-
perfluous staff

skirt-chase (1981), v. < skirt-chaser n.; slang: to pursue women with amo-
rous attentions

valet-park (1983), v. < valet parking n. (N. American: a service provided at a 
restaurant, etc., in which an attendant parks patrons’ motor vehicles); 
to provide the service of valet-parking

word-process (1985), v. < word processing n.; computing: to edit, produce, 
etc. by electronic means, using a word processor

          
These examples actually exemplify the main features of such newly formed words: 

the resulting item is most frequently a verb (all the examples) or a compound (all 
except accreditate); it is often marked regionally (valet-park, US) or stylistically 
(word-process, computing; skirt-chase, slang); the verbs are most often formed from 
action nouns (accreditate, back-calculate, feather-bed, valet-park, word-process), or 
from agent nouns (skirt-chase), the removed affix is typically a suffix, the most fre-
quent suffixes being -ing (feather-bed, valet-park, word-process), -ation (accreditate, 
back-calculate) and -er (skirt-chase). In addition, there is another quality that has 
been observed recently: although many of the resulting words are presented in gen-
eral dictionaries as stylistically neutral, they tend to be used in a limited number 
of contexts, especially words associated with professional areas such as business, 
economics, industry or education, etc. Such words can be considered either formal 
(accreditate) or belonging to a professional jargon (feather-bed). Also, many of these 
words at the same time involve meaning transfer, e.g. metaphor or metonymy (feath-
er-bed, skirt-chase).

BF has been mentioned or more or less described by many morphologists (e.g. 
Adams, Bauer, Plag, Katamba, Lieber, Štekauer, Biermeier). The most frequent fea-
tures that the authors often discuss are the diachronic or synchronic relevance of the 
phenomenon, its analogical nature, re-analysis of the source words, and the increas-
ing share of verbal compounds resulting from the process. More extensive coverage 
of BF is given by Marchand (1969) and especially by Pennanen (1966). A monograph 
picking up where Pennanen left off in the survey of BF development is currently in 
print (Stašková 2014).

LINGUISTICS AND TRANSLATION STUDIES
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2.  Recognizability of BFs
One of the questions that arises when we are thinking about this process and its con-
tribution to English vocabulary is to what extent speakers have insight into how it 
works. For instance, with suffixation most people are certainly aware of sitting being 
formed from sit by adding the suffix -ing to it. Analogously, most speakers  probably 
assume that babysitting is a word formed by suffixation from the verb babysit, and 
only very few will realize at all that the verb came into being later than the action 
noun and that the direction of the word-formation is actually opposite: babysit (v.) 
< babysitting (n.). Quite likely they would be surprised if told that compared to de-
cide (v.) > decision (n.) the pair televise (v.) < television (n.) is the product of a reverse 
process. In fact, it is exactly the analogy with affixation that leads speakers to form a 
BF intuitively from an existing complex word, though some of them no doubt create 
new words by BF knowingly and purposely. 

It seems that this question is to a large extent a matter of synchronic or diachron-
ic attitudes to BF. Authors dealing with BF differ in their approaches, but many of 
them realize the necessity of combining both. Biermeier admits that “it is synchron-
ically difficult (if not impossible) to determine if to burgle was back-derived from 
burglar or if, on the other hand, the verb serves as the base to which the suffix -ar 
was attached” (140). He draws attention to Bauer’s view that BF must be allowed 
for in synchronic description if it is still productive. Pennanen also approaches the 
phenomenon both synchronically and diachronically and in this respect, Biermeier 
considers Pennanen’s formulation to be the most pregnant: “Back-formations are 
normally not recognized as such by the average speakers. To them they are synchro-
nous phenomena of the language system; in this sense back-formation is relevant 
only in the diachronic aspect. On the other hand, there are speakers, who deliberate-
ly employ a back-formed word, or even coin one” (Pennanen 149). This can be illus-
trated by two examples: stupend (v., “to amaze, dumbfound”, 1904 < stupendous adj.) 
is presented in the OED as G. B. Shaw’s word; the noun plore (“a museum exhibit 
which demonstrates some scientific principle in action”, 1989 < explore v.) is com-
mented on by Ayto  in the following way: “Plore is a term introduced by Professor 
Richard Gregory to describe the exhibits in his Exploratory, an innovative museum 
of science opened in Bristol in 1987” (247). In certain situations, speakers, in order 
to reach a particular, especially humorous, emotional or emphatic effect, deliberately 
create a BF, which may either only occur as a nonce word, or may be accepted by 
others and gradually win its place in vocabulary, as an example taken from the web 
page Digital Spy shows (songwrite, v. < songwriter, n.): “Speaking about his talents, 
he added: I can songwrite, I can produce, I master vocal everything, I can teach…” 
(Fletcher, online). 

Lieber emphasizes on the one hand the contrast between the historical fact of 
the origin of the source words and the resulting BFs, and on the other the ability 
(or rather inability) of the ordinary speaker to recognize back-formed words in the 
language: “Indeed speakers are sometimes surprised to learn that the verb did not 
exist before the corresponding noun, so ordinary-sounding has the verb come to be” 
(51). She illustrates this idea with examples like peddle and edit, back-formed from 
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peddler and editor1. 
Another question on which many authors are in agreement is the fact that back-

formed words are often felt ugly, odd or even ridiculous by ordinary native speakers 
(Greenbaum, Lieber and others). Lieber herself illustrates this fact with her own 
feeling when hearing the verb incent in 2007, in a public speech by a governor, and 
she says: “In context, it clearly was a back-formation from the noun incentive, and 
it sounded quite odd at the time” (52). In fact, the verb was not so new at that time; 
Merriam Webster’s Dictionary introduces the date of origin 1981, OED even 1977.  

Let us now imagine a situation that a language user wants to know which words 
in the vocabulary have been coined as a result of BF. One of the easiest possibilities 
is to consult a good electronic dictionary with a searching tool, in which they enter 
a request such as “back-formation in etymology” and get a list of entries containing 
this description of the origin. By this method an ordinary user of language is able to 
find a relatively large number of words that have been established as BFs for a long 
time; however, they will probably not find very many recent ones, let alone those 
which only exist in current communication and so have not been incorporated into 
dictionaries yet – the “hottest” neologisms. 

Since the deliberate coining of a BF is more or less an exception and users of 
English normally do not recognize these formations as such, it remains the task of 
linguists to examine the relevant word-formation pairs, to discover which of the two 
items is primary and which is secondary, and to distinguish BF from affixation. The 
result of such research should be a list of back-formed words in which, diachron-
ically and (where possible) also synchronically, it would be clear enough that the 
direction of formation has been opposite to affixation. But the question is where to 
start. How should the researcher proceed to be able to find the relevant pairs and to 
identify a BF with certainty? 

The present study’s aim is to provide answers to these questions: the main task 
is to devise a method for the identification of back-formed words and to verify its 
practical application on existing vocabulary. The method is based on selected pat-
terns derived from typical samples of BF and the study hopes to prove its general 
applicability, i.e. to show that it may be used for any type of BF.

3.  The method 
3.1  Step one: establishing formal patterns of word pairs involved in BF
In his monograph, Pennanen introduced a transparent typology which is based pre-
dominantly on the formal aspect of the words, particularly on the part of speech of 
the source word and that of the resulting back-formed word. His system includes 
six types (see below). As a result of my own research another three types have been 
added, so the present typology includes nine categories:
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Type I    Verb from agent / instrument noun
Type II   Verb from action noun
Type III   Verb from adjective
Type IV   Noun from adjective
Type V  Noun from another noun which is believed to be its
    derivative 
Type VI  Adjective from abstract noun
Type VII   Adjective from agent noun 
Type VIII   Prefixal back-formations
Type IX  Inflectional back-formations

Each of the types involves a certain recurring set of affixes. Thus, for example, the 
most typical suffix subtracted from agent nouns is -er; in the case of action nouns the 
most frequent suffixes are -ing, -ion/-ation. Adjectives resulting in verbs usually lose 
-ed/-ing, while when changing into nouns they frequently drop -ic or -y, etc. 

When looking for the identification method, the formal approach seems the most 
suitable starting point, for a frequently occurring affix is something that is relative-
ly easy to go by. Thus the process of identification of BFs will start by selecting the 
suitable BF patterns. Next, the potential source words will have to be found which 
contain one of the affixes relevant in BF. 

First of all, using my previous research, I compiled a list of formal patterns pro-
viding a survey of existing BF pairs in which the following useful characteristics are 
indicated: affiliation with a particular type of BF (Type I – Type IX), part of speech of 
both words (N = noun, V = verb, A = adjective), the direction of the process, and the 
affix removed. These four properties of the patterns are presented in the following 
way:

Example:  (Type I) N > V: -erN>V

where   (Type I) is the type of BF (here verbs formed from
    agent nouns)
   N > V indicates the direction of BF and word class
    (here from noun to verb)
   -erN>V is the affix (here suffix) removed with the 
   upper index distinguishing it from the same suffix
    appearing in a different type (e.g. -erN>N) 

As far as prefixes are concerned, the part of speech is not so relevant because the 
removal of the prefix does not affect the part of speech of the new formation (unlike 
with suffixes). The grammatical suffix in Type VIII is always the plural -s.

The list of formal patterns shows a set of combinations found in contemporary BF. 
All the affixes introduced in the list have been identified in the collection of English 
BFs coined in the period from 1900 until the present, the whole sample including 
over 700 items2. Each affix is followed by an example:
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Suffixes of BF source words
1. (Type I) N > V: 

-entN>V (adolescent > adolesce), -erN>V (dealer > deal), -ianN>V (comedian > 
comede), -iveN>V (incentive > incent), -orN>V(escalator > escalate) 

2. (Type II) N > V: 
-anceN>V (concordance > concord), -ationN>V (tectonization > tectonize), 
-enceN>V (tumescence > tumesce), -erN>V (demerger > demerge), -iaN>V (ecphoria 
> ecphore), -ingN>V (microcoding > microcode), -ioN>V (fellatio > fellate),  
-ionN>V (proaction > proact), -isN>V (symbiosis > symbiose), -manshipN>V (one-
upmanship > one-up), -mentN>V (drop-shipment > drop-ship), -nN>V (wedeln > 
wedel), -yN>V (holography > holograph), -nessN>V (one-handness > one-hand)

3. (Type VI) N > A: 
-(ic)sN>A (logistics > logistic), -ionN>A (capitation > capitated), -ismN>A 
(surrealism > surreal), -ityN>A (intertextuality > intertextual), -ureN>A (closure 
> cloze), -yN>A (complicity > complicit)  

4. (Type VII) N > A: 
-erN>A (do-gooder > do-good), -orN>A (carburettor > carburetted) 

5. (Type V) N > N: 
-anceN>N (grievance > grievant), -emeN>N (morpheme > morph), -erN>N (strip-
teaser > striptease),  -(graph)yN>N (cineradiography > cineradiograph), -iaN>N 
(homophobia > homophobe), -icsN>N (aerobatics > aerobat), -ingN>N (shrink-
wrapping > shrink-wrap), -ionN>N (retardation > retardate), -ismN>N (cladism 
> cladist), -ogenN>N (plasmalogen > plasmal), -omyN>N (taxonomy > taxon), 
-shipN>N (grantsmanship > grantsman), -(ual)ityN>N (intertextuality > intertext)

6. (Type III) A > V: 
-ableA>V (biodegradable > biodegrade), -antA>V (decongestant > decongest), 
-edA>V (hard-wired > hard-wire), -escentA>V (luminescent > luminesce), -icA>V 

(cathectic > cathect), -ingA>V (self-financing > self-finance), -iveA>V (auto-
destructive > auto-destruct), -ousA>V (stupendous > stupend), -yA>V (skeevy > 
skeeve)

7. (Type IV) A > N: 
-alA>N (paramedical > paramedic), -anA>N (exurban > exurb), -arA>N (orbicular 
> orbicule), -ceA>V (Rhaeto-Romance > Rhaeto-Roman), -edA>N (gorked > 
gork), -ianA>N (archosaurian > archosaur), -icA>N (didactic > didact), -ousA>N 
(frivolous > frivol), -yA>N (ditzy > ditz)

Prefixal back-formations
8.   (Type VIII):

ab-/ad- (absorb/adsorb > sorb), an- (anoxic > oxic), dis- (concerting > 
disconcerting), e- (edentulous > dentulous), en- (enclitic > clitic), ex- (plore 
> explore), in- (inept > ept), un- (unflappable > flappable), re- (repatriate > 
patriate), sub- (suburb > urb)
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Inflectional back-formations 
9. (Type IX): 

plural -s (gigaflops > gigaflop; giga- + acronym from Floating-point Operations 
Per Second)  

3.2  Step two: searching for potential source words with no attested BFs
Potential source words of BFs not attested in dictionaries can be looked for in 
several types of lexical sources, e.g. the British National Corpus, the Corpus of 
Contemporary American English, frequency lists of new words based on various 
corpora, or in existing comprehensive dictionaries. The selection of the sample of 
potential BF source words thus starts with the choice of the lexical source(s). For the 
purposes of this study I used the Concise Oxford Dictionary 11th Edition, CD-ROM 
(2004) and Merriam Webster’s 11th Collegiate Dictionary on CD ROM, version 3.0 
(2003) as the stores of potential BR source words. 

The strategy of extracting the suitable BF source potentials is as follows. One 
of the BF patterns from the above survey is chosen, e.g. (Type I) -erN>V, and the 
suffix entered in in the search engine of the selected lexical source (an electronic 
dictionary). Next, irrelevant items have to be eliminated from the list of all the 
forms ending in -er, such as those which have the same suffix but are not nouns (e.g. 
blatter, v., “to move or strike with a clatter”; or comparatives), or nouns which do 
not refer to an agent / instrument (e.g. banter, n. “the friendly exchange of teasing 
remarks”). Thereby the otherwise formal method incorporates a semantic element. 
Then words which fit the type but whose derivational paradigm already contains 
a verb have to be excluded (listed in the same dictionary or any other). This may 
be a verb converted from the noun (i.e. with no subtraction, e.g. blatter n. / v.), or 
the derivational base for the noun (diachronically preceding the occurrence of the 
noun), or even an already existing BF verb. For example, one of the first instrument 
nouns ending in -er in COD11 is arrester (“a devise on an aircraft carrier that slows 
down an aircraft after landing by means of a hook and cable”). The potential BF verb 
of related meaning could be arrest, but the verb is already entered there as the base 
of the noun subject to affixation. The noun back-stabber (“a person who criticizes 
someone while feigning friendship”) could be a potential BF verb, back-stab, and a 
subsequent inquiry reveals that the verb is a confirmed BF in the OED. On the other 
hand, examples of relevant agent nouns are bean-counter (“a person who works with 
money and who wants to keep strict control of how much a company spends”) or 
fortune-hunter (“a person seeking wealth by marriage”) for which I did not manage 
to find back-formed or otherwise formed verbs. 

Some of the BF affixes are ambiguous, i.e. one and the same form appears in 
several patterns with different parts of speech involved. The source word with the 
suffix -ing can be, for example, a noun or adjective, and thus the basis of two types of 
BF: Type II, N > V (microcoding > microcode) and Type III, A > V (self-financing > 
self-finance). Sometimes an action noun exists alongside with an agent noun of the 
same root – both variants can be the source of one verb (e.g. face-saving / face-saver 
> face-save). 
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The most promising potential source words are compounds; in the sample 
of selected words for the investigation they absolutely prevail (which reflects 
the situation in attested BFs). With some compounds, an alternative process is 
conceivable, i.e. that the given word has been formed by compounding. In such cases 
the chronological sequence of the occurrence of the words and agreement with the 
established BF types has to be considered in order to accept or reject the operation of 
BF (e.g.: fire-walker  n. OED 1895, fire-walking n. OED 1899,  fire-walk n. OED 1900, 
fire-walk v. neologism 20123).

Some of the forms of the source words are extremely frequent (e.g. -er, -ing, 
-ion/-ation, -s, -i/-ity, and others) and the search is bound to yield too large a number 
of hits. The use of electronic search tools makes it possible to restrict the scope of 
the search by specifying the strings we look for.  Thus, in Type I we can insert -p-er, 
or -s-er, or -w-er, etc., instead of -er in order to narrow the range of potential nouns 
uncovered by the search and focus on strings producing likely candidates. Examples 
of such potential new BF pairs are: gate-keeper > gate-keep, ambulance chaser > 
ambulance-chase and flame-thrower > flame-throw. Such modification allows for 
more careful and gradual sifting through the data, exploring smaller sets of words 
at a time.

For the purposes of the study, I selected four BF patterns. In order to compose 
a typologically diverse sample, the choice of the types was such as to cover the 
three main word classes as the output. The types were also chosen because of their 
frequency and so it was necessary to restrict the number of items in the (sub)
sample by extending the suffix to include the preceding consonant (-t-er, -t-ing) or 
morpheme (-graph-y, -ic-s). The potential BF source words were from the following 
types and included the respective final strings: 

1.   (Type I) -terN>V (bean-counter > bean-count)
2.   (Type II) -tingN>V (double-knitting > double-knit)
3.   (Type V) -graphyN>N (cosmography > cosmograph)
4.   (Type VI) -icsN>A (aquarobics > aquarobic)

     The resulting preliminary sample of potential BF source words consisted of 1150 
items, of which 739 represented the Type I pattern, 141 the Type II patterns, 86 the 
Type V patterns and 184 the Type VI patterns.  The items in this sample then went 
through an elimination process to exclude those for which BFs had already been 
attested and recorded. This elimination narrowed the preliminary sample down to 
a list of 83 genuine potential BF source words which were used in step three of the 
study (see Table 1). 

To summarize step two, its main task was to gather a pattern-based collection of 
potential BF source words for which no BFs occur in current dictionaries.  From 
these words possible BFs can be derived, e.g., bean-counter > bean-count (?); fortune-
hunter > fortune-hunt (?), and in the next step these hypothetical BF neologisms will 
be searched for. 
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3.3  Step three: identifying BF neologisms
When the sample of potential source words of a particular BF pattern was collected, 
it had to be decided which texts to use as a data source. However large the standard 
corpora (the BNC, the COCA, etc.) may seem, they are not big enough for the 
purposes of the study, and so the best choice appeared to be the biggest corpus 
available so far, the Internet. It is indisputably the best source of contemporary 
communication, almost unlimited in size, variety of text types, mode and style (i.e. 
including texts from all fields, by all layers of users, of various stylistic and regional 
markedness, from neutral to colloquial, slang, jargon, or technical), etc. For each 
potential BF neologism, the whole lemma, i.e. all of the forms of its inflectional 
paradigm were searched for (e.g. the third person sg. present simple tense, or the -ed 
past form or to-infinitive of the verb (bean-counters, bean-counted, to bean-count) 
using the Google search engine, in order to find any occurrence of the projected BF. 
Such occurrences, if found, are taken to confirm that the process of BF is productive 
in ordinary speech (writing). In the case of the potential BF verbs bean-count and 
fortune-hunt4, only the former was located reliably on the Internet, for example in 
the Washington Post:  “After you get that off your chest, though, you’ll need to set 
aside your defensive impulses and bean-count” (Hax, online) 

The aim of step three is thus to find as many existing BF neologisms as possible 
from among the final list of potential BF source words and document them by 
citations from the Internet. This is not to say that those which were not found do 
not, or will not, exist, since not even the Internet covers all the production of English 
in the world.  The confirmed BFs can be considered neologisms in the phase of 
their “trial period” – they may survive and sooner or later reach the status of an 
attested item in a dictionary, or they will disappear as occasional and nonce words. 
It is almost impossible to predict which of them will win a more stable place in 
vocabulary – language users’ preferences are often erratic and some of the new words 
are really surprising.

4.  Results 
The verification experiment started with the preliminary sample of 1150 relevant 
items, out of which 83 do not have BFs recorded in the consulted dictionaries. The 
sample thus yielded 83 potential or projected back-formed words which were then 
searched for on the Internet. Of these 83 potential BFs, 48 BF neologisms were 
confirmed by the search as existing (57.8 %). They are presented in Table 1:

Table 1. The results of the verification experiment

Type Suffix Example Preliminary 
sample 

BF 
potentials 

BFs 
found 

I -terN>V bean-counter > bean-count 739 30 / 100 % 12 / 40.0 % 
II -tingN>V double-knitting > double-knit 141 25 / 100 % 13 / 52.0 % 
V -graphyN>N cosmography > cosmograph 86 17 / 100 % 12 / 70.6 % 
VI -icsN>A aquarobics > aquarobic 184 11 / 100 % 11 /100.0 % 
Total   1150 83 / 100 % 48 / 57.8 % 
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Among the selected patterns, the Type VI pattern with -icsN>A appears to be the 
most productive since all the 11 projected BFs occurred in various types of the 
Internet texts. Although this category seems to be easily recognizable and all the 
projected words were confirmed, we should take into consideration the possibility of 
an alternative way of creating some of them – by analogy. Aquarobics and aquarobic, 
for example, could have been created analogically to older aerobics and aerobic. 
On the other hand, the BF sequence N > A is highly probable, as firstly the noun 
is primarily described as a blend of aqua and aerobics, and secondly the adjective 
aquarobic is not yet attested in any of the modern dictionaries, which is one of the 
diachronic principles of the method presented here. This particular form (-ics > -ic) 
is among the most frequent ones within the -sN>A.

The same applies to the (Type V) pattern -graphyN>N. This morpheme (considered 
a combining form) is subsumed under the suffix -yN>N in the BF typology and has 
been selected for the same reason: it is one of the very frequent forms in this category. 
The idea of alternative analogical formation mentioned above is also admissible but 
again, the resulting newly suggested BFs do not occur in any dictionary and thus, at 
least seen diachronically, they must only follow the source nouns and be their BFs. 

Since the patterns (Type I) -erN>V and (Type II) -ingN>V are traditionally extremely 
numerous, it was necessary to restrict the search by adding a consonant to the affix: 
(Type I) -terN>V and (Type II) -tingN>V. Their respective productivity is not surprising; 
it is in compliance with the results of the preceding research on BF of the period 
1900–2011, which has revealed that the suffix -ing is gradually becoming the most 
frequent BF affix, while the occurrence of the suffix -er has slightly decreased.

Given that only four types and only one suffix in each type were investigated, 
the method produced surprisingly good results. It can be expected that with more 
types and more affixes explored the number of actively identified BFs would be 
proportionately higher. This indicates not only that the method is successful, but 
also that the number of BFs in actual use in contemporary English is higher than 
appears to be the case when consulting dictionaries. More importantly, the results 
show that BF is, as expected, definitely a productive word-formation process.  The 
distribution of the discovered BF neologisms may also be taken as indicating the 
degree of productivity to some extent. 
 
5.  Notes on the identified BF neologisms and their types 
The complete list of BF neologisms found in each of the four BF type patterns is 
given in the Appendix. The neologisms are supplemented by definitions and citations 
from Internet communication, together with the reference to the web pages5. The 
most frequent sources of the new words were articles in Internet magazines (e.g. 
Gigaom.com), newspapers (Washingtonpost.com) or personal blogs (e.g. billayers.
wordpress.com). Many technical terms appeared in learned texts presented in the 
blogs of scholars or physicians (e.g. drsharmadiagnostics.com). Some interviews 
or articles about celebrities, on the other hand, were the source of stylistically or 
emotionally marked items (e.g. digitalspy.co.uk).
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Although the main task of this study is to present and examine a method for the 
identification of BFs, I find it useful to submit a brief description of the neologisms 
found, from the semantic, stylistic and grammatical points of view.

The semantic content of verbs in Type I (verbs from agent nouns) relates to several 
areas, one of the frequent ones being the area of creation: screenwrite (“to write TV 
scenarios”, songwrite (“to write songs”) and trendset (“to establish a new trend in 
design or fashion”). Others refer to various electronic procedures: downconvert (“to 
convert HD TV into standard definition TV”), inkjetprint (“to print using small ink 
droplets”) and laser print (“to print using laser”). Still others describe diverse types 
of states or behaviour, e.g. bardolate (“to idolize Shakespeare”), self-start (“to be able 
to work without needing help”) or bounty-hunt (“to chase outlaws or animals for the 
bounty offered”). Neurotransmit is used in medicine describing a process in the brain. 
Cookie-cut is an interesting item because of its metaphorical nature and frequent 
derogatory tinge (“to change someone’s character according to a given pattern”). 
From the stylistic point of view, only four words in this category are unequivocally 
part of technical terminology (downconvert, inkjetprint and laser print: electronics, 
neurotransmit: medicine); bean-count and self-start are informal and cookie-cut is an 
Americanism; the rest can be considered neutral. This stylistic characteristic reflects 
accurately the overall situation in BF over the last hundred years (as shown in my 
previous research). 

While the vocabulary of Type I contains at least some items of technical terminology, 
verbs of Type II (verbs from action nouns) all belong to general language. The 
reason, in my opinion, consists in the fact that the source words of technical terms 
of Type I mostly refer to an instrument (downconverter, inkjetprinter, laser-printer) 
or substance (neurotransmitter) used to reach a particular (technological / medical) 
effect. Names of people (screenwriter, songwriter, trendsetter), on the other hand, 
result in verbs of general language, which often denote a creative activity.  

This is similar with verbs of Type II, formed from action nouns: they frequently 
refer to activities somehow connected with leisure time: hobbies (e.g. surfcast “to 
fish from the shore by casting into the surf ”), sport (e.g. powerlift “to participate in 
a contest involving three tests of strength: the bench press, squat, and two-handed 
lift”, trap-shoot “to shoot at clay pigeons hurled into the air from a trap”) or creation/
art (e.g. double-knit “to make a type of cloth”, underpaint “to make the first layer in a 
painting in order to indicate the design and main areas of light and shade”, method act 
“to identify as closely as possible with the character played”) and they are stylistically 
neutral. There is only one verb that is very close to terminology (cybersquat “to 
register an Internet domain name that is likely to be wanted by another person, 
business or organization in the hope that it can be sold them for a profit”); however, 
more and more people are accepting the language of the Internet as part of general 
language these days.

The third category involved in the experiment, Type V (nouns from more complex 
nouns), is, unlike the previous ones, full of technical terms. This is predominantly due 
to the fact that the suffix -graphy is a neoclassical combining form, which typically 
occurs in the language of learned style. The resulting nouns are mostly names of 
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instruments (arteriograph “a diagnostic instrument used to visualize the inside of 
blood vessels”, crystallograph “an instrument used for the description of the forms 
and structures of crystals”, stereolithograph “a 3D printing machine which converts 
liquid plastic into solid”, videograph “a multimedia player, with which digitalized 
videos can be played and at the same time be evaluated”). Other new words in this 
category denote computer programs (ethnograph “a computer program designed to 
facilitate the processing of qualitatively gathered sociological data”, stratigraph “a Java 
based tool for computation and visualization of stratification graphs”) or resulting 
descriptions (cosmograph “a kind of graph resembling pie charts, usually used in 
order to represent finances”, oceanograph “a written description of the physical and 
biological aspects of the oceans, including their chemistry, biology, and geology”, 
uranograph “a chart of the skies”, xerograph “a copy produced by xerography”). Most 
of the terms come from natural sciences, with a few exceptions: hagiograph “a holy 
writing” and haplograph “omission of a repeated word”.

The resulting formations of Type VI are adjectives (formed from nouns). Similarly 
as was the case in Type V, they are most often related to a science from whose name 
they were back-formed: combinatoric, fluid-mechanic, informatic, mechatronic, 
moletronic, soil-mechanic and videographic. Several adjectives are connected with 
physical exercise: aquarobic, callanetic and step-aerobic. Only one item seems to come 
from a different area – linguistics: Ebonic “of or pertaining to Black English (= 
Ebonics)”. Quite a number of items in this category belong to technical terminology, 
sometimes very specialized. Those related to exercise may occur within general 
communication more frequently than the others since these activities are quite 
popular. They can therefore be considered stylistically neutral. Ebonics is clearly an 
Americanism. 

An absolute majority of adjectives of this type occur in attributive position 
(combinatoric question, Ebonic translations, fluid-mechanic experiments, soil-
mechanic resistance), the only exception being informatic (predicative position): 
“…the more informatic and algorithmic it becomes…”.

As regards the grammatical forms of these Internet back-formations, they rarely 
display a complete inflectional paradigm. Thus with verbs, for example, the most 
frequent grammatical form is the to-infinitive (e.g. to laser-print, to neurotransmit) 
and many verbs occur in the passive voice (e.g. was bill-posted, is inkjetprinted). Also, 
one of the finite verb forms which frequently occurs is the 3rd person plural (as 
in, e.g. “people who bardolate”, “public schools…cookie-cut children”), perhaps as a 
reflection of the users’ tendency to express general reference rather than to use a new 
word in a more subjective way. Presumably the limited range of inflections of these 
neologisms is connected with their being unusual; those of them that may happen 
to be gradually accepted by a growing number of language users may, as a result, 
become fully inflected such as the well-established back-formations like to baby-sit, 
to brainwash, etc. 
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6.  Conclusion
The aim of the study was to devise and test a method of actively discovering BFs in 
contemporary English language production and so to demonstrate that BF is a reg-
ular productive word-formation process. The method whereby the BF neologisms 
were identified can be summarized by means of the following three steps:

1.   Selection of a suitable set of BF patterns – types and affixes involved in the 
process;

2.    Compilation of a list of potential source words without attested BFs by searching 
in suitable lexical sources (e.g. modern dictionaries or corpora-based lists);

3.    Searching for these potential BF neologisms on the Internet. 

The results of this study prove that the method is capable of discovering a rela-
tively large number of BF neologisms. The experiment succeeded in finding 49 BF 
neologisms that have not been attested before. Considering that of the nine types of 
BFs only four types and only one suffix from each type were investigated, there is a 
good chance that with more types and more affixes the number of BF neologisms 
would be considerably higher. The results indicate that in contemporary English the 
number of BFs in actual use is certainly higher than even the most extensive and up-
to-date dictionaries report.  

BF is a word-formation process which, in spite of its difficult identification by 
ordinary language users, is still productive and has its place in the contemporary 
word-formation system. Any future research of this process depends on linguists 
having access to new vocabulary items formed in this way. The aim of the study was 
to provide such access by developing a simple and effective method for discovering 
newly formed BFs which have not yet found their way into dictionaries, although in 
present-day communication they seem to spring into existence at a surprisingly fast 
rate. 

The results of the study can be used for both theoretical and practical purposes, 
in word-formation and lexicography. Searching for BF neologisms has a potentially 
useful spin-off for a lexicographer intending to compile a special dictionary of BFs. 
Apart from discovering specific neologisms by means of the method, I was able to 
identify quite a large number of words in the consulted dictionaries which are not 
explicitly labelled as BFs but which fulfil at least one of the basic conditions to be 
recognized as such. The first is the diachronic condition: the supposed back-derived 
form must have appeared later in the language than the complex source word. The 
second is a semantic condition: the dictionary definition shows that the affixless 
member of the derivational pair requires the prior existence of the complex member 
(e.g. arm-wrestle v. “to engage in arm-wrestling”). The same argument is used by Plag 
in connection with conversion: “Speaking in terms of concepts, the verb to bottle 
requires the existence of the concept of a bottle. Without a bottle there is no bottling” 
(109). I came across many such items during the research, and they represent another 
potential set of BFs that can be included in a specialized dictionary.
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Although the verification experiment focused on the most frequent BF patterns 
and only on suffixes to demonstrate the feasibility of the method, there is no reason 
why it could not just as easily be applicable to all BF types, even the marginal ones, 
prefixal or inflectional BFs (a possible topic for further research). In addition, the 
method can possibly be used to study the relative degree of productivity of the BF 
types.

On a general level, the success of the method in locating back-formations that 
might otherwise escape attention provides reasonable grounds to believe that such 
a method, suitably adapted, could work just as well in the identification of other 
types of derivational neologisms (affix- or base-sharing word families, neoclassical 
compounds, etc.). If true, a procedure of proactive and systematic search could help, 
at least partially, to resolve the problem of dealing with the fast pace of new words 
entering the language when collecting data for word-formation analysis. 

Notes
1 Greenbaum (1996) admits that some back-formations are felt as such by at least 

some people (e.g.  emote < emotion, enthuse < enthusiasm), and he even recommends 
synchronic interpretation of historically clear pairs: “Although editor appeared before 
edit, in a description of current English it is appropriate to analyse editor as derived from 
edit by the addition of the suffix –or” (466).

2 The material has been gathered from a selection of dictionaries that have been 
substantially updated, the oldest in 1995, the latest in 2009: Concise Oxford Dictionary 9th 
Edition, Concise Oxford Dictionary 11th Edition, Dictionary.com Unabridged; Random 
House, Inc., Dictionary of American Regional English, Merriam Webster’s 11th Collegiate 
Dictionary, Merriam Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary, Oxford English Dictionary, 2nd 
edition and Random House Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary. In addition, some other 
words have been found in monographs by contemporary authors (Pennanen and 
others), and several more recent items come from The Longman Register of New Words 
(Ayto 1990).

3 “Jen-Luc Piquant learned that 21 very gullible people attempted to fire-walk as 
part of a four-day motivational seminar in San Jose last weekend run by Tony Robins” 
(Ouellette, online).

4 Only one dubious instance of the verb fortune-hunt was discovered: “Her treasures 
belittle Hie glossiest dreams of Coronado when he fortune-hunted hereabouts a few 
centuries back.” (http://www.newspapers.com/newspage/17484174/)

5 All the Internet pages were accessed in the period of July to September 2013   
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Appendix 
A survey of the BF source words and the attested BF neologisms

1.  (Type I) -terN>V  
1. bardolate  < bardolater  “to idolize Shakespeare” 

It is all speculation - but people who 'bardolate' do tend to forget the 
theatrical context Shakespeare worked in. (2008) 
http://shakespearence.blogspot.cz/2008/03/hack-adaptor.html 

2. bean-count  < bean-counter   
INFORMAL  

“to be involved in corporate or government financial decisions and to 
be reluctant to spend money”  
After you get that off your chest, though, you’ll need to set aside your 
defensive impulses and bean-count. (2012) 
http://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/carolyn-hax-a-
homemaker-feels-the-sting-of-free-time-
remark/2011/12/21/gIQApfXXmP_story.html?wprss=rss_linkset 

3. bill-post < bill-poster   “to post bills and advertisements” 
The personal testimony of successful farmers was bill-posted from 
station platform to remotest barb-wire fence. (2013) 
http://www.oldandsold.com/articles30/canada-4.shtml 

4. bounty-hunt < bounty-
hunter  

“to hunt outlaws or wild animals for the bounty offered for 
capturing or killing them” 
Even after having been bounty-hunted, the hero regenerates over 
time, so at best it’s a temporary reprieve, but it’s enough to take the 
advantage. (2007) 
http://www.insidemacgames.com/reviews/view.php?ID=828&Page=2 

5. Braille-write  < Braille-
writer (also Braille-writing)   

… 

6. broncobust < broncobuster     … 

7. combine-harvest < combine 
harvester   

… 

8. cookie-cut < cookie-cutter   
AMERICANISM 

“to change someone’s (especially a child’s) character or a thing 
according to a given pattern” (transferred meaning, often disparaging) 
In my experience and in the experience of millions of children forced 
to attend public schools – it is public schools that rubber-stamp and 
cookie-cut children into terrified little conformists, desperate to find a 
clique and dreaming of being popular, forcing them over a precipice 
into pits of sex, alcohol and drugs hoping to either fit in or distract 
themselves from the pain. (2008) 
http://billayers.wordpress.com/2008/01/09/child-soldiersby-therese-
quinn-erica-meiners-bill-ayers/ 

9. copywrite < copywriter   … 
10. downconvert < 

downconverter   
“to convert high-definition television video to standard-definition 
video that can be viewed on conventional television,  receivers or 
computer monitors, or recorded on DVD” 
Hook up a miglia miniHD ($150ish) to a Mac Mini and you have an 
ASTC HD DVR with no DRM, plus it will automatically downconvert 
and export for iPod and iPhone. (2008) 
http://gigaom.com/2008/02/22/will-the-new-apple-tv-make-the-mac-
mini-obselete/ 

11. downlight < downlighter  … 
12. fire-eat < fire-eater  … 
13. fire-fight < fire-fighter  … 
14. fortune-hunt < fortune-

hunter   
… 

15. freedom-fight < freedom-
fighter    

… 

16. gang-bust < gang-buster  … 
17. inkjetprint  < inkjetprinter   

 
“to spray electrostatically small ink droplets from a nozzle onto the 
 paper” 
In this study, graphene-PEDOT/PSS is inkjetprinted on screen printed 
carbon paste electrode (SCE) to enhance the electrochemical 
sensitivity of the electrode. (2011) 
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/articleDetails.jsp?reload=true&arnumber
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2.  (Type II) -tingN>V

 

1. bardolate  < bardolater  “to idolize Shakespeare” 
It is all speculation - but people who 'bardolate' do tend to forget the 
theatrical context Shakespeare worked in. (2008) 
http://shakespearence.blogspot.cz/2008/03/hack-adaptor.html 

2. bean-count  < bean-counter   
INFORMAL  

“to be involved in corporate or government financial decisions and to 
be reluctant to spend money”  
After you get that off your chest, though, you’ll need to set aside your 
defensive impulses and bean-count. (2012) 
http://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/carolyn-hax-a-
homemaker-feels-the-sting-of-free-time-
remark/2011/12/21/gIQApfXXmP_story.html?wprss=rss_linkset 

3. bill-post < bill-poster   “to post bills and advertisements” 
The personal testimony of successful farmers was bill-posted from 
station platform to remotest barb-wire fence. (2013) 
http://www.oldandsold.com/articles30/canada-4.shtml 

4. bounty-hunt < bounty-
hunter  

“to hunt outlaws or wild animals for the bounty offered for 
capturing or killing them” 
Even after having been bounty-hunted, the hero regenerates over 
time, so at best it’s a temporary reprieve, but it’s enough to take the 
advantage. (2007) 
http://www.insidemacgames.com/reviews/view.php?ID=828&Page=2 

5. Braille-write  < Braille-
writer (also Braille-writing)   

… 

6. broncobust < broncobuster     … 

7. combine-harvest < combine 
harvester   

… 

8. cookie-cut < cookie-cutter   
AMERICANISM 

“to change someone’s (especially a child’s) character or a thing 
according to a given pattern” (transferred meaning, often disparaging) 
In my experience and in the experience of millions of children forced 
to attend public schools – it is public schools that rubber-stamp and 
cookie-cut children into terrified little conformists, desperate to find a 
clique and dreaming of being popular, forcing them over a precipice 
into pits of sex, alcohol and drugs hoping to either fit in or distract 
themselves from the pain. (2008) 
http://billayers.wordpress.com/2008/01/09/child-soldiersby-therese-
quinn-erica-meiners-bill-ayers/ 

9. copywrite < copywriter   … 
10. downconvert < 

downconverter   
“to convert high-definition television video to standard-definition 
video that can be viewed on conventional television,  receivers or 
computer monitors, or recorded on DVD” 
Hook up a miglia miniHD ($150ish) to a Mac Mini and you have an 
ASTC HD DVR with no DRM, plus it will automatically downconvert 
and export for iPod and iPhone. (2008) 
http://gigaom.com/2008/02/22/will-the-new-apple-tv-make-the-mac-
mini-obselete/ 

11. downlight < downlighter  … 
12. fire-eat < fire-eater  … 
13. fire-fight < fire-fighter  … 
14. fortune-hunt < fortune-

hunter   
… 

15. freedom-fight < freedom-
fighter    

… 

16. gang-bust < gang-buster  … 
17. inkjetprint  < inkjetprinter   

 
“to spray electrostatically small ink droplets from a nozzle onto the 
 paper” 
In this study, graphene-PEDOT/PSS is inkjetprinted on screen printed 
carbon paste electrode (SCE) to enhance the electrochemical 
sensitivity of the electrode. (2011) 
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/articleDetails.jsp?reload=true&arnumber

1. action-paint < action 
painting  

… 

2. badger-bait < badger-baiting   … 
3. bear-bait < bear-baiting   … 
4. computer-date < computer 

dating  
… 

5. cross-vote < cross-voting  
 

“to vote for a party one does not belong to, or for more than one 
party“ 
Congress, BJP legislators cross vote in Karnataka legislative council 
poll (2012) 
http://www.ndtv.com/article/south/congress-bjp-legislators-cross-
vote-in-karnataka-legislative-council-poll-230180 

6. cybersquat < cybersquatting  “to register an internet domain name that is likely to be wanted by 
another person, business or organization in the hope that it can be 
sold them for a profit”  
Pope Francis was cyber squatted more than three years ago. (2013) 
http://www.fudzilla.com/home/item/30759-pope-francis-was-cyber-
squatted-more-than-three-years-ago 

7. deer-hunt < deer-hunting     “to hunt deer”  
Eventually, my son and I would see turkeys on the land where we 
deer hunted near our home. 
http://www.oakridge-archery.com/marlon_turkey_story.html 

8. double-knit < double knitting   “to make a type of cloth with two sets of needles and has two 
connected layers” 
You can double knit a stockinette scarf, and it will lay flat instead of 
curling. (2009) 
http://community.knitpicks.com/notes/Double_Knitting 

9. dry-mount < dry mounting  “to fasten a print, photograph, or the like to a board by using a heated 
thermoplastic tissue as an adhesive” 
For those of you who sell your prints as art or exhibit them, do you 
dry mount them on the matboard or do you use archival 
hinges/corners/etc. on matboard? (2010) 
http://www.thephotoforum.com/forum/general-shop-talk/195954-dry-
mounting.html 

10. free-skate < free skating   … 
11. hair-split < hair-splitting  … 
12. immunoblot < 

immunoblotting     
… 

13. method act < method acting   (of an actor) “to identify as closely as possible with the character 
played by correlating experiences from his/her personal life to the 
character” (the method was created by K. Stanislavsky) 
How to method act successfully? (2008) 
http://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20090416172132AAN
pXDP 

 
14. mirror-write < mirror-

writing  
“to write backwards so that the writing resembles in slant of letters the 
reflection of ordinary writing in a mirror” 
My 4 year old son sometimes mirror writes his name perfectly is it 
anything to worry about? (2013) 
http://www.netmums.com/coffeehouse/children-parenting-
190/primary-school-age-4-11-years-60/898337-4-year-old-mirror-
writing.html 
 

15. nail-bite < nail-biting … 
16. oil-paint < oil painting   … 
17. picture-write < picture 

writing    
… 

18. powerlift < powerlifting    “to participate in a contest involving three tests of strength: the bench 
press, squat, and two-handed lift” 
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3.  (Type V) -graphyN>N 

1. action-paint < action 
painting  

… 

2. badger-bait < badger-baiting   … 
3. bear-bait < bear-baiting   … 
4. computer-date < computer 

dating  
… 

5. cross-vote < cross-voting  
 

“to vote for a party one does not belong to, or for more than one 
party“ 
Congress, BJP legislators cross vote in Karnataka legislative council 
poll (2012) 
http://www.ndtv.com/article/south/congress-bjp-legislators-cross-
vote-in-karnataka-legislative-council-poll-230180 

6. cybersquat < cybersquatting  “to register an internet domain name that is likely to be wanted by 
another person, business or organization in the hope that it can be 
sold them for a profit”  
Pope Francis was cyber squatted more than three years ago. (2013) 
http://www.fudzilla.com/home/item/30759-pope-francis-was-cyber-
squatted-more-than-three-years-ago 

7. deer-hunt < deer-hunting     “to hunt deer”  
Eventually, my son and I would see turkeys on the land where we 
deer hunted near our home. 
http://www.oakridge-archery.com/marlon_turkey_story.html 

8. double-knit < double knitting   “to make a type of cloth with two sets of needles and has two 
connected layers” 
You can double knit a stockinette scarf, and it will lay flat instead of 
curling. (2009) 
http://community.knitpicks.com/notes/Double_Knitting 

9. dry-mount < dry mounting  “to fasten a print, photograph, or the like to a board by using a heated 
thermoplastic tissue as an adhesive” 
For those of you who sell your prints as art or exhibit them, do you 
dry mount them on the matboard or do you use archival 
hinges/corners/etc. on matboard? (2010) 
http://www.thephotoforum.com/forum/general-shop-talk/195954-dry-
mounting.html 

10. free-skate < free skating   … 
11. hair-split < hair-splitting  … 
12. immunoblot < 

immunoblotting     
… 

13. method act < method acting   (of an actor) “to identify as closely as possible with the character 
played by correlating experiences from his/her personal life to the 
character” (the method was created by K. Stanislavsky) 
How to method act successfully? (2008) 
http://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20090416172132AAN
pXDP 

 
14. mirror-write < mirror-

writing  
“to write backwards so that the writing resembles in slant of letters the 
reflection of ordinary writing in a mirror” 
My 4 year old son sometimes mirror writes his name perfectly is it 
anything to worry about? (2013) 
http://www.netmums.com/coffeehouse/children-parenting-
190/primary-school-age-4-11-years-60/898337-4-year-old-mirror-
writing.html 
 

15. nail-bite < nail-biting … 
16. oil-paint < oil painting   … 
17. picture-write < picture 

writing    
… 

18. powerlift < powerlifting    “to participate in a contest involving three tests of strength: the bench 
press, squat, and two-handed lift” 

1. arteriograph < 
arteriography 
 

“a diagnostic instrument used to visualize the inside of blood vessels 
and organs of the body, with particular interest in the arteries, veins 
and the heart chambers” 
The Arteriograph is a diagnostic instrument which is able to measure 
the severity of arteriosclerosis. (2013) 
http://www.drsharmadiagnostics.com/arteriograph.htm 

2. biostratigraph < 
biostratigraphy 

… 

3. cosmograph < cosmography “a kind of graph resembling pie charts, usually used in order to 
represent finances” 
Cosmographs are often used by government agencies to represent the 
amount of funds they applied to various projects. (2007) 
http://mcconkey-johnston.com/NewPDFs/CosmographArticle.pdf 

4. crystallograph < 
crystallography 

“An instrument used for the description of the forms and structures of 
crystals” 
How did Rosalind Franklin report her x-ray crystallograph? (2013) 
http://wiki.answers.com/Q/How_did_Rosalind_Franklin_report_her_
x-ray_crystallograph 

5. discograph < discography … 
6. ethnograph < ethnography  “a computer program designed to facilitate the processing of 

qualitatively gathered sociological data” 
Ethnograph is a qualitative data analysis software that allows you to 
create ethnographic projects. (2013) 
http://ethnograph.software.informer.com/ 

7. flexograph < flexography … 
8. hagiograph < hagiography “a holy writing” 

Beecher was not free -- he was bound by a hagiograph riveted upon 
his soul; and so to a degree his whole nature was cramped and 
tortured in his struggles between the "natural man" and the 
"spiritual”. (2007) 
http://www.gutenberg.org/files/23761/23761-8.txt 

9. haplograph < haplography “omission of a repeated word” 
A conservative emendation would be þonon [on]geomor woc, and the 
error could be explained either as a haplograph or as the scribe's 
attempt to correct what he perceived as a dittograph (-onon on-)' 
(184-5). (2013) 
http://www.heorot.dk/beowulf-ms-notes.html 

10. lexicograph < lexicography … 
11. oceanograph < 

oceanography 
“a written description of the physical and biological aspects of the 
oceans, including their chemistry, biology, and geology” 
The earliest incarnation of this instrument was called an 
oceanograph by maker, MIT Professor Carl Rossby. (2009) 
http://museum.mit.edu/nom150/entries/1250 

12. prosopograph < 
prosopography 

… 

13. stereolithograph < 
stereolithography 

“a 3D printing machine - a uniquely designed apparatus which 
converts liquid plastic into solid” 
Simulation of total hip arthroplasty revision due to infection using 
stereolithograph; a case report. (2006) 
http://sciencelinks.jp/j-
east/article/199917/000019991799A0397696.php 

14. stratigraph < stratigraphy “a Java based tool for computation and visualization of stratification 
graphs” 
Stratigraph is a software toolbox, now available in pre-release 
versions, to analyze and display such data. (2007) 
https://gsa.confex.com/gsa/2007AM/finalprogram/abstract_132674.ht
m 

15. uranograph < uranography “a set of classes and methods written in Java for generating printable 
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1. arteriograph < 
arteriography 
 

“a diagnostic instrument used to visualize the inside of blood vessels 
and organs of the body, with particular interest in the arteries, veins 
and the heart chambers” 
The Arteriograph is a diagnostic instrument which is able to measure 
the severity of arteriosclerosis. (2013) 
http://www.drsharmadiagnostics.com/arteriograph.htm 

2. biostratigraph < 
biostratigraphy 

… 

3. cosmograph < cosmography “a kind of graph resembling pie charts, usually used in order to 
represent finances” 
Cosmographs are often used by government agencies to represent the 
amount of funds they applied to various projects. (2007) 
http://mcconkey-johnston.com/NewPDFs/CosmographArticle.pdf 

4. crystallograph < 
crystallography 

“An instrument used for the description of the forms and structures of 
crystals” 
How did Rosalind Franklin report her x-ray crystallograph? (2013) 
http://wiki.answers.com/Q/How_did_Rosalind_Franklin_report_her_
x-ray_crystallograph 

5. discograph < discography … 
6. ethnograph < ethnography  “a computer program designed to facilitate the processing of 

qualitatively gathered sociological data” 
Ethnograph is a qualitative data analysis software that allows you to 
create ethnographic projects. (2013) 
http://ethnograph.software.informer.com/ 

7. flexograph < flexography … 
8. hagiograph < hagiography “a holy writing” 

Beecher was not free -- he was bound by a hagiograph riveted upon 
his soul; and so to a degree his whole nature was cramped and 
tortured in his struggles between the "natural man" and the 
"spiritual”. (2007) 
http://www.gutenberg.org/files/23761/23761-8.txt 

9. haplograph < haplography “omission of a repeated word” 
A conservative emendation would be þonon [on]geomor woc, and the 
error could be explained either as a haplograph or as the scribe's 
attempt to correct what he perceived as a dittograph (-onon on-)' 
(184-5). (2013) 
http://www.heorot.dk/beowulf-ms-notes.html 

10. lexicograph < lexicography … 
11. oceanograph < 

oceanography 
“a written description of the physical and biological aspects of the 
oceans, including their chemistry, biology, and geology” 
The earliest incarnation of this instrument was called an 
oceanograph by maker, MIT Professor Carl Rossby. (2009) 
http://museum.mit.edu/nom150/entries/1250 

12. prosopograph < 
prosopography 

… 

13. stereolithograph < 
stereolithography 

“a 3D printing machine - a uniquely designed apparatus which 
converts liquid plastic into solid” 
Simulation of total hip arthroplasty revision due to infection using 
stereolithograph; a case report. (2006) 
http://sciencelinks.jp/j-
east/article/199917/000019991799A0397696.php 

14. stratigraph < stratigraphy “a Java based tool for computation and visualization of stratification 
graphs” 
Stratigraph is a software toolbox, now available in pre-release 
versions, to analyze and display such data. (2007) 
https://gsa.confex.com/gsa/2007AM/finalprogram/abstract_132674.ht
m 

15. uranograph < uranography “a set of classes and methods written in Java for generating printable 
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4.  (Type VI) -icsN>A

1. aquarobic < aquarobics (of exercise) “performed standing up in a swimming pool” 
The aquarobic exercise program is composed of patient education 
and aquarobic exercise. (2010) 
http://europepmc.org/abstract/MED/21193289/reload=0;jsessionid=n
gxxLSzuWdQYId23QjWn.20 

2. callanetic < callanetics (of exercise) “involving frequent repetition of small muscular 
movements and squeezes, designed to improve muscle tone” 
Callanetic Studio is the ideal venue for exercise classes. Callanetics 
classes are held throughout the week. (2013) 
http://www.activescotland.org.uk/ServiceProvider/Facility/index.htm
l?id=f8048492-e190-49be-8111-9a4700c0e4e1 

3. combinatoric < 
combinatorics 

(of mathematics) concerned with the selection, arrangement, and 
combination of objects chosen from a finite set. 
For example, you may ask, “if I have ten red balls and twenty green 
balls, and I randomly draw three balls, how many different 
combinations of red and green do I get?” That’s a combinatoric 
question – counting discrete things. (2013) 
http://orgtheory.wordpress.com/2013/02/22/linear-vs-combinatoric-
social-science/ 

4. Ebonic < Ebonics   
AMERICANISM 

“of or pertaining to Black English (= Ebonics)” 
What are some funny Ebonic translations? (2013) 
http://www.ask.com/question/ebonics-translator 

5. fluid-mechanic < fluid 
mechanics 

“of or pertaining to fluid mechanics  - a branch dealing with the 
properties of liquids and gases” 
We report fluid-mechanic experiments that are designed to 
investigate this case, specifically treating the injection process itself, 
before a multilayered, convecting system develops. (1995) 
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s004100050123 

6. informatic < informatics   “of or pertaining to informatics – the information /computer science” 
However, the functionality of the game is pure software culture, 
suggesting that perhaps the more one tries to strip utopia of its 
machinic core, by cloaking it in any manner of pure fantasy or pre-
modern worlds (“dungeons and dragons,” “swords and sorcery,” 
etc.), the more informatic and algorithmic it becomes, reverting to 
the software equivalent of twenty-sided dice. (2008) 
http://gerrycanavan.wordpress.com/2008/02/11/warcraft-and-utopia/ 

7. mechatronic < mechatronics “of or pertaining to mechatronics - the combination of mechanical 
engineering, computing, and electronics, as used in the design and 
development of new manufacturing techniques”  
Mechatronic engineering is the integration of precision mechanical 
engineering with electronics, computer systems, and advanced 
controls to design and construct products and processes. (2013) 
http://www.mt89.doodlekit.com/ 

8. moletronic < moletronics “relating to moletronics – molecular electronics” 
To make moletronic computers a reality, the devices had to do more 
than merely let electrons flow through them. They had to control that 
flow. (2001) 
http://www.ctcase.org/bulletin/16_4.pdf 

9. soil mechanic < soil 
mechanics 

“relating to soil mechanics – the study of the physical properties of 
soil, especially those properties that effect its ability to bear weight, 
such as water, density, strength, etc.” 
A double-factor ANOVA showed that the effect of soil mechanic 
resistance and work speed in NT caused significant differences in 
depth seed placement. (2012) 
http://cigr.ageng2012.org/images/fotosg/tabla_137_C0937.pdf 

10. step aerobic < step aerobics “of or pertaining to step aerobics – exercises and dance movements 
performed by stepping up onto and down from a rectangular block” 
He says that a step aerobic exercise program will help you 
metabolize fat, strengthen your muscles and increase your aerobic 
stamina. (2013) 
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1. aquarobic < aquarobics (of exercise) “performed standing up in a swimming pool” 
The aquarobic exercise program is composed of patient education 
and aquarobic exercise. (2010) 
http://europepmc.org/abstract/MED/21193289/reload=0;jsessionid=n
gxxLSzuWdQYId23QjWn.20 

2. callanetic < callanetics (of exercise) “involving frequent repetition of small muscular 
movements and squeezes, designed to improve muscle tone” 
Callanetic Studio is the ideal venue for exercise classes. Callanetics 
classes are held throughout the week. (2013) 
http://www.activescotland.org.uk/ServiceProvider/Facility/index.htm
l?id=f8048492-e190-49be-8111-9a4700c0e4e1 

3. combinatoric < 
combinatorics 

(of mathematics) concerned with the selection, arrangement, and 
combination of objects chosen from a finite set. 
For example, you may ask, “if I have ten red balls and twenty green 
balls, and I randomly draw three balls, how many different 
combinations of red and green do I get?” That’s a combinatoric 
question – counting discrete things. (2013) 
http://orgtheory.wordpress.com/2013/02/22/linear-vs-combinatoric-
social-science/ 

4. Ebonic < Ebonics   
AMERICANISM 

“of or pertaining to Black English (= Ebonics)” 
What are some funny Ebonic translations? (2013) 
http://www.ask.com/question/ebonics-translator 

5. fluid-mechanic < fluid 
mechanics 

“of or pertaining to fluid mechanics  - a branch dealing with the 
properties of liquids and gases” 
We report fluid-mechanic experiments that are designed to 
investigate this case, specifically treating the injection process itself, 
before a multilayered, convecting system develops. (1995) 
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s004100050123 

6. informatic < informatics   “of or pertaining to informatics – the information /computer science” 
However, the functionality of the game is pure software culture, 
suggesting that perhaps the more one tries to strip utopia of its 
machinic core, by cloaking it in any manner of pure fantasy or pre-
modern worlds (“dungeons and dragons,” “swords and sorcery,” 
etc.), the more informatic and algorithmic it becomes, reverting to 
the software equivalent of twenty-sided dice. (2008) 
http://gerrycanavan.wordpress.com/2008/02/11/warcraft-and-utopia/ 

7. mechatronic < mechatronics “of or pertaining to mechatronics - the combination of mechanical 
engineering, computing, and electronics, as used in the design and 
development of new manufacturing techniques”  
Mechatronic engineering is the integration of precision mechanical 
engineering with electronics, computer systems, and advanced 
controls to design and construct products and processes. (2013) 
http://www.mt89.doodlekit.com/ 

8. moletronic < moletronics “relating to moletronics – molecular electronics” 
To make moletronic computers a reality, the devices had to do more 
than merely let electrons flow through them. They had to control that 
flow. (2001) 
http://www.ctcase.org/bulletin/16_4.pdf 

9. soil mechanic < soil 
mechanics 

“relating to soil mechanics – the study of the physical properties of 
soil, especially those properties that effect its ability to bear weight, 
such as water, density, strength, etc.” 
A double-factor ANOVA showed that the effect of soil mechanic 
resistance and work speed in NT caused significant differences in 
depth seed placement. (2012) 
http://cigr.ageng2012.org/images/fotosg/tabla_137_C0937.pdf 

10. step aerobic < step aerobics “of or pertaining to step aerobics – exercises and dance movements 
performed by stepping up onto and down from a rectangular block” 
He says that a step aerobic exercise program will help you 
metabolize fat, strengthen your muscles and increase your aerobic 
stamina. (2013) 
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Internet Memes – A New Literacy?

Ondřej Procházka

University of Ostrava

Abstract

This paper examines the recently emerged multimodal artefacts commonly known as 
Internet memes in the light of the new literacies that are rapidly emerging in the digital age. 
Attention is paid particularly to the most popular type of Internet meme – image macros – 
with Joseph Ducreux as a model meme, analyzing and demonstrating their features as well 
as their correlation with the theoretical framework of new literacies. The paper includes a 
brief introduction to the theory of new literacies in relation to Internet memes followed by 
a description of memetic selectivity, distribution, classification and the linguistic and non-
linguistic peculiarities of this phenomenon that expand the traditional notion of literacy.

Keywords: Internet meme, Joseph Ducreux, reading comprehension, image macro, 4chan, 
new literacy, replication 

1. Introduction

The digital domain of the Internet seems to be causing a gradual paradigm shift in 
the perception of literacy by virtue of its multimodal, networked, and hyperlinked 
character (Coiro, Lankshear, & Leu, 2008; The New Literacies Research Team, 2007). 
The Internet has introduced new online reading comprehension skills that redefine 
the traditional concept of literacy. It is argued that a proficient offline reader does not 
necessarily equal a proficient online reader; additional background knowledge or a 
new set of skills is required in order to be a successful online reader (Henry, 2006; Leu, 
Kinzer, Coiro, & Cammack, 2004). In other words, traditional print environments 
require a relatively small set of reading comprehension strategies and skills, while 
online environments require not only traditional skills of reading comprehension, 
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but also new types of knowledge to effectively locate, critically evaluate, synthetize 
and communicate information on the Internet (Coiro & Dobler, 2007). 

This paper views the new skills and strategies as an aspect of the new literacies. 
Approaching the issue from a sociocultural perspective based on social practices, 
Colin Lankshear and Michele Knobel define these new literacies as “new socially 
recognized ways of generating, communicating and negotiating meaningful content 
through the medium of encoded texts within contexts of participation in Discourses 
(or, as members of Discourses)” (4). Their perception of discourse with a capital 
‘D’ draws on Gee’s concept of Discourse, including socially recognized ways of 
using language (reading, writing, speaking, listening), gestures and other semiotics 
(images, sounds, graphics, signs, codes), as well as social practices (ways of thinking, 
behaving, clothing, eating, etc.) within a specific group (cf. Gee 1990, 1992). They 
further argue that the ‘new’ is constituted by new technical stuff and new ethical stuff. 
Firstly, new technical stuff refers to the digital technologies which allow people to 
produce, share, and interact with a meaningful content combining images, sounds, 
texts, and videos through a digital code rather than material print. Secondly, it 
enables people to build and participate in literacy practices that involve new ethical 
stuff – different kinds of values, sensibilities, norms and procedures etc. compared 
with those that characterize conventional literacies. 

Considering that new literacies emerge alongside the new technologies, it is 
generally assumed that “[i] new skills, strategies, dispositions, and social practices 
are required by new technologies for information and communication; [ii] new 
literacies are central to full participation in a global community; [iii] new literacies 
regularly change as their defining technologies change; and [ix]  new literacies are 
multifaceted and benefit from multiple points of view” (Leu, Coiro, Castek, Hartman, 
Henry, & Reinking, 2008).

Internet memes are the product of the new technologies and they have only 
recently been developed and accepted as “having descriptive and explanatory power 
with respect to cultural development” (Knobel and Lankshear 2). Therefore the main 
objective of this paper is to examine Internet memes and verify whether they can be 
included within the scope of the new literacies in agreement with the four preceding 
assumptions. To reach a conclusion, the paper analyzes 33 Internet memes gathered 
from various social media websites and communities in order to demonstrate their 
linguistic as well as non-linguistic properties that locate them in the territory of 
the new literacies. These websites and communities include: 9gag.com, icanhas.
cheezburger.com, memegenerator.net memebase.com, memestache.com, imgur.com, 
reddit.com, and the “random /b/” sub-forum of 4chan.org. 

2.  Selectivity

The term ‘meme’ was coined by the evolutionary biologist and philosopher Richard 
Dawkins (1976) with the intention of explaining the flow and flux of culture. 
Dawkins’ meme represents a unit of cultural transmission or imitation contriving 
a spontaneous expansion, variation and replication of human ideas (192–195). 
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Despite the fact that Dawkins introduced this concept almost forty years ago, it has 
been reapplied in our digital age so as to describe “a piece of culture, typically a joke, 
which gains influence through online transmission” – known as Internet memes 
(Davidson 122). 

Dawkins establishes three major factors determining the ‘success’ of particular 
memes in view of their inherently imitative nature. He argues that a successful meme 
can be identified by a strong core idea remaining intact despite numerous variations 
(fidelity), characterized by a rapid replication (fecundity), with a sustainable replication 
pattern on a long-term basis (longevity) (194). Despite the fact that any text, image, 
sound, animation, video (and their combinations) can become a successful Internet 
meme, this paper surveys only the most prevalent type of Internet meme – image 
macros – consisting of an image with a superimposed text. The term ‘macro’ has been 
derived from computer science where it refers to a short sequence of characters (i.e. 
an input sequence) that automatically triggers a predefined procedure (i.e. an output 
sequence). However, macros in terms of Internet memes represent a (predefined) 
core idea or pattern that is replicated. In Dawkins’s terms, an image macro becomes 
successful when it is rapidly and widely replicated while preserving its core idea for 
long enough to be recognized by a larger audience. Joseph Ducreux (JD) memes 
represent a good example.

Joseph Ducreux was an eighteenth-century French artist known for his unorthodox 
style of portrait paintings. Interested in physiognomy, Ducreux tried to capture the 
personality of his subjects through facial expressions (Jeffares 1). Eventually, his self-
portrait Portrait de l’artiste sous les traits d’un moqueur (Self-portrait of the artist in 
the guise of a mocker) has become popular as part of an Internet meme in which 
gangster rap song lyrics are paraphrased in, and juxtaposed with, elevated and 
archaic English, which provides an interesting challenge of decoding the corrupted 
lyrics back into to the original form. Its first appearance featured a reinterpretation 
of the opening lyrics “Fuck bitches, get money” by Notorious B.I.G. from his single 
1995 Get Money (fig. 1). Subsequently, the meme has spread beyond revamping rap 
lyrics and inspired remakes of other memes (figs. 2, 3) and parts of popular culture 
(figs. 4, 5, 6) featuring the core idea of combining playfulness and refinement.
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As Ducreux memes imply, Internet memes are fonts of creativity in a form of 
visual entertainment based on the use of humour, rich intertextuality, atypical 
juxtapositions, and topicality. The humour seems to be directed by moral relativism, 
as most Internet memes appear to completely ignore any moral or ethical codes. 
Similarly, Konstantineas and Vlachos claim that in the field of Internet memes 
“we encounter the attitude ‘for teh lulz’” [for laugh], a phrase that suggests an 

Figure 1. JD; “Fuck bitches, 
get money” (Notorious 
B.I.G.)

Figure 2. JD; Forever Alone1 Figure 3. JD; Soon2

Figure 4. Hipster3 JD; “I 
was making self-portraits 
before it was cool”

Figure 5. JD; “Why so se-
rious?”4

Figure 6. JD; “Who let the 
dogs out” (Baha Men)
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unconditional and unbounded tendency towards bantering about issues considered 
off-limits due to seriousness or compassion. “Based on that point of view, there is 
no image of pain, illness or misfortune that deserves to remain immaculately above 
a humorous scope” (4). In other words, the sense of humour employed by memes 
is not only unrestricted to the boundaries of what is considered appropriate, but it 
also encompasses controversial issues that involve immoral, malicious, or even harsh 
aspects (figs. 7, 8, 9).

      

     

The humorous element is frequently articulated through cross-references to popular 
culture and/or other memes on a textual as well as visual basis revealing multiple 
layers of intertextuality. For example fig. 10 features Vincent Van Gogh’s self-portrait 
with the face of the famous singer Gotye placed onto his ear. Gotye’s makeup and 
facial expression are captured from the performance of his song Somebody That I 
Used to Know, whose lyrics clearly refer to Van Gogh’s self-mutilation. As Shifman 
argues, intertextuality is one of the focal qualities of internet memes which “often 
relate to each other in complex, creative, and surprising ways” (2). This is apparent 
in fig. 11, which is a reinterpretation of the quote “One Does Not Simply Walk Into 
Mordor”7 constituted by “Y U No guy”8 and the catchphrase “shut up and take 
my money.”9 Considering the nature of Ducreux memes, intertextuality seems to 
be the basic idea, e.g. “hatred originating from disreputable gentlecolts is going 
to continually persist” (fig. 12) illustrating two layers of intertextuality; firstly, the 
text is a reinterpretation of the catchphrase ‘haters gonna hate’ showing disrespect 
for offensive remarks usually addressed to a person, animal, celebrity or cartoon 
character caught in a conceited pose; and secondly, the term ‘gentlecolts’ (i.e. 
gentlemen in ‘pony-speak’) as a substitute for ‘haters’ reinforces the connection with 
the popular children’s television series My Little Pony. 

Figure 7. Successful 
Black Man5 

Figure 8. Almost Politically Correct 
Redneck6

Figure 9. JD; “Bros 
before hoes”
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In addition to intertextual references, Internet memes often use anomalous 
juxtapositions which significantly contribute to their success. Some memes 
deliberately highlight the incongruity between two or more elements to “deepen the 
ridicule associated with the incongruity by presenting even stronger juxtapositions 
suggested by the original photo […] or to diminish the initial incongruity by 
repositioning the character in a more appropriate context” (Shifman 90). The first 
instance is well illustrated by the Disaster Girl meme (fig. 13) juxtaposing a smiling 
girl with a burning house in the background, which intensifies the incongruity. 
Conversely, the incongruity decreases with the juxtaposition of the Overly Attached 
Girlfriend meme (fig. 14) and the seal of the National Security Agency (NSA) in the 
context of illegitimate surveillance (cf. Macaskill and Dance). In the Ducreux memes 
series the juxtaposition usually highlights the contrast between contemporary ill-
mannered or vulgar conduct and an archaic aristocratic image, even though the 
presentation of characters in a new, less unexpected context may occur as well, for 
example when the reinterpreted contemporary catchphrases or lyrics are juxtaposed 
with antique objects instead of the standard background (fig. 15).

     

Figure 10. “You didn’t 
have to cut me off ” 
(Gotye) 

Figure 11. “Why don’t you simply 
shut up and take my money”

Figure 12. JD juxta-
posed with My Little 
Pony character; “Hat-
ers gonna hate”
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Figure 14 illustrates topicality as another important factor contributing to the success 
of certain memes since it exploits a worldwide attention-grabbing event to underline 
and boost its own core idea. A considerable number of Internet memes – particularly 
image macros – have adopted the same strategy. They can be produced and spread 
in a very short time, which allows them to respond quickly to diverse subjects of 
public attention such as political controversies, natural disasters, celebrity scandals, 
terrorist attacks, etc.; for example, fig. 16 shows the 2011 Egypt protests employing 
Internet memes. Furthermore, they can even be utilized in advertising (fig. 17). 
Using the term ‘crisis meme’, Sean Rintel explains that especially these memes draw 
their power from “a combination of timeliness, timelessness, and seriality […] in 
the heat of an emergent social crisis, which is new but also another instance of a 
crisis that has been experienced before” (12). Another study by Ryan Milner deals 
with Internet memes in relation to the Occupy Wall Street Movement and public 
participation and shows how memes are employed in political discourse as part 
of public commentary. In accordance with Rintel, he arrives at the conclusion that 
“Public perspectives on OWS were articulated vibrantly through meme. Participants 
employed multiple modes of communication and means of argument. Participatory 
media networks like 4chan, reddit, Tumblr, the Cheezburger Network, and Canvas 
were mobilized during OWS, weaving tapestries of political commentary” (2387). 
As far as Ducreux memes are concerned, the topicality is partially maintained by 
revising predominantly fashionable lines and catchphrases. However, figure 18 
shows that Ducreux memes reinterpret not only contemporary content, but also 
popular texts unaffected by the passing of time or changes in fashion.

Figure 13. Disaster Girl10 Figure 14. Overly Attached 
Girlfriend11 superimposed 
on NSA seal

Figure 15. JD; “Fuck the 
Police”12
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3.  Distribution

If we consider cultural evolution as the continuous development of culture based on 
the natural selection of cultural traits, then memes are cultural replicators instigating 
the transmission of cultural traits. According to Heylighen and Chielens, the 
transmission strongly resembles an epidemic of an infectious disease: “the carrier of 
a certain idea, behaviour or attitude directly or indirectly communicates this idea to 
another person, who now also becomes a carrier, ready to ‘infect’ further people” (2). 

They introduce a four-stage replication cycle with the last stage followed by the 
first, thus closing the replication cycle; unsuccessful memes are eliminated in each 
stage. In the first stage (assimilation), a meme infects a new host by entering its 
memory, which means it must be noticed, understood and accepted by the host. 
The second stage (retention) corresponds with the process of storing the meme in 
an individual’s memory. In the third stage (expression), the meme is successfully 
retrieved from memory in order to be communicated to other individuals. The 
fourth stage (transmission) marks the transfer of the expression to another individual 
through a sufficiently effective medium (Heylighen and Chielens 10‒11).

The Internet appears to be an immensely efficient conductor of memes. Bearing 
in mind Dawkins’ fidelity, fecundity and longevity as fundamentals of effective 
memetic transmission, the conditions of the digital environment are more than 
promising. Fidelity is secured by manifold copying options, which are unparalleled in 
comparison with other media. Fecundity is supported by numerous meme-generators 
capable of generating countless copies every day. And finally, Internet memes enjoy 
high longevity by means of “archives, mirror sites and hypertextuality” (Knobel and 
Lankshear 14). The basic and most frequent vehicles for the transmission of Internet 
memes include emails, blogs, forums, social network websites (e.g. Facebook, 

Figure 16. Y U NO guy; 
“Mubarak, why don’t you  step 
down” 

Figure 17. Success Kid13; “Tim 
just realized his parents get 
HD channel at no extra cost.”

Figure 18. JD; “Twin-
kle, twinkle, little 
star, / How I wonder 
what you are.” (Jane 
Taylor)
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Twitter), and instant massagers (e.g. ICQ, AIM, Windows Live Messenger).
Despite the growing interest in this phenomenon, many aspects of internet 

memes are not yet fully explored. Although some non-academic web sites such as 
knowyourmeme.com, memedump.com or memebase.com have managed to track the 
origin and evolution of famous memes, the dynamics of memetic spread have not 
yet been clarified. According to research on the temporal dynamics and infectious 
potential of 150 famous Internet memes, it is estimated that “the majority of 
currently famous Internet memes spreads through homogenous communities and 
social networks rather than through the Internet at large” (Bauckhage 49). In fact, 
homogeneity seems to be the subsequent result of memetic transmission within the 
communities, as claimed by Granovetter: 

… ideas may penetrate from other such groups via the connecting medium 
of weak ties. It is a seeming paradox that the effect of weak ties, in this case, is 
homogenization, since my emphasis has been the ability of weak ties to reach 
out to groups with ideas and information different from one’s own. The paradox 
dissolves, however, when the process is understood to occur over a period of time. 
The ideas that initially flow from another setting are, given regional and other 
variations, probably new. (215‒216)

Undoubtedly, 4chan is one such community. It represents one of the most 
influential anonymous image boards (i.e. a type of internet forum based primarily 
on posting images and their subsequent commentary). From all of its sections, 
the most (in)famous is probably the random /b/ sub-forum where people try to 
“shock, entertain, and coax free porn from each other” (Douglas n. pag.). As a part 
of rigorous research, Saklofske concludes that “it is the place to go if you want to 
witness unbridled misogyny, racism, objectification, hatred, stupidity and spectacle. 
However, this is only a limited catalogue of /b/’s contents. Less apparently (and 
also less frequently), I have also witnessed heartfelt emotional exchanges, political 
debates, empathy, sympathy, feminism, egalitarianism, justice, and creativity” (3). He 
adds that the exceptionality of 4chan also lies in its limited preservation of content; 
only 11 pages of message posting are maintained for each forum (4). Moreover, 
considering the fact that the web site has 22.5 million unique visitors per month 
(Ingram n. pag.), the content is inherently volatile and subject to constant change. 
This creates a very fruitful seedbed of successful Internet memes, not only due to 
the substantial number of visitors and their active participation but also due to the 
highly competitive environment. 

4. Classification 

The rapidity of memetic replication creates immeasurable diversity which makes any 
categorization of memes rather difficult.  This paper shows two approaches to their 
classification. The first classification, by Elan Moritz, establishes general categories 
on the basis of content and form. The second classification, by Knobel and Lankshear, 
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deals specifically with Internet memes and introduces a provisional topology based 
on replicability. 

Moritz defines five distinctly different categories of memes: linguistic (L-memes), 
having syntactical, grammatical and semantic attributes employed in language-
based interactions; visual (V-memes), which are integrally connected with two- or 
three-dimensional visual representations (such as patterns on moths and butterflies, 
designs on Persian rugs, or international road sign symbols) and which depend 
on activity in the ‘visual’ senses; musical (M-memes), which depend on auditory 
senses and cannot be faithfully described via either L-memes or V-memes (e.g. bird 
and whale songs, symphonies, popular tunes); procedural/behavioural (B-memes), 
representing complex cultural entities; and complex (C-memes), which incorporate 
L, V, M, and/or B memes into a complete whole (such as a live Broadway musical or 
ballet performance) (n. pag.).

Moritz’s classification can be applied to Internet memes so as to characterize the 
interplay of these categories which results in their multimodality. The basic form of 
a single image (V-meme) might be enriched by elements such as texts (L-memes), 
sounds (M-memes), behavioural units14 (B-memes) and thus create complex memes 
(C-memes) such as image macros (LM-memes), animations (LVB-memes), or music 
videos (LVMB-memes). 

Knobel and Lankshear attribute the success of certain Internet memes to their 
multimodal character, which they perceive as an instrument to facilitate their 
replication. Based on research of 20 memes, they distinguish memes “that have high 
fidelity replication and are passed on more or less intact, from those memes where 
ideas are conveyed through mutating or remixed meme vehicles that both replicate 
and build on the original meme vehicle” (14):
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Figure 19. A provisional meme typology by Knobel and Lankshear
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Their classification proves that high fidelity is not a necessity for successful memes. 
Static memes with high fidelity are represented mainly by memes reflecting the social 
and political sphere, which do not permit any major deviation from the original 
pattern which could distort its core idea and render it meaningless. On the other 
hand, remixed memes marked by low fidelity are often based on virtually unlimited 
forms of humour. These memes are constantly developing from the original pattern 
and their evolution serves as a catalyst for fecundity. 

As previously stated, multimodality seems to be an almost indispensable trait of 
internet memes, regardless of the level of fidelity. Knobel and Lankshear conclude 
that 19 out of 20 memes in their study appear to be multimodal “even where a meme 
begins as a single image (e.g., Dog Poop Girl, the Lost Frog meme), additional 
texts, images and even sound or animations tend to be added to enhance the 
meme’s contagious qualities” (14). In this way, Knobel and Lankshear’s classification 
corresponds with Moritz’s. Although Moritz introduces a general classification of 
memes, his categorization includes complex memes which directly correlate with the 
multimodal character of Internet memes according to Knobel and Lankshear.

5. Language 

Language is a crucial constituent of memetic interaction – not only because it 
conveys a meme through conversations, publications, or any social interaction in 
order to spread from one host to another, but also because it provides means to create 
a new meme or modify any of the already existing memes. Moreover, if we take into 
account the Internet’s status as a global, electronic and highly interactive medium, the 
possibilities of employing as well as reshaping any language are virtually unlimited; 
in fact, a language might be altered to the extent that it is barely recognizable in this 
environment.  

In his book Language and the Internet, David Crystal attempts to scrutinize 
the impact of the Internet on language in the light of the growing concerns about 
its standards and creativeness being diminished. By analyzing a range of graphic, 
phonetic, phonological, orthographical, grammatical, lexical and discourse features 
of the Internet language (i.e. Netspeak), he assumes that “the phenomenon of 
Netspeak is going to ‘change the way we think’ about language in a fundamental way, 
because it is a linguistic singularity – a genuine new medium. […] As a new linguistic 
medium, Netspeak will doubtless grow in its sociolinguistic and stylistic complexity 
to be comparable to that already known in traditional speech and writing” (238‒239). 
Furthermore, Crystal also stresses the influence of Netspeak even outside the Internet: 
“the arrival of new, informal, even bizarre forms of language extends the range of 
our sensitivity to linguistic contrasts. Formal language, and other kinds of informal 
language, are seen in a new light, by virtue of the existence of Netspeak” (242). The 
testimony of the 4Chan founder, Christopher Poole, during the trial of David Kernell 
(cf. Cooper), seems to be a sufficiently illustrative example of Netspeak colliding with 
the austere and traditional language of the court room. Poole was asked to explain 
numerous Netspeak terms such as ‘rickroll’, whereupon he answered: 
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“Rickroll is a meme or internet kind of trend that started on 4chan where users - 
it’s basically a bait and switch. Users link you to a video of Rick Astley performing 
Never Gonna Give You Up,” said Mr Poole. (13)
..................................................................................................................................

“And the term ‘rickroll’ - you said it tries to make people go to a site where they 
think it is going be one thing, but it is a video of Rick Astley, right?,” asked the 
lawyer. / “Yes” / “He was some kind of singer?” / “Yes.” / “It’s a joke?” / “Yes.” (27)

As the testimony suggests, the term ‘rickroll’ was coined by the Internet users to 
describe a phenomenon scarcely explicable outside the boundaries of the Internet. It 
seems that Internet memes have adapted some features of Netspeak; in fact, several 
popular overlapping subcategories of Netspeak can be distinguished in the analyzed 
memes, namely Leetspeak, Lolspeak, and Textspeak.

Leetspeak or 1337speak originated from hacker subcultures for the purpose of 
encrypting certain messages and secretly sharing illegal software and pornographic 
material without alerting the language filters.  Its further development is associated 
with the emergence of online multiplayer games, which provided the main impetus 
for a new lexicon. Eventually, the use of Leetspeak was extended to message boards 
and IRC channels which, paradoxically, made it no longer the strictly exclusive 
language of a private subculture due to its popularity among outsiders – referred 
to as “n00bs” or “newbs”, derived from the word “newbie” (Flamand 18‒23). The 
most distinctive feature of Leetspeak is its replacement of Roman letters by an 
alternative alphabet composed of ASCII characters, which results in one or multi-
letter homoglyphs (fig. 20). Another characteristic feature is the suffix ‘-z0r’ added to 
strengthen the meaning of a particular word, with the exception of the ‘-ck’ ending 
where the consonant cluster is omitted and ‘-xor’ or -xxor’ is added instead, such as 
hacker kitten in figure 18 (i.e. hack to hax0r). Besides these features, Flamand also 
mentions arbitrary capitalization (e.g. “You aRe the UberhaxXxX”), nominalization 
without any morphological transformation (e.g. “You are [the] win”), adding the 
definite article or the prefix ‘über-’ to a gradable adjective (e.g. “This game is the 
awesome” or “This game is übercool”) to intensify a certain constituent of a sentence 
(23‒33). Interestingly, the leetspeak subculture is often associated with one of the 
oldest Internet memes – “All Your Base Are Belong To Us.” The catchphrase comes 
from the poorly translated introductory cut scene of the Japanese video game Zero 
Wing released in 1989 (fig. 22). Its rediscovery a decade later made it a sensation. 
Since the Time magazine labeled it as “geek kitsch” humour (Taylor 4), the phrase 
has appeared in a number of other video games and now “regularly appears in news 
or political reports in the broadcast media or the blogosphere, and is used to describe 
clumsy, heavy-handed take-over bids for positions of power and the like” (Knobel 
and Lankshear 7).
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Figure 21 also displays several features of LOLspeak. LOLspeak or Chanspeak 
first appeared on 4chan in the mid-2000s during ‘Caturday’ - a tradition of posting 
images of cats with intentionally misspelled text (i.e. LOLcat) on Saturdays (Lefler 2). 
The most frequent typographic errors of LOLspeak occur in words spelled with the 
letter z instead of s together with non-standard representations of vowels based on 
their common pronunciation (eye dialect). There are also deviations from standard 
conjugation where the subject I is usually followed by is/z or are and has/z instead 
of ‘have’. As for the syntax, Lolspeak often employs recurring syntactic patterns. For 
example:

•   subject + can + has + noun phrase - (fig. 23) 
•   noun phrase + subject + has + pronoun - (fig. 24)
•   (I’m) + (in) + noun phrase + verb + noun phrase - (fig. 25)

     The playful style of LOLspeak has not gone unnoticed outside the Internet. In fact, 
a whole LOLspeak translation of the Bible was contrived by a collaborative effort of 
numerous anonymous contributors through a wiki-based website, Lolcatbible.com, 
set up by Martin Grondin, who eventually published the printed version in 2010 
(Grodin 2). Lolcats also inspired LOLPERA, an unique opera in LOLspeak composed 
solely of LOLcats, which “goes beyond Lolcats-influenced things, though, digging 
deep into the social significance of the Lolcats, turning seemingly innocuous refrains 
such as ‘I has a bukkit’ and ‘no mor badz’ into existential quandaries, and making 
one cat’s love of ‘cheezburger’ into a metaphor for religious dominance throughout 
history” (Bennett n.pag.).
   

Figure 20. Scum-
bag Steve15; “Uses 
library computer, 
steals all the letters 
from the keyboard”

Figure 21. Lolcat; “Hacker kitten 
is on your computer, guessing 
your weak passwords”

Figure 22.  The opening cut 
scene from Zero Wing
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Textspeak or txtspk has been developing through cell phone text messaging, 
particularly through Short Message Services (SMS) since the 1990s. Its use was 
encouraged by a relatively low number of characters per message and the difficulty of 
typing on small keypads. Textspeak eventually emerged in an effort to make texting 
faster, and its principles have been adopted by Internet-based communication such 
as email or instant messaging (Thurlow 5). Internet memes seem to have also adopted 
certain features of Textspeak, such as over-punctuation (fig. 26) and shortening in the 
form of clipping (e.g. “bro” in fig. 27), acronyms (e.g. “OMG” in fig. 26), contractions 
(e.g. “TXT” in fig. 28), and letter homophones (e.g. “u” in fig. 28). 

David Crystal maintains that Textspeak has influenced many writers, who have 
attempted to extend its potential through classical forms such as novels or poems. 
Contrary to many voices condemning Textspeak as a bane of the English language 
(cf. Baron 176), Crystal asserts in his article 2b or not 2b that “it is merely the 
latest manifestation of the human ability to be linguistically creative and to adapt 
language to suit the demands of diverse settings. There is no disaster pending. We 
will not see a new generation of adults growing up unable to write proper English. 
The language as a whole will not decline. In texting what we are seeing, in a small 
way, is language in evolution” (n.pag.). Textspeak is similarly viewed as a feature of 
computer-mediated communication (CMC) by Segerstad, who assumes that “text-
based CMC also shows evidence that the system and norms of written language are 
in the process of being developed and adapted to meet the constraints and provisions 
of means of expression and situation, as well as to suit the communicative wishes 
of the users” (2). Posteguillo et al. assert that new spellings found in CMC are not 
something unprecedented: “Digital technology has diffused the use of respellings 
and orthographic principles which were in previous use in vernacular literacy 
practices including trade names, children’s transitional ‘creative spelling’ and graffiti” 

Figure 23.  The first 
LOLcat; “Can I have 
cheeseburger?”

Figure 24.  LOLcat; “Christmas 
spirit / I have it”

Figure 25.  LOLcat; “I’m in 
your couch / stealing your 
change”
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(3). Moreover, they add that “users are variably deregulating spelling and making 
idiolectical choices in relation to purposes, audiences, their own literacy identities, 
technological constraints of the form/their own technoliterate competence” (4).

   

     

All of the three outlined subcategories of Netspeak appear to be in sharp contrast 
with Ducreux memes. Their innovative and minimalistic patterns differing from 
Standard English represent the exact opposite of the archaic and grandiloquent 
language of these particular memes. 

The antiquated character is attained by the frequent use of pronouns from the Early 
Modern English period such as “thy” (figs. 18, 29, 30), “thou” (figs. 5, 31, 32), “thee” (fig. 
32) and “thine” (fig. 32) as well as forms of the verbs have (“hath” in figs. 6, 34), do (“doth” 
in fig. 30), and be (“art” in fig. 5). Some of the other verbs are marked by the archaic 
suffixes, e.g. the excrescent second-person singular –(e)st (e.g. “lookest” in fig. 31) and 
third-person singular –eth (e.g. “shareth” in fig. 30 and “looketh” in fig. 34). Additionally, 
fossilized phrases such as “hither and thither” (fig. 29) or “to and fro” (fig. 32) and archaic 
spelling of certain words (e.g. “shew” in fig. 29) also contribute to this notion.

Another distinctive feature of Ducreux memes is the replacement of simple words 
or phrases by rather obscure and/or long-winded expressions so as to hide the original 
meaning, e.g. “male colleague whom doth shareth my blood” instead of bro (fig. 30) 
or “in the very foreseeable future” instead of soon (fig. 3). Some of the expressions 
differ from the original only in the shades of meaning, e.g. twinkle and “sparkle” (fig. 
18) or tell and “impart” (fig. 33), while others differ significantly due to a particular 
specification or association, e.g. money and “silver” (fig. 29) or pocket and “pouch” 
(fig. 29). Furthermore, the whole syntactic structure is sometimes altered during the 
reinterpretation, e.g. by shifting sentence constituents (fig. 30), by omitting sentence 
constituents (fig. 34), or by adding sentence constituents according to contextually 
retrievable elements (fig. 6). As a result of this practice, most of the reinterpretations 
are rather puzzling and therefore challenge readers to decode the original text.

Figure 26.  Annoying Face-
book Girl16

Figure 27.  Come At Me Bro17 Figure 28.  Y U NO 
guy; I text you / Why 
don’t you text back!?”
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Despite the effort to create a notion of an elevated language, Ducreux memes 
occasionally employ informal, nevertheless old-fashioned expressions, e.g. “chum” (fig. 
33), “gallivant” (fig. 32), or “britches” (fig. 34). It is also the incorrect spelling and pronoun 
forms that distort this notion, e.g. “down-gyvied” instead of down-gyved (fig. 31), “thy 
ankles” instead of thine ankles (fig. 31) or “thy identity” instead of thine identity (fig. 18).

    

   

Figure 29.  JD; ”Got money 
and you know it / Take it 
out your pocket and show it 
/ Then throw it like / This a 
way, that a way” (Lil Wayne)

Figure 30.  JD; “Interesting 
story bro, tell it again”18

Figure 31.  JD; “Lookin’ like 
a fool / With your pants on 
the Ground” (Larry Platt)

Figure 32. JD; “Never gonna 
give you up, / Never gonna 
let you down / Never gonna 
run around and desert you / 
Never gonna make you cry, 
/ Never gonna say goodbye 
/ Never gonna tell a lie and 
hurt you” (Rick Astley)

Figure 33.  JD; a variation 
of “Interesting story Bro, 
tell it again”

Figure 34.  JD; “When I walk 
in the spot, this is what I see 
/ Everybody stops and they 
staring at me / I got a pas-
sion in my pants and I ain’t 
afraid to show it” (Gordy 
and Gordy)
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6. Conclusion

The theoretical framework for the new literacies outlined in the introduction is 
based on four assumptions: that they necessitate (1) new components of cognitive 
and social competence, (2) a participatory nature on a global scale, (3) perpetual 
consistency with their defining technologies, and (4) multifarious composition with 
varied interpretability. 

The key features of Internet memes outlined in this paper clearly indicate that 
their idiosyncratic and peculiar character would render them almost unfathomable 
to any newcomer or outsider (i.e. an offline reader) as illustrated by Ducreux memes. 
Furthermore, it demonstrates how the influence of Netspeak pushes the textual 
elements of certain memes to the edge of legibility, let alone comprehensibility. In 
other words, the ability to produce, decipher, understand and enjoy most of the 
Internet memes requires new skills, strategies, dispositions, and social practices – 
this corresponds with the first assumption. 

In addition to visual and textual features, this paper also reviews some concepts of 
distribution and classification of Internet memes that point to their highly contagious, 
varied and unstable character as a result of the virtually unlimited means of creating 
and altering them by a virtually unlimited number of people. This confirms the 
second assumption, since Internet memes enjoy global collaboration. Moreover; 
these means of creating and altering memes are regularly expanding in parallel with 
the development of new technologies; implying that Internet memes change as their 
defining technologies change, hence the confirmation of the third assumption. 

Finally, Ducreux memes seem to be a testament to the creativity and ingenuity of 
Internet memes by virtue of their unbounded humour, multilayered intertextuality, 
bizarre juxtapositions, and topicality. In this regard, the multifaceted and 
multimodal character of Internet memes offers manifold possible viewpoints as well 
as standpoints, in accordance with the fourth assumption. 

It thus appears that Internet memes do indeed fit the theoretical framework of 
the new literacies, even though this paper illustrates only their most distinctive 
features. Although only future research will reveal all the consequent implications, 
this paper has attempted to provide a degree of insight into the pervasive nature of 
this phenomenon which might hopefully contribute to the understanding of how 
memes work in general.

Notes
1 The Rage comic character, also known as Rage Face, expressing lonesomeness. 

Rage comics are a poorly drawn series of web comics usually portraying common real 
life experiences with humorous punch lines. 

2 An image macro featuring a menacing figure, usually an animal, plotting something 
suspicious.

3 In the context of Internet memes, “hipster” is a pejorative term used to describe 
a nonconformist wearing thick-rimmed glasses who desperately avoids mainstream 
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culture, claiming to have done something ‘before it was cool’ or something that ‘you 
have probably never heard of ’.

4 A popular catchphrase from the movie The Dark Knight (2008) used as a response 
to seriously-minded remarks.

5 An image macro featuring a well-dressed black man with a top caption introducing 
some Afro-American stereotype which is subsequently rendered harmless by its bottom 
caption.

6 An image macro featuring a shirtless man with a mullet hairstyle who is portrayed 
as sincere and open-minded but unwittingly adherent to stereotypes.

7 A famous quote from the movie Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring (2001). 
The expression “walk into Mordor” is usually replaced by another expression depicting 
the activity or situation in the image.

8 The Rage comic character expressing an outburst of anger and frustration.
9 A popular catchphrase from the animated television series Futurama used to 

express endorsement for some commodity or idea. 
10 An image macro featuring a smiling little girl usually juxtaposed with a burning 

house in the background with a caption implying that she orchestrated the calamity. 
11 An image macro featuring Laina Morris performing a parody of Justin Bieber’s 

single Boyfriend (2012). Her extremely clingy and tenacious lyrics as well as her 
appearance made the video outstandingly popular throughout most social networking 
websites and consequently inspired image macros with superimposed texts describing 
an obsessive stalker-like girlfriend (Moreau n. pag.). 

12 Also known as the name of N.W.A’s single Fuck tha Police (1989) with inflammatory 
lyrics intensifying the tension between law enforcement authorities and young inhabitants 
of black neighbourhoods in the USA due to racial profiling, which culminated in the 
1992 Los Angeles riots (Stephens 31‒33).

13 An image macro featuring a baby at the beach with a caption suggesting that a 
situation is going better than expected.

14 In behavioural analysis, the main three conceptual units for behaviour include 
an if-then unit illustrated by the stimulus and response formulations; a holistic unit 
illustrated by Kantor’s interbehavioural field; and an AB-because-of-C unit illustrated by 
Skinner’s three-term contingency (Moxley 17).

15An image macro featuring a young man in a coat wearing a brown cap sideways 
with a caption related to unethical behaviour usually connected with criminal or 
immoral activities.

16 An image macro featuring a flabbergasted countenance of a teenage girl with 
a caption of attention-seeking, annoying and mostly unimportant Facebook public 
activities. 

17 A confrontational catchphrase signalling that one is ready to fight if necessary.
18 A sarcastic catchphrase used to remark on tedious or implausible anecdotes, forum 

posts, comments etc.
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Un-selfing of the Self – the logic of ecstasy 
in the poetry of Richard Crashaw

Tomáš Jajtner
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Abstract

The present paper deals with the problem of ecstasy in the English poems of Richard Crashaw. 
Its main argument is that Crashaw redefines the Platonic/Neoplatonic concept of ecstasy 
in his work, since his central focus is not of philosophical, but of theological nature, i.e. it 
deals with the sacramental transformation of the self in an act of ‘un-selfing’ one’s self. It 
discusses three main problem fields: the concept of ecstatic love, ecstatic self-consummation 
and, finally, the decentring of the self and the musical nature of the new creation recentred 
and reclaimed by God. 

Keywords: Richard Crashaw, English metaphysical poetry, concepts of ecstasy, sacramental 
theology, mysticism 

1.  Introduction

The title of Richard Crashaw’s (c. 1613–1649) first and most important collection 
of poetry, Steps to the Temple (1646), makes a clear allusion to another great work 
of English metaphysical poetry, namely to George Herbert’s The Temple (1633).1  
However, in contrast to other representatives of the metaphysical school, Crashaw’s 
poetry owes a great deal to the flourishing of Spanish mystical poetry of the Siglo 
de Oro (especially St Teresa of Jesus). The passionate religiosity of post-Tridentine 
Roman Catholicism, to which he converted in 1640s, makes his poetry a unique 
phenomenon in English poetry. The ambiguous and problematic reception his work 
has enjoyed over the centuries reflects this “awkwardness” more than abundantly.2  

Crashaw’s devotion – unlike that of Donne, Vaughan, Traherne or Herbert – is ardent 
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and exuberant, and his verse constantly refers to the states of mystical transformation 
achieved in religious ecstasy.

The issue of ecstasy in the early modern period has often been discussed in relation 
to the Neoplatonic concepts found in various Renaissance treatises or hermetic and 
demonological handbooks.3 In an illuminating and still relevant essay on the notion 
of ecstasy in 17th century England, G. L. Finney points out that “in the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries ‘ecstasy’ was frequently used to mean literally a separation of 
the soul from the body” (Finney 153). However, this type of philosophical analysis 
falls short of the reality dealt with in devotional poetry of the given period4 as it does 
not take into account the symbolic meaning of the ecstatic state as it was received 
especially in the Catholic tradition. I want to argue that the type of Christian 
mysticism defined by the seminal works of St John of the Cross (1542–1591) and 
St Teresa of Jesus (1515–1582), and elaborated upon in the poetic work of the 
northerner Richard Crashaw, redefines the classical Platonic/Neoplatonic notion of 
ecstasy, since its central focus is not of philosophical, but of theological nature. The 
central issue for the spiritual transformation of the self is the dichotomy between 
the closed self and the liberated one.5 The ‘separation’ of the soul from the body is 
not meant literally, but sacramentally: it becomes a sign of the transformation of a 
self-centred and self-owned ego in the union of wills. The unio mystica – at least as 
presented in the two mentioned Carmelite authors – does not destroy the existence 
of the I of the devotee; it liberates him/her to an ultimate self-consummation in 
becoming transformed for the Thou of God: “The supernatural union comes about 
when the two wills – that of the soul and that of God – are conformed in one.”6 

In this paper I will focus on Crashaw’s poems specifically thematizing the problem 
of ecstasy. I will discuss the ‘logic of ecstasy’, namely the process of ‘un-selfing of 
the self ’: instead of making the soul literally ‘leave the body’ to be united with the 
One, ecstasy in Crashaw brings about a new sense of integration, the liberation of 
the self-consumed ego into the union of love defined and redefined by the infinite 
quality of God’s self-communication. This enquiry will also include cosmological 
problems, or the redefinition of the tension between the centre and the spheres7: the 
inner decentring of the self is related to the recentring of the sacramental cosmos of 
the devotee and the new harmoniousness achieved by the abovementioned process 
of interior integration.    

2.  Love as spiritual ecstasy 

Love’s ecstasy is one of the most important themes of Crashaw’s verse. The soul of the 
devotee is taken into the whirl of mystical ecstasy, and in consuming the joys of unio 
mystica, it loses a firm conscience of its former self and its properties. 

Arguably the most famous of Crashaw’s poems, “The Flaming Heart Upon the 
Book and Picture of the Seraphical Saint Teresa” (first published in Carmen Deo 
Nostro, 1652),8 is based on the description of the ecstasy of St Teresa that we can find 
in her Autobiography: a seraph is drawing an arrow from the heart of the saint.9 The 
conceit of the poem is a paradoxical critique of this way of ‘expressing’ her (e.g. in 
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Bernini’s famous rendering in the Coronaro chapel of Santa Maria della Vittoria in 
Rome). The poet argues that such an image is a mistake, a “fair-cheekt fallacy”:
 

You must transpose the picture quite,
And spell it wrong to read it right;
Read Him for her, and her for him;
And call the Saint the Seraphim. (208)10 

The first of the “transpositions” is the change of her sex: indeed, throughout the 
poem Teresa is depicted as “manly”: “Why man, this speaks pure mortal frame;/ And 
mocks with female Frost love’s manly flame./ One would suspect thou meant’st to 
paint/ Some weak, inferior, woman saint.” Another transposition is the transposition 
of the role: Teresa should no longer be a veiled nun and the seraph should not hold 
the “Dart”. In fact, it should be the other way round:
  

      Give Him the veil; that he may cover
The Red cheeks of a rivall’d lover.
Asham’d that our world, now, can show
Nests of new Seraphims here below.
      Give her the Dart for it is she
(Fair youth) shoots both thy shaft and Thee
Say, all ye wise and well-pierc’t hearts
That live and die amidst her darts,
What is’t your tasteful spirits do prove
In that rare life of Her, and love?
Say and bear witness. Sends she not 
A Seraphim at every shot? (209)

The change in the role of the two actors marks the crucial change in the order of 
activity. The wound inflicted upon her by the angel becomes her “weapon”, and the 
supposed passivity (“the wound”) becomes “the activ’st part”. The confusing paradox 
is the only way of explaining why the deformation of the body, in fact, entails a 
reformation of the self:
 

For in love’s field was never found 
A nobler weapon than a Wound.
Love’s passives are his activ’st part.
The wounded is the wounding heart. (209)  

The logic of love ecstasy thus seems to be a process of being beyond one’s self and thus 
also of decentring oneself. The centre of the self has shifted, because the self can no 
longer possess the original unreformed identity. Everything reacquires a new quality 
of distance: i.e. love becomes a constant movement to dispossess, or unself one’s self, 
since the supposedly “given” identity of the fallen closed self has been shattered. 
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Language ascertains the tension between the state of being and the actual process of 
attaining it: indeed, the final paradox of the poem shows the incompatibility of life 
and death:
  

By all of Him we have in Thee;
Leave nothing of my Self in me.
Let me so read thy life, that I
Unto all life of mine may die. (211) 

If life is marked by the process of being, death is a mere state of non-being. The 
paradox of the final couplet is its impossibility: life is incommensurably superior 
to death, for life is and death is not. The final quatrain of the poem thus carries the 
following message: in the process of becoming ‘un-selfed’ (“By all of Him we have 
in Thee”), the life of the individual11 self appears as an unreal entity, a mere transient 
state. This state denotes life as no more than an enduring death. It must, therefore, be 
overcome: “Let me so read thy life, that I/Unto all life of mine may die.” 

This logic is akin to the logic of martyrdom, as we find it in “A Hymn to the Name 
and Honor of the Admirable Teresa”. The central theme of the poem is sacrificial 
self-destruction. However, Teresa is to undergo a specific type of martyrdom, not the 
‘traditional’ martyrdom at the hands of the heathens. Her martyrdom is a martyrdom 
of genuine love, i.e. of being consumed in the very act of loving:
 

      Blest pow’rs forbid, Thy tender life
Should bleed upon a barbarous knife;
Or some base hand have power to race
Thy Breast’s chaste cabinet, and uncase
A soul kept there so sweet, o no;
Wise heav’n will never have it so.
Thou art love’s victim; and must die
A death more mystical and high.
  
Into love’s arms thou shalt let fall
A still-surviving funeral... (204)

This mystical death, “a still surviving-funeral”, is another way of expressing this 
radical un-selfing of Teresa’s martyrdom of love: it is a process of becoming nothing 
in the order of the self-centred world. Moreover, the murdering instrument – the 
dart – is dipped in the “rich flame” of all those who meditate God’s radiance, i.e. 
those who have un-selfed themselves and are still doing so in letting “a sovereign 
ray” beat upon their “burning faces”:

His is the Dart must make the Death
Whose stroke shall taste thy hallow’d breath;
A Dart thrice dipt in that rich flame
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Which writes thy spouse’s radiant Name
Upon the roof of Heav’n; where ay
It shines, and with a sovereign ray
Beats bright upon the burning faces
Of souls which in that name’s sweet graces
Find everlasting smiles. (204)

This ongoing spiritual transformation is equated with an aggressive and painful 
piercing of the body. The choir of the seraphim turns into a band of soldiers whose 
“military mission” is accomplished again in inflicting “sweet and subtle Pain of 
intolerable Joys” upon the saint:  
 

      So rare,
So spiritual, pure, and fair
Must be th’immortal instrument
Upon whose choice point shall be sent
A life so lov’d; And that there be
Fit executioners for Thee,
The fair’st and first-born sons of fire
Blest Seraphim, shall leave their choir
And turn love’s soldiers, upon Thee
To exercise their archery.
      O how oft shalt thou complain
Of a sweet and subtle Pain.
Of intolerable Joys... (204)

These joys are, indeed, the joys of “death” as it seems in the unreformed, non-
sacramental world. Once this “death” is accomplished, it ceases to threaten the 
anxious self. In that sense, it finds full satisfaction in the “ultimate horror of death” 
manifesting “the uncanny awareness of a ‘collapse of the border between inside and 
outside’” (Sabine 111). What Julia Kristeva discusses in her Powers of Horror,12 i.e. 
the power of abjection, can thus attain a new sacramental signification. It recreates 
the abject into a sacrifice, i.e. a sacramental event of “making it sacred (from Latin 
sacrum facere)13: 
 

Of a Death, in which who dies
Loves his death, and dies again.
And would forever so be slain.
And lives, and dies; and knows not why
To live, But that he thus may never leave to Die. (204–205)

 
The hierarchy of the self-centred universe14 is to be changed: the self – being in-

formed from the inside – finds a brand new identity of a truly open and liberated 
self, i.e. the experience of a dialogical love. Therefore, it also loses its liability to death: 
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“[...] of a Death, in which who dies/ Loves his death, and dies again.” Death loses its 
power in an act of repetition and becomes an ultimate sign of life’s victory. 

3. Towards a new unselfed identity

Crashaw’s “logic of ecstasy” finds another of its peaks in “Music’s Duel”, the opening 
poem of his second collection of poems The Delights of the Muses (first published 
together with Steps to the Temple in 1646). In fact, it is a free rendering of a Latin 
poem by the Jesuit Famiano Strada (1572–1649).15 It presents a symbolic contest 
between a “Lute-master” and a she-nightingale,16 which climaxes in an act of 
sacrificial self-destruction: the nightingale’s being-herself and her being-unto-her-
purpose17 become one and the same thing. 

A carefully laid-out conceit stresses the dynamic of the struggle: the player is a 
well-trained musician, a virtuoso, playing a complicated multi-voiced instrument. 
The nightingale, on the other hand, is a weak, tiny bird singing in a single voice. 
However, her performance has a remarkable quality. She gradually loses self-control 
and totally identifies with her singing:
  

Thus high, thus low, as if her silver throat
Would reach the brazen voice of war’s hoarse Bird;
Her little soul is ravisht: and so pour’d
Into loose ecstasies, that she is plac’t
Above herself, Music’s Enthusiast. (103)

The nightingale is absorbed with music; she is identified with the purpose of her 
creation. The Musician is taken aback by the ability of the nightingale, and her singing 
motivates him to an even better performance. The two contestants challenge each 
other in “a fury so harmonious”. The ecstasy of the nightingale is contagious: towards 
the end of the poem, the lutenist is taken into a similar state. It is worth noting that 
at this point Crashaw significantly interpolates Strada’s original. He emphasizes the 
Platonic ideal of the soul’s flight being ravished by the divine beauty18: 

The Lute’s light Genius now does proudly rise,
Heav’d on the surges of swoll’n Rhapsodies.
Whose flourish (Meteor-like) doth curl the air
With flash of high-born fancies: here and there
Dancing in lofty measures, and anon
Creeps on the soft touch of a tender tone:
Whose trembling murmurs melting in wild airs
Runs to and fro, complaining his sweet cares
Because those precious mysteries that dwell,
In music’s ravisht soul he dare not tell,
But whisper to the world: thus do they vary  
Each string his Note, as if they meant to carry
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Their Master’s blest soul (snatcht out at his Ears
By a strong Ecstasy) through all the spheres
Of Music’s heaven; and seat it there on high
In th’ Empyræum of pure Harmony. (104)

This Platonic “flight of the soul” into the highest sphere of the Renaissance cosmos, 
however, is based on this radical identification and transformation. Indeed, this 
peculiar contest of the lutenist and the nightingale ends in a paradoxical victory of 
the latter. The act of self-destruction and self-consummation blend into one another: 
the nightingale has fully identified itself with its created status and her being becomes 
her being-unto-her-purpose. At the end of the poem, she climaxes in “a Natural 
Tone”, dies, and falls onto the lute:
  

Alas! in vain! for while (sweet soul) she tries
To measure all those wild diversities
Of chatt’ring strings, by the small size of one
Poor simple voice, rais’d in a Natural Tone;
She fails, and failing grieves, and grieving dies.
She dies; and leaves her life the Victor’s prize,
Falling upon his Lute; o fit to have
(That liv’d so sweetly) dead, so sweet a Grave! (105)    

The capitalized “Natural Tone” seems to refer to the ontological status of the 
nightingale’s being: becoming herself, i.e. giving herself in an act of total self-
consummation. The final sacrificial identification is achieved in a paradox: the 
order of states is transformed into the order of dynamic being. It is a level of identity 
referred to by the very dynamic of the contest: a sense of integration (being-herself 
equals being-unto-her purpose) is a prerequisite for un-selfing oneself. This – 
translated into the order of language – means: the full identity of the referent and 
the object referred to. In other words, it aspires to a form of communication which 
is theologically referred to as “sacramental”, in which the “purpose” of the infinite 
Word of Christian theology also communicates His “being”, i.e. the communion and 
the communication of the Triune God.19 

This logic of un-selfing presupposes a powerful transformation. Self-destruction 
becomes self-consummation. The mediation of language in Crashaw’s poetry seems 
to imply a similar aspiration: by exploiting the possibilities of language, it becomes 
a sacramental process, anticipation of the final self-consummation in the unio and 
com-unio with God. In this transforming act, the Creation is recentred by God’s 
omnipresence: it is reclaimed by a new centre and strives to become a “new creation” 
(2 Cor 5:17). 
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4. Un-selfing by decentring (or recentring) oneself – Crashaw’s Christocentrism20

Crashaw’s poems often focus on the problem of decentring or recentring in an 
allusion to Pythegorean cosmology defined by a clearly defined centre and the 
rotating spheres around.  In “To the Name above Every Name, The Name of Jesus, A 
Hymn” (from Carmen Deo Nostro, first published in Paris in 1652), we find a number 
of words referring to Christ’s presence as a new centre of radiation in a recreated 
cosmology – the universe is turned upside down, since its foundation is ecstatic 
communication between God and man:

        Regions of peaceful Light
Look from thine own Illustrous Home,
Fair King of Names and come.
Leave All thy native Glories in their Gorgeous Nest,
And give Thyself a while The gracious Guest
Of humble Souls, that seek to find
      The hidden Sweets
      Which man’s heart meets
When Thou art Master of the Mind. (151)

The ecstasy of ‘un-selfing’ starts with the decentring of the self: the limited 
concentrated self expands into the limitlessness of God’s omnipresence. The process 
of being both emptied of the self and then filled with the “unbounded Name” climaxes 
in an act of adoring ecstasy:

                               I sing the Name which None can say
But toucht with An interior Ray:
The Name of our New Peace; our Good:
Our Bliss: and Supernatural Blood:
The Name of All our Lives and Loves.
Hearken, And Help, ye holy Doves!
The high-born Brood of Day; you bright
Candidates of blisseful Light,
The Heirs Elect of Love; whose Names belong
Unto The everlasting life of Song;
All ye wise Souls, who in the wealthy Brest
Of This unbounded Name build your warm Nest. (148)

The theological context of this self-consuming ecstasy is the concept of kénōsis 
(κένωσις) related to the christology of Phillipians 2:5-8. King James Bible reads: 
“Let this mind be in you, which was also in Christ Jesus who [...] made himself of 
no reputation,21 and took upon him the form of a servant, and was made in the 
likeness of men: And being found in fashion as a man, he humbled himself, and 
became obedient unto death, even the death of the cross.” The Greek verb ekénōsen 
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(εκένωσεν) means “self-emptying, depletion”22 and is related to the “self-emptying” 
of God in the process of becoming a man in obedience to the Father’s will. The 
paradox is theologically based on the theology of the inner relations of the Trinity: 
the Son realizes His sonship in a process of un-selfing Himself and becoming man.23  

Theological reflection has always stressed this un-selfed nature of God24 as well as 
the spiritual implication for the imitatio Christi. In that sense, the mystical initiation 
takes the form of this paradoxical kenotic revelation.  

This theme in Crashaw’s poetry is elaborated upon in a poem written to celebrate 
the feast of the Epiphany, “In the Glorious Epiphany of Our Lord God” (Carmen 
Deo Nostro, 1652), i.e. the feast of the “revelation of God” to humanity. The paradox 
of this revelation is limitlessness joined with littleness: the absolute fills the little and 
becomes a “little all”: 

     Cho.    O little all! in thy embrace
The world lies warm, and likes his place.
Nor does his full Globe fail to be
Kist on Both his cheeks by Thee.
Time is too narrow for thy Year
Nor makes the whole World thy half-sphere. (160–161)

      
The “neurotic verbosity”25 of this poem, with its search for new metaphors, 

makes sense only as long as it refers to the always-new sensation of the ultimately 
unattainable: this simulates the mystery of the “union of wills” as we know it from 
the classical mysticism of St. John of the Cross.26 The unity reshapes the experience 
of oneself: the unio mystica transforms the self into a dialogue, and a dynamic whirl. 
The poetic translation of this experience becomes wonderfully effective: the “logic of 
language” makes it possible and necessary to look for new expressions of this ecstatic, 
unheard-of experience. Moreover, the new ‘right proportion’ of the centre and the 
rotating “spheres”, i.e. the retuned Creation, not surprisingly abound in music.  

Crashaw’s rendering of “Psalm 23” expands on the relation between the dialogical 
life of the “new self ”. Being opened by God’s grace is expressed as a harmonious state, 
whose full expression is a song:   

Happy me! o happy sheep! 
Whom my God vouchsafes to keep;
Even my God, even he it is,
That points me to these ways of bliss
On whose pastures cheerful spring.
All the year doth sit and sing,
And rejoicing smiles to see
Their green backs wear his livery:
Pleasure sings my soul to rest,
Plenty wears me at her breast.
Whose sweet temper teaches me
Nor wanton, nor in want to be. (54)
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The continuation of the poem makes it clear that this kind of singing includes being 
tuned to the “Shepherd’s praise”, i.e. to the cosmic song of the reformed Creation:

He (my Shepherd) is my Guide;
He’s before me, on my side,
And behind me, He beguiles        
Craft in all her knotty wiles:
He expounds the weary wonder
Of my giddy steps, and under
Spreads a Path clear as the Day
Where no churlish rub says nay        
To my joy-conducted Feet,
Whilst they gladly go to meet
Grace and Peace, to learn new lays
Tuned to my great Shepherd’s praise. (54)

 
The satisfaction provided by this kind of “life” again transcends the limits of the 

physical existence. The sober tone of the original psalm (talking about “no fear” 
when facing the “valley of death”) is significantly interpolated here. In fact, the poet 
enters into a dialogue with death which is about to self-consume itself:

  Come, thou Death,
Let the damps of thy dull Breath
Overshadow even that shade,
And make darkness’ self afraid:
There my feet, even there shall find
Way for a resolvèd mind.
Still my Shepherd, still my God
Thou art with me, Still thy rod
And thy staff, whose influence
Gives direction, gives defense. (55)

This joyful “annihilation” describes a complete circle and makes the paradox of 
existence within non-existence, i.e. the illogicality of death, a sacramental sign of the 
hoped-for invisible reality, the com-union with God. 

The end of the poem once again renders this life as being decentred (or, rather, 
recentred). In the life of grace, the self is no longer the “centre of the Mind”. Moreover, 
the new “mind” breaks not only the limits of “death”, but also the limits of time and 
space. The ecstasy thus separates the self from being “locked” within the frontiers of 
the imaginable: 

At the whisper of thy Word
Crown’d abundance spreads my Board [...]
[...]
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The fair Center of my mind
Thy Temple, and those lovely walls
Bright ever with a beam that falls
Fresh from the pure glance of thine eye,
Lighting to Eternity. (55)    

It is perhaps no coincidence that a major text of the Christian tradition thematizing 
the theology of ecstasy, interestingly joining the notions of joy, self-consummation 
and music, also relates to the Psalms. This can be found in St Augustine’s (354–430) 
Expositions on the Psalms (Ennerationes in Psalmos). There we find a striking exegesis 
of verse 3 of Psalm 32 “Bene cantate ei cum iubilatione” (It is good to sing him in 
jubilation): 

Look what kind of singing God has given you: you must not search for words – as if 
you could explain yourself and thus please God. Sing with jubilation, because that, 
singing in jubilation, means singing for God in a good way. What is the meaning of 
‘singing in jubilation’? Not being able to comprehend with the intellect what can be 
sung in the heart. […] A jubilum is an indefinite sound that shows how the heart 
is able to generate something that cannot be told. And to whom is this jubilation 
due, if not to the ineffable God?27 

The ecstasy is thus the aporia of “singing” without ultimately being able to 
comprehend the inner reality. The “abundance” alluded to in Crashaw’s Psalm 23 
may be understood as a sacramental act opening up the invisible and ineffable reality 
beyond a visible sign.28 It is an act of jubilation joining the logic of ecstasy (i.e. the 
longing for the separation from the body equals the effort to bring about a change in 
the very nature of existence) and the “logic of language”: the effort to bring about a 
new event in language, to lose the aporia related to the tension between the signifier 
and the signified, i.e. to let the “inherited” language transcend its representational 
role. 

5. Conclusion  

The essay’s aim was to draw attention to an often overlooked dimension of Crashaw’s 
poetry: i.e. the theological context of his sacramental poetics. As we have seen, the “un-
selfing of the self” in his work is a process of transformation of the closed, fallen self 
into the dialogical self. Crashaw uses the concept of the Platonic/Neoplatonic separation 
of the soul from the body, but its point is to bring about a change in the very nature of 
existence. The paradox of the transformation – the unheard-of reality of the union itself 
– is a poetic challenge of the highest degree; it requires a wholly new language, apofatic, 
i.e. negative in its ecstatic quality, and in its aspiration to the unspeakable. The nature of 
communication in his poetry is to constantly transcend the previous state, to be fully 
dynamic. The ‘logic of ecstasy’ thus becomes the ‘logic of language’ itself: i.e. transcending 
the nature of communication itself by constantly restating the already-stated. 
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The transforming nature of mystical union consumes the self in its insular 
nature. This ‘consuming’, however, is also its final ‘self-consummation’, the gate of 
a new existence, i.e. the sacramental restoration of a fallen, ‘selfish’ self and – as a 
consequence – of the whole cosmos. 

In that sense, this sacramental restoration of reality is not only the key to 
understanding Crashaw’s logic of ecstasy, but also to much of his other work. 

Notes:
1 Indeed, one of the poems included in the collection is entitled “On Mr. G. Herbert’s 

book entitled The Temple of sacred poems, sent to a gentlewoman”. In fact, Crashaw 
identifies with the sentiments expressed by his admired predecessor: “And though 
Herbert’s name do owe/ These devotions, fairest: know/That while I lay them on the 
shrine/Of your white hand, they are mine.” Crashaw, Richard: The Verse in English of 
Richard Crashaw (New York City: Grove Press, 1949), 81.

2 In recent critical literature, one may find a good discussion of Crashaw’s place in 
the canon of English literature in Lowell Gallagher’s article “Crashaw and Religious Bias 
in the Literary Canon” in Early Modern English Poetry: A Critical Companion (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2007), 278–280 or in Maureen Sabine’s article “Crashaw and 
Abjection: Reading the Unthinkable in His Devotional Verse” in John Donne and the 
Metaphysical Poets (New York: Infobase Publishing, 2010), 111–113.

3 E.g. Another Collection of Philosophical Conferences of the French Virutosi. Trans. 
G. Havers and J. Davies (London, 1665), or, of course, those works that associate ecstasy 
and demonology, such as James I’s Daemonologie, In Forme of a Dialogue (Edinburgh, 
1597); or ecstasy and music, such as Robert Burton’s paraphrase of Cassiodorus in The 
Anatomy of Melancholy (Part 2, Sec. 2, Mem. 6, Subs. 3) or Richard Hooker’s Of the Laws 
of Ecclesiastical Polity (Book V, Sec. XXXVIII). For these references I am indebted to G.L. 
Finney. See Finney, Gretchen. L.: “Ecstasy and Music in Seventeenth-Century England.” 
Journal of the History of Ideas (8.2, 1947): 153.

4 Similar approach can be found in a recently published essay of Paul Cefalu: 
“Baroque Monads and Allegorical Immanence: A Reassessment of Richard Crashaw’s 
Imagery,” in English Renaissance Literature and Contemporary Theory: Sublime Objects of 
Theology (New York: Palgrave, 2007), 69–99.

5 When recalling his past life, Augustine distinguishes between his former experience 
of love as “loving to love” without being able to find satisfaction and the liberating 
experience of God’s love opening up the sinful “heart” closed in itself (cor incurvatus in 
seipsum). See e.g., Book 3 of his Confessions. 

6 St John of the Cross: The Dark Night of the Soul. Trans. by K. F. Reinhardt (New 
York: Ungar, 1951), 91, reported by R. Strier: “Crashaw’s Other Voice.” Studies in English 
Literature, 1500-1900 (9.1, 1969), 141. John’s concept of the soul’s transformation in the 
“Dark Night” is related to an erotic longing and a full consummation of the Self in being 
purely a gift for the Other:
“O guiding dark of night!
O dark of night more darling than the dawn!
O night that can unite
A lover and loved one,
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Lover and loved one moved in unison.” (stanza 5) Transl. by A. Z. Foreman, retrieved 
January 13, 2014. Quoted from Poetry in Translation <http://poemsintranslation.
blogspot.cz/2009/09/saint-john-of-cross-dark-night-of-soul.html>. 
The process of the Dark Night is, therefore, the process of re-centring one’s self, or un-
selfing in a process of negative purification.     

7 For further reference on this topic, see S. K. Heninger, Jr.: Touches Of Sweet Harmony: 
Pythagorean Cosmology and Renaissance Poetics (San Marino: The Huntington Library, 
1974).

8 In this essay I quote from the GROVE edition of Crashaw’s poetry based on 
the early editions of Crashaw’s works. For the variorum readings of the poems in the 
numerous later editions see Crashaw’s Poetical Works (Oxford University Press: Oxford, 
1927), ed. by L.C. Martin.

9 Cf. Chapter XXIX; Part 17. Strictly speaking, Teresa distinguishes between ecstasy 
as essentially a technical term related to a detachment from worldly things and visions, 
which can be of two types – one in which the divine presence is invisible and the other 
type in which the soul enjoys God’s sovereign glory. See a good discussion of this topic 
in Susanne Warma’s article “Ecstasy and Vision: Two Concepts Connected with Bernini’s 
Teresa.” The Art Bulletin (3, 1984): 508–511.    

10 The italics used in the quotations are Crashaw’s, unless specified otherwise. 
11 I am using this word in the original meaning: “in-dividuum”, i.e. “indivisable”.
12 See Kristeva, Julia. Powers of Horror: An Essay on Abjection. Trans. Leon S. Roudiez. 

(New York: Columbia University Press, 1980). 
13 Cf. the theology of the prime sacrament, i.e. baptism, with its “dying and rising 

in Christ”, as we find in St. Paul’s letter to the Romans: “Know ye not, that so many of 
us as were baptized into Jesus Christ were baptized into his death? Therefore we are 
buried with him by baptism into death: that like as Christ was raised up from the dead 
by the glory of the Father, even so we also should walk in newness of life. For if we have 
been planted together in the likeness of his death, we shall be also in the likeness of his 
resurrection: Knowing this, that our old man is crucified with him, that the body of sin 
might be destroyed, that henceforth we should not serve sin. For he that is dead is freed 
from sin. Now if we be dead with Christ, we believe that we shall also live with him: 
Knowing that Christ being raised from the dead dieth no more; death hath no more 
dominion over him. For in that he died, he died unto sin once: but in that he liveth, he 
liveth unto God. Likewise reckon ye also yourselves to be dead indeed unto sin, but alive 
unto God through Jesus Christ our Lord” (Rom 6:3–11).

14 Here I emphasize the etymology of the word: rotating (lat. vertere) around a single 
(lat. unus) centre.

15 “The Delights of the Muses” opens with a celebrated piece, entitled Musick’s 
Duell, which Crashaw paraphrased from the Latin of Famiano Strada. The pretty fable 
of the rivalry between the lutenist and the nightingale occurs in Strada’s Prolusiones et 
Paradigmata eloquentiae, published at Cologne in 1617 and at Oxford in 1631; it is in 
the sixth lecture of the second course on poetic style, where Strada introduces it simply 
an exercise in imitation of the style of the Roman poet Claudian. Before the appearance 
in Crashaw’s poem, John Ford made use of the fable in his tragi-comedy, The Lover‘s 
Melancholy (1629). In our own time François Coppée has used with charming effect in 
his fine little comedy, Le Luthier de Cremone, Scene 7. See Famianus Stradae Romani... 
Prolusiones...Academicae, etc. (1631), in M. A. Scott: English Translations from the Italian 
(New York: Burt Franklin, 1916, reprinted 1969), 188. 
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16 In fact, Crashaw addresses the nightingale as a female and endows it with feminine 
qualities.

17 Analogically speaking, this reiterates the famous theological unity between the 
economic and ontological aspect of God’s Incarnation: Jesus’ redemptive mission follows 
His ontological status of the Logos, i.e. being the co-eternal Son of God.

18 See also Finney’s discussion of the topic (Finney 181).
19 I would here refer to a classic textbook by the Oxford theologian Aidan Nichols 

O.P. The Shape of Catholic Theology (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1991), 181ff.
20 Here I expand on my previous analysis in “The Perverted Cosmology of Richard 

Crashaw.” Ostrava Journal of English Philology (1/2012): 7–22. 
21 Emphasis is mine.
22 Tufts University. Greek Word Study Tool. 30 January 2013 <http://www.perseus.

tufts.edu/hopper/morph?l=KE%2FNWSIS&la=greek&prior=GE/NHTAI>  
23 The interpretatio christiana of God is elaborated upon in the classic work of Walter 

Kasper Jesus der Christus (Mainz: Matthias-Grünewald-Verlag, 1974), 198ff.
24 The so-called “kenotic theology” emphasizes both in theological reflections and 

its spiritual implications the notion of the un-selfed God. In modern theology it is often 
related to the work of the German Lutheran theologian Gottfried Thomasius (1802–75). 

25  See Kerrigan’s sharp criticism of Crashaw’s verse in “The fearful accommodations 
of John Donne.” John Donne and the Seventeenth Century Metaphysical Poets. Ed. Harold 
Bloom (New York: Chelsea House Publ., 1986), 47.

26  See note 5 above.
27 Translation quoted from Ulrike Hascher-Burger’s article “Music and Meditation: 

Songs in Johannes Mauburnus’s Rosetum exercitiorum spiritualium”, originally pub-
lished in Church History and Religious Culture 88.3(2008): 361. The text is available on 
<http://www.ulrikehascher-burger.com/Mauburnus.php> (Retrieved 13 January 2014).

28 Further on sacramental theology in Stasiak, Kurt. Sacramental Theology: Means of 
Grace, Ways of Life. (Chicago: Loyola University Press, 2001).
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Subjectivity as a Void 
in The Impressionist by Hari Kunzru
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Abstract

This article reads the central character of Hari Kunzru’s debut novel as a traveller within 
a discursively defined universe of colonialism and argues that the hybridity that forms the 
texture of his identity is not perceived by him as liberating, but rather as a stigma that he 
tries to conceal. Further, the article reads The Impressionist through the theories of Homi 
Bhabha and Judith Butler, who have both addressed the ways in which subjectivity arises as 
an effect of cultural, ethnic and gender performances. Finally, the paper will try to answer 
the question of whether the multiplicity of selves experienced and/or performed by the 
novel’s protagonist can or cannot land him in happiness and freedom. 

Keywords: Kunzru, Bhabha, mimicry, Butler, performance, subjectivity

Hari Kunzru’s debut novel The Impressionist positions uncertainty, the unknown and 
non-identity as the initial conditions of its main character’s journey through life. 
Very early on in the text the theme of subjectivity is foreshadowed by a rather sinister 
description of Ronald Forrester, an Englishman and the father of the novel’s main 
character, riding aimlessly through the tree-less and desolate landscape of South 
India: “And so he rides through the ravines, a khaki-clad vacancy, dreaming of trees 
and waiting for something, anything, to fill him up” (Kunzru 3). That “something, 
anything” takes shape of a woman, the rich and spoilt Indian girl Amrita, who 
accidentally crosses Forrester’s way during a particularly violent monsoon in 1903. 
The result of their encounter is the conception of Pran Nath, the main protagonist of 
The Impressionist and one of the most elusive and mysterious characters one can meet 
in the world of fiction – elusive and mysterious to the point of being an unanswerable 
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question even to himself. As Amrita watches Forrester being swept away by the 
torrential rain, “heading downstream” (16), the reader of The Impressionist cannot 
help the feeling that the unknown into which Forrester’s unconscious body is now 
flowing can only give rise to a life that will completely lack substance and will be just 
another vacancy to be filled with ‘something, anything’. 

Indeed, it can be said about Pran Nath, the child of the watery intercourse 
between Amrita and Forrester, that his very being is nothing but a perpetual process 
of becoming in which the boundaries of the self constantly shift in response to where 
in the world Pran finds himself and what kind of socio-political reality he lives in. 
However, this does not make him a common opportunist who puts on masques 
in order to profit from the changing circumstances of his life. Pran’s masques are 
not just superficial façades behind which his coherent essence lies untouched. His 
masques form the very texture of his existence. As Maya Jaggi explains in her review 
of The Impressionist: “Pran blurs categories in a world obsessed by classification. As a 
chameleon with a talent for mimicry, he ... is also a ghost, a creature of surface.” It is 
never fully transparent to what extent Pran’s masquerading is a conscious, volitional 
activity. This ambiguity largely contributes to the disruptive appeal of Hari Kunzru’s 
debut novel. The critic James Procter writes that “[Pran] survives, precariously, 
as an endlessly drifting impressionist, a new breed of mimic man” (64). The word 
“survive” from Procter’s quote is particularly apt for The Impressionist, because Pran’s 
varied identities seldom bring him tangible benefit apart from the right to live at all. 
Throughout the novel Pran Nath, who was born into a distinguished Indian family 
in Agra, takes on so many identities that his original name and status cease to signify 
anything. The nameless camel-riding nomad from the last page of the novel is in no 
immediate relation to the spoilt child from Agra. The only link that exists between 
the two is a linear third-person narration. 

As outlined above, the tale begins with Pran’s impure, interracial conception 
during a monsoon in 1903 and ends with a bleak image of an anonymous traveller on 
a pointless journey through the desert: “For now the journey is everything. He has 
no thoughts of arriving anywhere. Tonight he will sleep under the enormous bowl 
of the sky. Tomorrow he will travel on” (Kunzru 481). One can only speculate that 
had Hari Kunzru chosen a less linear mode of narration and imbued his novel with 
flashbacks and anticipations, it would have been utterly impossible for the reader 
to make any connections between the different personalities that Pran gradually 
adopts. It is only the linear narration that makes it clear that Pran Nath, Rukhsana, 
Pretty Bobby, Jonathan Bridgeman and the traveller are one and the same person. 

Hari Kunzru’s adoption of the omniscient mode of narration probably saves the 
reader a lot of confusion and could therefore be considered a narrative strategy 
that runs against the author’s goal, which is to interrogate essentialist accounts 
of subjectivity and the universal validity of grand narratives, but this view would 
miss the point completely. The linear and coherent third-person narration actually 
punctuates the unbridgeable gap between Pran’s different (and sometimes downright 
contradictory) versions of himself. Kunzru could easily have let his novel fork into 
a fragmentary multiplicity of narratives told by voices belonging to Pran’s diverse 
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selves. Such a narrative strategy would certainly have assured the reader that a single 
narrative cannot accommodate for Pran’s paradoxical situation in the colonial world, 
but it would utterly have failed to creatively imagine the ways in which a multiplicity 
of narratives is commonly shaped into a coherent whole. The omniscient narrative 
voice also reflects the ways in which Pran pieces together the chaotic fragments of 
his life. So it happens that a very conventional mode of narration encourages the 
reader to ask a very unconventional question: What is a person? 

This question arises not only from the detailed accounts of Pran’s different 
identities, but also from the amount of attention the novel dedicates to the relationship 
between unity and multiplicity, coherence and fragmentation. From the start, the 
novel drops cryptic hints at the complexity of this relationship, sometimes through 
verbal derivatives of Eastern mysticism: “Fire and water. Earth and air. Meditate on 
these oppositions and reconcile them. Collapse them in on themselves, send them 
spiralling down a tunnel of blackness to re-emerge whole, one with the all, mere 
aspects of the great unity of things whose name is God” (6). The novel’s obsession 
with these abstract issues later sublimates into a more concrete interest in the process 
of identity-formation and the forces that participate in the creation/imagination of 
the self.  Consequently, it is Kunzru’s treatment of the self and its formation in the 
late-colonial environment – geographical, socio-political and cultural – that will be 
the focal point of this article.

Thinking of a single sentence that would define The Impressionist in a nutshell, 
it would probably have to be: Everything is in perpetual flux. The flood in which 
Pran’s father Ronald Forrester impregnates Amrita and then dies, carried away 
by the violent torrents, is the underlying metaphor of the whole novel, in which 
everything, including rivers, dunes and people’s identities, is in perpetual motion: 
“Now there is nothing but a torrent of white water rushing down a mountain, and 
the future is contained in that water, suspended in it like the tree trunks and thick red 
mud it has swept off the hillside” (12). Pran Nath is conceived during the flood, in a 
cave that his white father Ronald Forrester perceives as a post-mortal landscape, and 
his life resembles a flood, where whole worlds (physical and mental) are mercilessly 
swept away in an instant, only to be replaced by new ones, equally vulnerable and 
inconsistent. The astrological reading penned by a distinguished astrologer at the 
point of Pran’s birth says it all:

The chart was strange and frightening. The stars had contorted themselves, wrung 
themselves into a frightening shape. Their pattern of influences had no equilibrium. 
It was skewed towards passion and change. To the astrologer this distribution 
looked impossible. Forces tugged in all directions, the malefic qualities of the 
moon and Saturn auguring transmutations of every kind. It was a shape-shifting 
chart. A chart full of lies. […] Clusters of possibilities formed, then fell apart. (26)

There is indeed no recognizable pattern in the chaos of Pran’s life; he is “ill-starred” 
(27) from the outset. This fact, however, makes him an intriguing fictional character 
who weds the tragic and comic aspects of life. The power of creation of his own 
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sexual, ethnic and cultural identities is never firmly in Pran’s hands, but he somehow 
manages to survive in the continuously drifting world into which he was born. Hari 
Kunzru himself does not hesitate to relate Pran to the long-established tradition of 
the picaresque novel, as he states in a 2005 interview: 

I was writing in a picaresque form very consciously, with books in mind 
like Tom Jones, Candide… The central character is very much this type of 
hero – an outsider with a skewed pair of eyes looking on a crazy world. 
And, like the heroes of picaresque novels, he is something of a blank state; 
he lacks an identity. So, the colour of the book doesn’t come out of any 
psychological depth to his character, but rather as he moves from set-piece 
scene to set-piece scene as the pageantry of empire plays out all around 
him.  (Aldama 12)

The “set-piece scenes” Kunzru is talking about can all be read as variations on 
the topic of Empire. Pran was born in the early twentieth century, when the British 
Empire began to lose ground under its feet, but was still viewed as an essentially 
unshakable and everlasting institution, whose civilizing mission was still far from 
accomplished. The forces active in the machinery of colonialism, though, were 
worlds apart from the highest standards of morality and civilization that they 
supposedly upheld, and subjected the native populations to irreversible and often 
incomprehensible alterations of their lives and identities. Pran’s multiple selves 
can thus be understood as insubstantial set pieces, shaped by forces far beyond his 
influence or understanding. All he can do is “suit the occasion” (Procter 64), but he 
does it perfectly: 

The act of choosing a tie from the selection hanging inside his wardrobe door has 
a ritual quality to it. Spots or stripes. Who to be today. … When he is talking to 
you, he seems to fall in with the rhythm of your voice. He will stand as you stand, 
making remarks that seem somehow tailored to your sense of humour. … Bobby’s 
[Pran’s] capacity for mimicry helps in his work. He can reduce British Other Ranks 
to fits by imitating regional accents. … Bobby deals in stereotypes, sharply drawn.  
(Kunzru 236, 37)

It is this “capacity for mimicry” that provides a direct link between Pran and the 
theoretical thought of Homi Bhabha, for whom the concept of mimicry presents 
the key to the fortress of the Empire. First, though, attention must be paid to Pran’s 
journey towards utilization of this handy skill.  

After the shocking discovery that he is actually a bastard child, born of a shameful 
interracial intercourse, Pran is expelled from his native house and forced to live 
among beggars in the street. The maid Anjali, who accompanied Amrita on her 
journey to her husband Amar Nath Razdan and who has known all along what 
passed between Amrita and Ronald Forrester on that journey, has finally broken the 
news. For Pran, a child used to the riches of an upper-caste household in Agra and 
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the devoted attention of his distinguished father and other family-members, maids, 
servants, teachers and envious neighbours, this new life of begging and starvation is 
obviously a bitter struggle.

As regards Pran’s father Amar Nath Razdan (who, to Pran’s woe, turns out to be 
his stepfather), his most haunting obsession in his otherwise very successful life is 
the fear of all kinds of pollution:

He is terrified of pollution. It is his main enemy, an adversary he battles daily 
through every aspect of his life. The maintenance of impermeable boundaries 
between himself and the world’s filth has gradually come to take up most of his 
energy, time and love.  (31)

When the city of Agra is afflicted by a plague epidemic, Amar Nath Razdan is mortally 
terrified by the shockingly identical colour of the faces of the dead of all races:

The first victim he sees is a street-dweller, laid out by the side of the road, 
surrounded by weeping relatives. The corpse’s face is distorted, blue-black and 
swollen. Later, when ordinary systems of propriety have broken down, he sees a 
dying Englishwoman being carried out of one of the houses in the Civil Lines. Her 
face is the same blue-black colour, all distinction of race erased by the disease. The 
collapse of categories appals him almost as much as the fact of death itself.  (33)

The fact of death is something that Amar Nath Razdan has to face soon afterwards, 
as he dies as one of the last victims of the epidemic. The sad truth that he learns just 
before his death is that there is no trace of his blood in the veins of his beloved son 
Pran Nath. After this, Pran is left altogether to himself, a motherless (his mother 
Amrita died at childbirth) and fatherless beggar-child, whose desperate banging on 
the doors of his native house meets with resolute silence. 

From now on, Pran has to learn the hard way, and one of the first things he discovers 
is that his stepfather’s obsession with clear-cut categories was but an ephemeral fad. 
The moment his fellow-beggar points him to “[his] own people” (44) becomes the 
turning point in Pran’s life. Although his first encounter with the Anglo-Indian 
community of Agra ends with his head being smashed by a badminton racket in the 
hands of one of the members of the Agra Post and Telegraph Club, he realizes for the 
first time, though very dimly, that one’s ethnic identity might only be a question of 
loyalty and convincing performance. This is what The Impressionist has to say about 
the “horrid blackie-whites” (Kunzru 46), reflecting in its tone the rather despondent 
mood in which little Pran momentarily finds himself:

The natives are devious, untrustworthy and prone to crime. Their lasciviousness 
is proverbial. What a contrast to Home, to the Northern rectitude of English ways 
and manners. They, the Anglo-Indian community, know where their loyalties lie. 
They know which side of themselves they favour. They wear their hats and read 
all they can of Home and avoid the sun like the plague, feeling pain with every 
production of melanin in their skin.  (46–47) 
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The lesson Pran takes from his unfortunate encounter with the Anglo-Indians is that 
Englishness can be mimicked. But before he gets an opportunity to do that, he learns 
that gender boundaries are at least as loose as the ethnic ones. 

As a child of the street, Pran can fall prey to all kinds of people; thus it happens 
that his next picaresque adventure is designed by a pair of eunuchs who keep him 
locked in a room for their nasty pleasures, suspended in constant intoxication in 
which his sense of the self, before it had a chance to take on a more solid pattern, 
melts irreversibly away:

Pran moving outwards from the centre, gathering momentum. Whoever might 
be in charge, it is certainly not him. ‘Him’, in fact, is fast becoming an issue. … 
Nothing so coherent as a personality. Some kind of Being still happening in there, 
but nothing you could take hold of. … You could think of it in cyclical terms. 
The endlessly repeated day of Brahman – before any act of creation the old world 
must be destroyed. Pran is now in pieces. A pile of Pran-rubble, ready for the next 
chance event to put it back together in a new order.  (65)

This new order that forces itself onto the blankness that is Pran’s consciousness 
is Rukhsana – Pran’s new incarnation in which the boundaries between genders 
become very hazy indeed. In the Indian state of Fatehpur where he was sold, Pran 
finds himself under the command of the Khwaja-sara, the chief hijra of Fatehpur, a 
sexually ambiguous creature who claims that a mutability of sexes and selves is the 
precondition of absolute freedom. The lessons delivered by the Khwaja-sara teach 
Pran a lot more about the state of fluidity that constitutes his own life. However, while 
in Fatehpur, he also has a duty to perform – to play a “beautiful boy-girl” (87) for 
Major Privett-Clampe, the mighty and influential British Resident in Fatehpur. It is 
here that Pran, who is now called Rukhsana, gets some sense of the complexities and 
absurdities of the colonial situation, a sense that will gradually intensify and provide 
the backing for Pran’s subsequent incarnations. Once again, he learns his political 
lessons the hard way. Hari Kunzru’s satirical brilliance transpires in the passage that 
describes one of Major Privett-Clampe’s night assaults on Pran:

His [Pran’s] head has been pushed down into the dusty black bedclothes, so he 
cannot see the purple face of the man toiling behind him. He is aware, however, 
that the pounding is punctuated by the rhythm of buttock-slaps and regular full-
throated hunting cries. As the Major’s excitement mounts, ‘Tally-ho!’ gives way 
to ‘On! On! On!’, and the bed groans with the effort of maintaining its structural 
integrity. Some may be tempted to view this as primarily a political situation. It is, 
after all, Pran’s first direct contact with the machinery of imperial government.  (98)

The abuse that Pran suffers at the hands of Major Privett-Clampe is depicted here 
as a quite transparent metaphor of the whole colonial situation. As a result of this 
abuse, Pran plunges even deeper into the ocean of selflessness and ambiguity from 
which still more of his mutable self-creations are to rise. 
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It would be a futile exercise to recount at this point the intricate paths and twists 
of Fate that lead Pran to his most desired incarnation – Jonathan Bridgeman, the 
ultimate English gentleman. Suffice it to say that he gradually learns more and more 
of colonial politics, and uses its inner contradictions for his own survival in the 
increasingly unstable world of contingent identities. His journey from Rukshana 
through Pretty Bobby to Jonathan Bridgeman is a truly picaresque affair in which 
British colonialism is illustrated as a farce, albeit a rather violent one (as Pran learns 
when passing through the ravaged Amritsar that has just felt the impact of the British 
rage). 

As mentioned above, Pran’s transformation into a rather too perfect English 
gentleman owes a great deal to his remarkable skill of mimicry. Pran mocks the 
whole colonial machinery by mimicking Englishness so accurately that his English 
sweetheart Astarte – a girl with a weakness for everything exotic – spurns him, 
because “you’re the most English person I know” (417). Jonathan Bridgeman, Pran’s 
masterpiece of self-fashioning, exists in a space between, described by Homi Bhabha 
as “an area between mimicry and mockery, where the reforming, civilizing mission 
is threatened by the displacing gaze of its disciplinary double”  (Bhabha 86). What 
is also threatened by the impact of Pran’s mimicry is the integrity of his English 
identity as such. Pran has overdone his Englishness so much that he seems too 
English even to the English themselves. When Astarte rejects him for this reason, 
Pran’s Englishness starts crumbling: 

When you have organized your life as a ladder (with, for example, something 
shining and white at the top, and sticky blackness at the bottom) there are 
consequences when someone kicks it away. Jonathan is in a state of collapse. … 
This is what happens. This terrible blurring is what happens when boundaries 
are breached. Pigment leaks through the skin like ink through blotting paper. It 
becomes impossible to tell what is valuable and what is not. (417)

The effects that Pran’s impersonations produce are politically subversive because they 
expose ethnic and cultural identities as mere sets of performances with no essence. 
As Bhabha puts it: “[Mimicry’s] threat… comes from the prodigious and strategic 
production of conflictual, fantastic, discriminatory ‘identity effects’ in the play of 
a power that is elusive because it hides no essence, no ‘itself ”’ (90). However, Pran 
hardly adopts a strategy to expose essences as performative. His only strategy is a 
survival strategy in a world obsessed with discriminatory identities. Pran, in other 
words, has no intentions of being a politically subversive element. Quite the contrary 
– as Jonathan Bridgeman, he turns into a most conventional English gentleman for 
whom interracial relationships and the Labour Party are anathema: 

At the Union, his mouth dry, his fingers unconsciously fluttering around his 
tight collar, he stood up and began to speak about America, a speech which soon 
became about the West and then slid into the clash of colour and the tide of racial 
movement on the shores of humanity and whiteness whiteness whiteness until he 
realized what he was doing and sat down. (347) 
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This is a telling passage in the sense that it shows Pran as extremely uneasy about his 
English identity, which he knows to be just a painstakingly calibrated constellation 
of cultural performances and stereotypes. It clearly shows his survival politics to be 
the only strategy he has adopted. Last but not least, it shows that he lives on the verge 
of collapse, at a too short distance from destruction by the extremity with which 
he sticks to his Englishness. Interestingly though, what is really destroying him is 
colonial politics, the discourse of superior whiteness, to which his entire existence 
poses a threat. As James Procter writes in his review: 

The novel seeks to evoke the anxieties and uncertainties of that historical period 
(the last days of the British Empire) through the neuroses of its characters, their 
obsession with order and hierarchy and their fear of impurity and contamination. 
…The cross-dressing Pran who ‘passes’ for white and who is continuously 
reinventing himself to suit the occasion flies in the face of this carefully calibrated 
world.  (Procter 63)      

The central irony of the novel, an irony that is also a symptom of a deep racial trauma, 
is that even Pran, who easily crosses the lines of race, gender and class, finally – in 
his Jonathan Bridgeman impersonation – sticks to the hierarchical colonial system 
that his mimic skills hold up for ridicule. Even though he does so only in order to 
survive and secure his life in a relationship with a beautiful English girl, the irony of 
the whole situation is indeed politically subversive, probably even more subversive 
than if he were mocking the colonial mentality and its distribution around the globe 
for political reasons. The identity effects that Pran’s mimicry produces indeed “fly in 
the face of this carefully calibrated world” because they undermine the viability of 
colonial politics and expose its weaknesses. 

According to Homi Bhabha, mimicry poses a threat for the Empire, because it 
“conceals no presence or identity behind its mask” (88). The Impressionist explicitly 
makes this point soon after Pran’s English world collapses under the impact of 
Astarte’s rejection of him. Watching a nameless cabaret-actor, Pran (Jonathan) is 
deeply unsettled:

He cannot take his eyes away from the man. One after the other, characters appear. 
One with a deep baritone voice. Another with a little cap and a hectoring way of 
talking. Each lasts a few seconds, a minute. Each erases the last. The man becomes 
these other people so completely that nothing of his own is visible. A coldness 
starts to rise in Jonathan’s gut, cutting through the vodka. He watches intently, 
praying that he is wrong, that he has missed something. There is no escaping it. 
In between each impression, just at the moment when one person falls away and 
the next has yet to take possession, the impressionist is completely blank. There is 
nothing there at all. (419)

What unsettles Jonathan about this mimic man is, of course, the fact that he is 
staging his own life. The blankness in between each impersonation is what he would 
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find should he lose this last masterpiece of his self-inventions – his neat Englishness. 
Yet again, for Homi Bhabha this blankness behind would constitute the most potent 
political weapon. The state of no essence and no self is what blows apart a political 
system obsessed with distinctive boundaries and essences. At the end of the day, 
even for Pran, it is this ultimate vacancy and blankness that enables him to invent his 
multiple selves. But to his horror, watching the mimic man in the cabaret, he realizes 
that he will never be able to really take roots in any of these selves. 

Trying hard to inconspicuously fit into the fast-changing circumstances that engulf 
him, “Pran survives by becoming a space for others’ projections, a performative 
surface,” says Bharat Tandon in his review of The Impressionist. There is indeed no 
depth to Pran’s many personalities; they are all but fragile bundles of performative 
acts. Borrowing Bharat Tandon’s imagery, we could say that Pran’s body functions 
merely as a screen on which various cultural stereotypes are projected and which 
he subsequently acts out. Having filled the clothes of the real Jonathan Bridgeman, 
Pran/Jonathan creates his English self by tipping his hat to passers-by, systematizing 
his daily routine and “sleeping under the hand-coloured image of George V, resisting 
the temptation to pray to it, to ask the jutting tinted beard to point him on the 
path to selfhood” (300). Inventing all of his many selves in the same way – based 
on a conscious performance of stereotypes – Pran cannot live otherwise than as a 
depthless spectre: “Bobby is a ghost, haunting thresholds, pools of electric light. He 
hovers at the limit of perception, materializing in his collar and tie like someone only 
semi-real, ethereal enough to trust with your secrets, safe in the knowledge that he 
would melt in the direct sunlight” (237). 

It is the unpleasant secret of his birth, unacceptable by both poles of the colonial 
axis, by the rulers and the ruled alike, that sends Pran rolling on his bizarre journey 
through life. It is the world obsessed with essences and hierarchies that determines 
Pran’s existence in a permanent state of becoming without a single moment of pure 
being. Thus it is the oppressive colonial discourse that paradoxically liberates Pran 
from rigid conceptions of subjectivity or ethnicity. Pran, however, does not feel 
liberated at all and would prefer to settle down in a solid and immutable selfhood. 
For him the knowledge that identity is performative is by no means liberating, 
because he has been forced to it by stifling colonial politics that would not accept 
any kind of pollution, contamination or blurring of boundaries. Nor does he feel 
particularly enthralled when he is lectured on the numerous possibilities of his boy-
girl Rukshana incarnation:

You may think you are singular. You may think you are incapable of change. But 
we are all as mutable as the air! Release yourself, release your body and you can 
be a myriad! An army! There are no names for it, Rukshana. Names are just the 
foolishness of language, which is a bigger kind of foolishness than most. Why try 
to stop a river? Why try to freeze a cloud? (82)

The lecturer is Kwaja-sara, who even contemplates castration for Pran in order to 
rid him of “the tyranny of your sex” and “open the door to an infinity of bodies, a 
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wonderful infinity of sexes” (82). The words of Kwaja-sara can easily be read as a 
different version of the following statement by Judith Butler:

That gender reality is created through sustained social performances means that the 
very notions of an essential sex and a true or abiding masculinity or femininity are 
also constituted as part of the strategy that conceals gender’s performative character 
and the performative possibilities for proliferating gender configurations outside 
the restricting frames of masculinist domination and compulsory heterosexuality. 
(192–93)

Pran actually takes Kwaja-sara’s (and indirectly, Butler’s) words to heart and suffuses 
his subsequent existence with endless mutability as he changes from one person to 
another with river-like ease. His permanently selfless state of mind, the terrifying 
vacancy that he beholds during the revealing cabaret performance, is another 
confirmation of Butler’s contemplations:

Gender is also a norm that can never be fully internalised; ‘the internal’ is a surface 
of signification, and gender norms are finally phantasmatic, impossible to embody. 
If the ground of gender identity is the stylized repetition of acts through time and 
not a seemingly seamless identity, then the spatial metaphor of a ‘ground’ will be 
displaced and revealed as a stylized configuration. … The abiding gendered self will 
then be shown to be structured by repeated acts that seek to approximate the ideal 
of a substantial ground of identity, but which, in their occasional discontinuity, 
reveal the temporal and contingent groundlessness of this ‘ground’.  (192)

Pran’s life is also exposed as a long series of performances by the following passage 
from the novel, revealing his Englishness as a narrative performance:

The point is to tell them a story. Any story will do, so long as it is English. Or rather 
about being English. Hello, my name is Walker, Peter Walker. John Johnson. Clive 
Smith. David Best but call me Bestie. Everybody does. I work for a petroleum 
company. A rubber company. The school board. A department store. I’m here 
visiting my cousin. An old school friend. And you? The thing is, they believe him. 
They hear an accent and see a face and a set of clothes, and put them together into 
a person. (Kunzru 245)

But once again, Pran’s knowledge of the performative character of all grounds, a 
knowledge that he craftily uses for his self-inventions and fooling of others, is not 
experienced by him as liberating. In this sense, he denies all that has been written 
by Butler and Bhabha, or pronounced by the Kwaja-sara. The only goal Pran has in 
mind is to create a substantial English self in order to live comfortably. It is of no 
consequence to the elusive hero of The Impressionist that this would mean complying 
with the hierarchical system he has been mocking all along by the very manner of his 
climbing up the social ladder.
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It is only after his beloved Astarte rejects him for being too English that his dream 
of a solid and comfortable selfhood eventually falls apart. He calls the girl Star, 
and the confusing astrological chart predicting his unpredictable existence would 
certainly have featured Star as the star of doom. For it is through the relationship 
with Astarte that Pran/Jonathan becomes acquainted with his nemesis – Astarte’s 
father, Professor Chapel – a leading expert on the culture of the Fotse, “who live in a 
remote and inaccessible part of West Africa” (363). The fate of Jonathan Bridgeman, 
the Oxford undergraduate and the perfect English gentleman, is sealed at the instant 
Professor Chapel asks him to join his expedition to Fotseland. Already in the early 
stages of this ill-fated expedition, Pran/Jonathan feels that the carefully drawn 
borders of his English self are melting like sugar:

His boundaries have dissolved altogether and he is lost, or perhaps not so much 
lost as dispersed through the darkness, his turning world bereft of still points, 
radically uncertain about who or where he is, or even whether he has the right to 
call himself a he at all.  (443)

This state of mind is obviously deeply unsettling for Pran, and marks the first stage 
of his rebirth into a nomad, a mode of existence that best suits the vacancy and 
blankness beyond his many selves. At one point during the expedition, Pran comes 
to a very clear understanding of his life as an endless process of becoming:

Becoming someone else is just a question of changing tailor and remembering to 
touch the bottom lip to the ridge of teeth above. Easy, except when that becoming 
is involuntary, when fingers lose their grip and the panic sets in that nothing will 
stop the slide. Then becoming is flight, running knowing that stopping will be 
worse because then the suspicion will surface again that there is no one running. 
No one running. No one stopping. No one there at all.  (463)

Thus Pran re-experiences the existential horror of knowing (this time for certain) 
that behind the masks of his self-inventions, there is “no one there at all.” The total 
dissolution of Pran/Jonathan’s personality cannot be very far away. 

In the hands of the Fotse healers, who are drawing the European spirit out of his 
body (while the Fotse warriors are eviscerating all other members of the expedition), 
Pran finally disintegrates into fragments:

He can feel the spirit begin to loosen its grip. Florid and rapacious, it tugs at his 
organs, destroying the integrity of his body and sending pieces of it flying in all 
direction, gobbets of flesh that stream away in bloody rivers. As he is pulled apart, 
the world is pulled apart with him and he screams again, because without anything 
to screen it reality is unbearable and he is an abyss, and the thing he thought was 
himself is plucked out and flung away, leaving only a nightmare, a monstrous 
disorder. (477)
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This painful healing ritual can be read as Pran’s initiation into a universe where terms 
like essence, substance or subjectivity no longer exist and signify nothing. Out of the 
“monstrous disorder” a nameless nomad is born, liberated from all ties to identity 
or territory: 

His camel casts a jaundiced eye on him, and as he walks beside it he is careful to 
keep out of the way of its legs. Together they trudge up the gentle windward slopes 
of the dunes, sliding down each leeward face in an ankle-deep cascade of sand. 
(481) 

The ending of the novel leaves open the question of whether Pran has finally 
found happiness and freedom in his nomadic existence. On one reading, he has. 
Free to roam the deterritorialized world, he is liberated from the colonial discourse 
that has enunciated his whole existence. Being a vacancy, a nobody, he is – for the 
first time in his life – himself. Yet the bleak tone of the last quotation, speaking of 
a jaundiced camel and endlessly rolling dunes, may be pointing to a quite different 
kind of vacancy – to the meaningless emptiness that awaits all who refuse to put 
down roots in one particular kind of subjectivity or who (as in Pran/Jonathan’s case) 
are prevented by external circumstances from doing so. 

As we have seen, The Impressionist is imbued with as many paradoxes and internal 
contradictions as the identity of its central character.  Using the theories of Bhabha 
and Butler, this paper has tried to raise a question the novel itself – at least on first 
reading – seems to be completely quiet about: Can the notion of a decentred, free-
floating and performative character of human subjectivity, celebrated by so much 
poststructuralist and postcolonial theory as a liberation from absolutist discourses, 
be – under certain circumstances – perceived as an unbearable burden? Even though 
whole passages of The Impressionist would seem to applaud the liberatory potential 
of groundless subjectivity, a more careful reading of the text will justify answering 
the question above with an emphatic Yes. 
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Abstract

The paper compares Carter’s Wise Children and Atwood’s Alias Grace. Both novels 
reintroduce the changing perception of female friendship and bonding, fashioning the self 
as well as fashioning the family. Both novels draw on a female tradition that employs the 
imagery of quilting as a conscious narration/creation of one’s own life, identity and body. 
Moreover, clothing and the fashioning of the self has a deeper connotation in understanding 
the body as a flesh dress: both protagonists, Dora and Grace, have a twin who shares their 
(flesh) dress, metaphorically as well as literally.
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Patchworks, Scrapbooks, Palimpsests 

In light of the comparative analysis of Wise Children (WC) and Alias Grace (AG), the 
most striking of all the features that Carter and Atwood share is the highly intertextual 
eclecticism of their works: they are bricoleurs composing their narratives from a 
variety of texts. By their ironic subverting of literary conventions, Carter and Atwood 
construct their fiction from fragments of other literary works. In an interview with 
Kerryn Goldsworthy, Carter comments on the densely metafictional nature of her 
writing: “...all fiction, really was about other fiction” (5). Their writing transgresses 
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the laws of genres by weaving together high and low or popular forms. This process 
is often described in metaphors of quilting, which associates Carter and Atwood 
with the female tradition of handicraft. Julia Simon calls Angela Carter “the quilt 
maker” and suggests that “[a]s female household art, the patchwork is part of the 
lived experience of women” (249). Similarly, Margaret Atwood’s craft is described 
by Barbara Hill Rigney in the following words, “in all literatures, particularly those 
written by women and particularly those written by Atwood, the image of the 
woman as fabricator, seamstress, weaver, spider becomes one with the image of the 
tale-teller, writer” (158).

Carter’s Wise Children (1991) and Atwood’s Alias Grace (1996) reintroduce the 
themes of female bonding, family ties, and construction of the self. Dora and Grace 
have doubles that echo their lives. The theme of doubling is very complex in both 
novels on the formal level of the text (mirroring and imitating previous literary 
genres and works), as well as on the thematic level (endless twinning of characters). 
Furthermore, the novels share the metaphor of quilting which conveys both the 
construction of the highly intertextual texts and the construction of patchwork 
selves. Furthermore, as in Wise Children, the scrapbook self and the scrapbook text 
is imprinted on the fragile and paper-like skin of the old narrator. Scrapbooks may 
be seen here as a specific kind of écriture féminine where the subjects do not simply 
negatively define/defend/detach the self but positively facilitate the coexistence of 
various fragments. 

Wise Children is narrated by Dora Chance, who is writing her own biography on 
her and her twin sister’s seventy-fifth birthday. Dora’s own fictional autobiography 
enables her to take responsibility for fashioning her self. In the novel, all the 
boundaries are very blurry, including geographic boundaries and boundaries 
between the legitimate and illegitimate. The novel is preoccupied with the motifs of 
doubles, since it features several generations of twins in two theatrical families. The 
parallel between fabricating the self and creative activity – such as dancing, singing, 
and quilting – creates a link between Carter’s and Atwood’s writing. Moreover, both 
narrators, Dora and Grace, share their lives, clothes and, sometimes, their identities 
with their female doubles, Nora (Dora’s twin sister) and Mary (Grace’s friend).

To emphasize the quilting link between Carter’s and Atwood’s novel, I shall 
mention Carter’s short story “The Quilt Maker,” which appears in the collection 
Burning Your Boats (BB), and which anticipates Wise Children in many ways.1 In this 
story, an eighty-year-old woman represents the younger female narrator’s double, 
resembling the image of the Russian doll, “...my big babushka who contains my forty, 
my thirty, my twenty, my ten years within her fragile basket of bones” (BB 456). 
Similarly to Dora’s connection to Grandma Chance’s image of Dora’s future old self, 
the shared experience of ageing is created between the two women in “The Quilt 
Maker:” “As I am now, so you will be!” (BB 448). The younger woman takes care of 
the older Letty, which prefigures the care and new concept of mothering in Wise 
Children. In “The Quilt Maker,” a women-only neighbourhood is created.

Just as Grandma Chance fashions her own all-female-family, Dora and Nora 
‘mother’ Wheelchair (the Lady Atalanta), the ex-wife of their father Melchior. Unlike 
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Melchior, Lady Atalanta treats her husband’s illegitimate twin daughters as family. 
Later, after a fall down the stairs, she is left physically and financially dependent. 
Dora and Nora take her to live in their household while her own twin daughters 
abandon her. Thus, the Chances create “a family-like unit in which not biological 
origin or legal status, but emotional bonds count” (Hegerfeldt 356). At the end of 
the novel, Dora and Nora are excited about the prospect of raising Gareth’s three-
month-old baby and Tristram’s unborn child. The Chance quilt has been woven into 
an invented family, and the biological family is presented as “a collection of our hopes 
and dreams and wishful thinking in the afternoons” (WC 230). The crafted nature of 
the Chance family becomes a metaphor for their creative and artistic approach to life.

The short story “The Quilt Maker” opens with a reflection on the craft of patchwork; 
moreover, the story itself is quilted like a patchwork of memories in a “harmonious 
overall design” (BB 444). Similarly, Dora’s narrative creates a “simple knot: nothing 
but a knot” (WC 31). Julia Simon sees Dora as “the scriptor who weaves a mottled 
quilt of intertextual allusions. The patchwork is an image for a specifically ‘female’ 
intertextuality” (209). Like a quilt maker, Dora weaves together pieces of literary 
and dramatic tradition produced by men but opposes linear narrative structure to 
produce a patchwork that facilitates the coexistence of various scraps, patches and 
fragments. Grandma Chance invents the family history, the illegitimate sisters choose 
the members of their family and, in parallel, Dora ignores the legitimate conventions 
of traditional narratives and chooses to offer “a Chinese banquet of options” (WC 31). 
Like a quilt maker, she creates an open texture, without an end. Julia Simon observes 
that “quilting as a part of a female tradition has been passed on to Dora by Grandma” 
(Rewriting 210), who not only invented her family, but also was a bricoleur2 of the 
twins’ scrapbooks. Grandma Chance used to keep a scrapbook of Dora’s and Nora’s 
artistic successes, for which they used to tease her: 

We felt bad when we saw those scrapbooks, we remembered how we’d teased 
her, we’d brought home sausage rolls, and crocodile handbags, but she’s kept on 
snipping out the cuttings, pasting them in. Piles of scrapbooks, the cuttings turned 
by time to the colour of the freckles on the back of an old lady’s hands. Her hand. 
My hand as it is now. When you touch the old newsprint, it turns into brown dust, 
like the dust of bones.  (WC 78)

The touch, fortunately, does not turn Dora into dust. It turns her into a young girl 
again and makes time stand still. Dora echoes what Grandma Chance taught them: 
to choose their own life and family. To develop this idea, I also suggest that Grandma 
is presented as Dora’s (and Nora’s) older double: “[. . .] one day, you’ll wake up and 
find you are old and ugly, just like me” (WC 94). Here, again, the family history is 
presented in its openness. 

Clearly, Dora’s open text can be seen as an unfinished quilt, woven by Dora, but 
also more importantly, by the reader. Dora’s text then becomes a Barthesian woven 
text: “Text means Tissue; but whereas hitherto we have always taken this tissue as a 
product, a ready-made veil, behind which lies, more or less hidden, meaning (truth), 
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we are now emphasizing, in the tissue, the generative idea that the text is made, 
is worked out in a perpetual interweaving ...” (Barthes 64). Dora, a postmodern 
Scheherazade, invites the reader to join her in weaving her narrative and admits that 
her narrative is unfinished and that there are gaps and holes in her quilt: “At my age, 
memory becomes exquisitely selective” (WC 195). She leaves the reader to find the 
hidden truth: “Hard to swallows, huh? Well, you might have known what you were 
about to let yourself in for when you let Dora Chance [. . .] tell you a tale” (WC 227). 
Dora plays with the reader and is always able to postpone what Kate Webb calls “the 
moment of revelation” (295). This revelation refers to the hidden truth of the Hazard 
and Chance clans, but it also points to exposing the allusions and references that 
have been woven into Dora’s (and Carter’s) palimpsestous text.

The reader’s role in the quilting/narrating activity is typical of Carter’s late 
novels. Many critics, including Aidan Day, Beth Boehm and Anja Müller, have seen 
the ending of Wise Children as a happy ending. Even though the novel does not 
present any “reformation of masculinity” (Simon 244), I find the ending of the novel 
celebrating and triumphant. It reaches beyond the narrative by engaging the reader in 
the active process of creation and thus, symbolically, can be read as a new beginning.

I think the novel is open and unfinished, and thus it transgresses the novel’s 
ending. Paradoxically then, the ending of the novel can be read as a new beginning, 
spinning another story out of the old one. Far from a pessimistic reading of Wise 
Children, the novel celebrates Dora’s and Nora’s decision to raise wise children in 
families that transgress and modify the norms of traditional families. I agree with 
Kate Webb that the novel “not only challenges legitimacy, it is also a celebration 
of the vitality of otherness” (282). I add that the ending of the text witnesses not 
only the degeneration of the legitimate clan of the Hazards, but seems to suggest the 
creation and legitimatization of something new, patchwork families and patchwork 
identities. 

Fashioning the Self

Atwood’s Alias Grace is centred around patchworks in both the literal and metaphorical 
senses. By using the patchwork/quilting metaphor, Atwood emphasizes the 
constructed nature of the text, which is presented as a patchwork of several genres,3 

multiple versions, “[r]ecords, documents, newspaper stories, eyewitness reports, 
gossip and rumour and opinion and contradiction” (Atwood, “In Search” 1513–14). 
Even though the novel draws on existing versions of Grace’s crime, Atwood manages 
to employ Gothic and even ghost story elements, which, in my opinion, parody the 
methods of the traditional historical novel. More importantly, Grace Marks’s story 
includes a lot of gaps in which the author was “free to invent” (“In Search” 1515). 
The patchwork/quilting metaphor thus represents the metafictional character of 
the novel as well. In my opinion, Alias Grace seems to highlight the patchwork and 
palimpsestous form of the self.
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The novel features Atwood’s most ambiguous character, Grace Marks, a housemaid 
accused of co-murdering Thomas Kinnear and his housekeeper Nancy in 1843. Grace 
may be guilty or innocent. She (seemingly) hides the secret of her participation in 
the murder which she claims to have forgotten. Atwood reconstructs the historical 
figure to raise questions about “the trustworthiness of memory, the reliability of 
story” (“In Search” 1515). She treats themes, especially the trick of amnesia, which 
resemble her other novels, including Lady Oracle, The Handmaid’s Tale, Cat’s Eye, 
The Robber Bride, The Blind Assassin as well as Oryx and Crake. Within Atwood’s 
oeuvre, then, Alias Grace represents a culmination of her treatment of the issues of 
victimization and manipulation. Moreover, it also points to storytelling as a strategy 
of manipulation and survival.

Nevertheless, Atwood seems to change her pattern in Alias Grace. The novel’s 
ending, ambiguous as it is (Grace may be pregnant or may be suffering from a 
tumour), seems to be far more positive than the other novels mentioned above. Grace 
is able to benefit from her storytelling as she is, according to the second edition of 
Howells’s Margaret Atwood, “a free woman and a respectable wife sitting in her own 
farmhouse in Upper New York State” (153), possibly pregnant and making her own 
quilt. In contrast, Atwood’s other novels feature or anticipate the death of tricksters/
manipulators, such as Zenia in The Robber Bride, Iris in The Blind Assassin, Oryx in 
Oryx and Crake. The other tricksters suffer under a burden of being revealed as liars 
or as mentally ill (Joan Forster in Lady Oracle, Cordelia in Cat’s Eye).

Grace’s act of sewing a new quilt, using Mary Whitney’s and Nancy’s cloth, 
acknowledges her own multiple and composite self as well as the other, dark and 
repressed part. All the women are victims: Mary dies due to a badly performed 
abortion, Nancy has been murdered, Grace may have been abused by her doctor, Dr. 
Bannerling, as well as by her supposed co-murderer, James McDermott. In her last 
quilt, Grace accepts her position, her past in prison, her memories of her friends’ and 
mother’s tragic deaths, and she will be united with them: 

But three of the triangles in my quilt will be different. One will be white, from the 
petticoat I still have that was Mary Whitney’s; one will be faded yellowish, from the 
prison nightdress I begged as a keepsake when I left there. And the third will be a 
pale cotton, a pink and white floral, cut from the dress of Nancy’s that she had on 
the first day I was at Mr. Kinnear’s, and that I wore on the ferry to Lewiston, when 
I was running away. [. . .] And so we will all be together.  (AG 534)

The harmony of fragments, each of which represents a woman victim, links this novel 
with Carter’s Wise Children. The unity of women in both novels points to the notion 
of female solidarity: in Wise Children, the Chances women invent a new family, 
accepting the other women, such as Wheelchair. In Alias Grace, Grace accepts the 
other women with their failures together with her own problematic past. Clothing 
and the fashioning of the self has a deeper connotation in understanding the body as 
a flesh dress: both protagonists, Dora and Grace, have a twin who shares their (flesh) 
dress, metaphorically as well as literally. Dora has an identical twin sister Nora, who 
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lends Dora her lover. And Grace has a friend, Mary, who not only borrows Grace’s 
clothes but (supposedly) borrows her body to commit the murder. By stressing the 
ambiguous (never only positive or negative) implications of female bonding, Carter’s 
and Atwood’s later novels devise an open and shifting notion of the body and the self.

In contrast to the threatening dimension of women’s unity in Carter’s and Atwood’s 
earlier novels (The Passion of New Eve, The Handmaid’s Tale and The Robber Bride), 
women’s empathy and solidarity in Alias Grace is not based on the exclusion of the 
other. In a broader sense, it represents “a self which includes others” (Murray 79).4  

I emphasize that accepting the other is also important for the construction of the 
individual self. Clearly, Grace’s quilt illustrates her acceptance of the past. I read the 
quilt metaphor as a tension between the fragmented and the whole. The quilt or 
patchwork metaphor can then be understood as the self in-process, constructed of 
fragments, yet finished and complete. Jennifer Murray suggests that “the quilt may 
be seen as an object of unity in spite of fragmentation, or as an object of division 
in spite of assembly” (78). I agree with Murray that because of this tension and 
ambiguity, the quilting metaphor “offers a way in for an analysis of the construction 
of the subject” (71). The quilting metaphor represents a postmodern understanding 
of the self as fragmentary, multilayered and heterogeneous.

I suggest that Grace, the notorious murderess, reinvents her identity. Grace’s 
memories and her self are strongly associated with clothes: her mother’s shawl, 
Mary’s red petticoat, crinolines, her prison yellow nightdress, Nancy’s second best 
dress she lent her when going to church, Miss Lydia’s dress, her mother’s kerchief she 
forgot to take off Nancy’s neck. On the other hand, after the murders she takes off her 
clothes, because she wishes to forget: “[. . .] and I could almost see Nancy and Mary 
beginning to take shape again inside their clothes” (AG 516). When Grace is leaving 
prison, she literally fashions a new identity. She comments on the new colours and 
big bunches of cloth pulled to the back, and regrets she had no chance to wear a 
crinoline. Together with her new clothes, she is getting used to her new identity of 
someone who has been rescued: “It was very strange to realize that I would not be 
a celebrated murderess any more, but seen perhaps as an innocent woman wrongly 
accused and imprisoned unjustly” (AG 513).

To Dr. Jordan, who comes to study Grace’s possible madness, she appears as a 
humble girl. However, Grace’s inner thoughts show that she is intelligent and she 
knows very well how to avoid bad impressions: “I’ve learnt how to keep my face still, 
I made my eyes wide and flat, like an owl’s in torchlight, and I said I had repented in 
bitter tears, and was now a changed person” (AG 29). Grace’s construction of the new 
self is often associated with performance, which links the novel with Wise Children. 
Like Dora, Grace selects details, performs her role, and Dr. Jordan, together with 
readers and the other characters, such as the naive daughter of the warden, become 
her audience and spectators.5 She admits: “I could see that she felt some tears were in 
order, and I shed several” (AG 512). Mimicking her listeners’ expectations, she keeps 
the control over her story and over her life.

Grace chooses not to reveal if she committed the murder but takes this opportunity 
to find her voice and tell her story. The truth is never revealed, although Grace 
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acknowledges the repressed and possibly forgotten memories. Nevertheless, the 
resemblance of the words “quilt” and “guilt” may point to the hidden parts of Grace’s 
self, which are never fully articulated in her dreams, in her interior monologues and/
or in her dialogues with Dr. Jordan. Despite Dr. Jordan’s authority and determination 
to uncover what exactly Grace was doing when Mr. Kinnear and Nancy were 
murdered, he never succeeds. It is instead Grace who takes control over the narrative 
and thus destabilizes the truth. When Dr. Jordan asks her to tell her story because 
he intends to restore her possibly erased/faulty memories, she replies: “Perhaps I 
will tell you lies” (AG 41). Grace produces several versions of her story, including an 
interior monologue, which she censors. Moreover, the novel also includes the stories 
told by the lawyers and a witness, Jamie Walsh. The versions are contradictory and 
never fit together.

Grace is a trickster narrator who refuses the passive status of a prisoner’s victim 
role. She comments that “[i]t is not the culprits who need to be forgiven; rather it 
is the victims, because they are the ones who cause all the trouble” (AG 531). Grace 
recognizes her chance to win Dr. Jordan’s assistance in setting her free from prison.6 
Hence she keeps narrating her story, like Scheherazade, making sure there is always 
a gap, one more thing Dr. Jordan desires to hear: if and how active she was in the 
murders.

Such paradoxes, gaps and ambiguities represent what Murray calls “the postmodern 
(contradictory) desire for unity and diversity, for freedom and security, for process 
and closure” (81). Grace’s new self may be seen as fragmentary and incomplete 
(because of her supposed amnesia and/or lying). Yet, due to the acceptance of her 
plurality and diversity (represented by the pieces of her prison dress and the pieces 
of Mary’s and Nancy’s cloth), similar to the open selves in Carter’s Wise Children, it 
offers progressive and liberating possibilities and even hope and optimism. In her 
quilt, Grace affirms the wholeness of her story, and although there are ambiguous 
patches, the quilt novel and quilt identity keep their integrity.

Conclusion

I have discussed the patchwork character of the self and the text in Wise Children and 
Alias Grace. Both novels emphasize the issues of memory, history and the impossibility 
of truth. Moreover, Wise Children and Alias Grace are linked by a quilting metaphor, 
which can be applied not only to the metafictionality of the narratives but also to 
the understanding of the self: it is plural, multiple, fragmented, and yet, united. 
Wise Children and Alias Grace feature trickster narrators who perform their highly 
ambiguous versions of the story for their enchanted readers/spectators. Dora and 
Grace leave the readers to speculate if they are again performing confidence tricks 
with their doubles, Nora and Mary Whitney. Carter and Atwood let them lie, mislead 
and erase their memories to produce open stories. I have chosen to discuss these two 
novels together because they offer much more positive readings than other novels by 
Carter and Atwood and encourage liberating flights of imagination.
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The readers are invited to join Dora and Grace (Carter and Atwood) to weave 
the unfinished quilts of their narratives. The protagonists have been identified 
as tricksters, leaving gaps and holes because they claim they have no memory of 
certain events. Neither Dora nor Grace reveals the true version of her life. Yet their 
open narratives offer liberating possibilities: Dora weaves together her new family 
and Grace reinvents herself as an innocent victim, quilting her own patchwork, 
hopefully, quilting her new body of a pregnant woman. Carter and Atwood let their 
Scheherazades lie and manipulate to produce hypnotizing open-ended stories. 

Notes
1 Carter’s short stories, including “The Quilt Maker,” have been collected in a 

posthumously published volume entitled Burning Your Boats (1995). It includes her four 
collections of short stories, The Bloody Chamber (1979), Fireworks: Nine Profane Pieces 
(1984), and Saints and Strangers or Black Venus as published in the United Kingdom 
(1985) and American Ghosts and Old World Wonders (1993). In Rewriting the Body, Julia 
Simon establishes the connection between the short story and Wise Children.

2 Similarly to Dora, in an interview with John Haffenden, Carter calls herself a 
bricoleur: “I have always used a very wide number of references because of tending 
to regard all of western Europe as a great scrap-yard from which you can assemble all 
sorts of new vehicles [...] bricolage” (Haffenden 92). Wise Children as well as Carter’s 
oeuvre has been called “littered with allusions and references drawn from a wide range 
of cultural spheres” (Munford, Re-visiting Angela Carter 1). 

3 A number of critics discuss the patchwork character of Atwood’s historiographic 
metafiction. Margaret Rogerson is one of the first to point to the patchwork character of 
Atwood’s writing in the context of “predominantly female” tradition, which “as a cultural 
practice, it is seen to encode female attitudes and messages” (5). She also extends the 
metaphor of quilting and patchwork to the process of writing: “[t]he symbolic equivalence 
of the activities of assembling a patchwork and writing a literary test is virtually self-
evident: a patchworker selects small pieces of fabric and sews them together to make a 
whole; and a writer begins with ideas or images and eventually produces a finished text” 
(13). Similarly, in “Historical Figures and Paradoxical Patterns,” Jennifer Murray suggests 
that Atwood represents history “through images of sewing, knitting and handcrafting” 
(65). In “Quilting as Narrative Art: Metafictional Construction in Alias Grace,” Sharon 
Rose Wilson points out to the extensive use of genres, including “the Jamesian ghost 
story, detective thriller, Gothic tale, autobiography, [. . .] Scheherezade story” (122). 
Karen F. Stein also explores the intertextual character of Alias Grace and comments that 
the novel combines “social realism, comedy of manners, epistolary form, Gothic fiction, 
and even a ballad” (103). 

4 Murray analyzes the “Trinity-like construction” in Alias Grace. She points out that 
“[n]o matter how many parts make up the One, that One remains whole and united” (80). 
I do not read the multiplicity of Grace’s self in the framework of Murray’s understanding; 
I only emphasize the radically different understanding of women’s unity as well as the 
individual self based on the acceptance of the other, rather than on the exclusion of the 
other, be it the dark, the male and/or the repressed (as it is in The Robber Bride, where the 
women are united only to fight with Zenia; in The Passion of New Eve, women are united 
in Beulah to punish men, etc.). 
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5 Darroch also suggests that “Dr. Jordan attempts to be Grace’s ideal listener, but he 
comes to feel like a voyeur” (110). Clearly, Grace offers up seductively interesting stories 
not only to Dr. Jordan but also to her husband.

6 In “Corpses, Cannibalism, and Carnality in Alias Grace,” Amelia Defalco discusses 
Dr. Jordan’s need to find “some fundamental truth” (778). She suggests that “[i]t is 
not surprising that Grace’s first experience of Simon’s psychological investigation is 
manifested in a distinctly physical sensation” (778).
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Recycling Hollywood: 
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Abstract

This paper examines the implications of Hollywood’s tendency to recycle formulas. It 
proposes a pattern of a recycled narrative structure which reinforces dominant ideologies 
and determines the mode of male representation in mainstream cinema, focusing on two 
specific cinematic eras – the classical period and 1990s Hollywood cinema. The comparison 
of these two periods reveals the mutual inter-reliance of notions that are still vital and 
evocative in cultural research – ideology and gender representation – and uncovers the 
tendencies and practices used by Hollywood to secure its dominant position in contemporary 
productions. It also discloses practices which, in Foucaultian terminology, help dominant 
ideologies engrave American mythology and reinforce “the pursuit of conformity” (Foucault 
32–50).  

Keywords: Hollywood, American dream, classical Hollywood cinema, 1990s, hero

Hollywood’s challenge lay in developing rules of condensation and displacement 
that would work for the audience as a whole or, to put it another way, that would 
provide immediately (albeit unconsciously) recognizable objective correlatives for 
the common wishes and fears of the mass audience.  (Ray, “Hollywood” 137) 

Robert Ray, in his book A Certain Tendency of the Hollywood Cinema 1930–1980 
(1985), suggests that American cinema has, as a result of Hollywood’s commercial 
success and its wide recognition, often been equated with the success of film itself (25–
28). Hollywood production is also often characterized as international, and with some 
exaggeration, even world cinema. This institution gained its worldwide recognition 
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by establishing a firm basis on the market of competing cultural discourses, by 
mediating cultural export, and by articulating and globalizing American historical 
and social experiences (Hansen 197–210). As Robert Ray explains, Hollywood is 
an institution that uses strategies and ideological conventions to respond to specific 
historical situations that appeal to audiences (“A Certain Tendency” 25–70). And 
yet one of the most significant processes that secured Hollywood its far-reaching 
success is based on what Thomas Elsaesser identifies as the recycling of formulas, 
which is a method that involves the perpetual repetition of the perpetual repetition 
of conventions – subjects, experiences, or desires, and functions as an important 
factor for the continuity of the medium (274–277). It is a process that has made 
Hollywood “the most adaptive and the most conservative, the most revolutionary 
and the most reactionary force in global culture” (Elsaesser 7). 

Analyses of this process have revealed ongoing negotiations of dominant ideologies 
with cultural and social changes throughout the decades of Hollywood’s existence. 
And this process is also in the focus of this short study, which brings together two 
specific Hollywood eras – classical Hollywood cinema (1930–1945) and the cinema 
of the 1990s – the comparison of which reveals the implications of Hollywood’s 
tendency to renovate formulas and bind them with specific representations of 
model male identity in order to achieve optimum commercial success. The focus 
is especially on one formula that revives American collective experiences and thus 
reinforces Hollywood ideologies, and at the same time substantially determines the 
mode of representation of the American man in its production – the narrative of 
the American dream. These two eras make significant use of this narrative, which is 
which is a very frequently used device in Hollywood cinema. 

As I shall argue, this narrative structure, which was preferred and exploited mainly 
by classical Hollywood cinema, was re-exploited in the 1990s in order to perpetuate 
mainstream ideologies and essentially influenced the representation of the hero. I 
will demonstrate this by providing specific examples from both eras, particularly 
focusing on four films: It Happened One Night (1934) and It’s a Wonderful Life (1946), 
representing the classical Hollywood era, and Forrest Gump (1994) and American 
Beauty (1999), representing 1990s cinema. It is important to mention that this study 
addresses commercially successful films only, films that received the Academy Award 
for Best Picture or a nomination for this award in the year of their release. The choice 
has been made to emphasize the commercial value and profitability of the narrative 
of the American dream along with its strong ideological potential. 

The two selected eras are, accordingly, related through the kind of cinema that 
attempts to represent the American national character and revive its mythologies. 
Classical Hollywood constructed a form of cinema that “purports to be realistic [. . .]; 
that strives to conceal its artifice techniques of continuity and invisible storytelling, 
that should be comprehensible and unambiguous; and that it possesses a fundamental 
emotional appeal that transcends class and nation” (Bordwell 3). The cinema of the 
1990s, as a response to wider cultural impulses to re-define the national character, 
makes significant use of classical formal and thematic paradigms, the narrative of 
the American dream in particular. It primarily does so by re-experiencing national 
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history (as the examples will indicate) and by applying formulas that also determine 
the mode of male representation in the mainstream cinema. 

The significance of classical cinema thus resides in the application of universally 
appealing conventions that transmit American social and historical experiences to 
audiences in a concealed manner, which also allows for the invisible reinforcement 
of sexual differences. This form of Hollywood realism, also denounced as “fictional” 
(Elsaesser 83), invisibly celebrates American ideals, and as such it has also been 
described as emotionally committed and subjective (84) and rigidly sexist (Mulvey; 
Doane; de Lauretis). The formal conventions of this form of cinema, presented as a 
unique visual language of American cinema (Bordwell), have also been described 
and heavily criticized for the social and cultural contexts within which American 
cinema operates, which mystify social realities rather than describe them. Or in 
Annette Kuhn’s words, by applying these practices Hollywood attempts to convey 
the ideology of the visible as evidence of the truth (Kuhn 26). 

These conventions, which have been a central target of feminist critique, have 
become uniform as a result of their dependence upon a specific economic mode 
of film production and consumption. This has led to a standardized film style 
that operates within a mass-production system, causing it to become dominant 
internationally. One of the most significant conventions that was employed by 
Hollywood production for over 70 years during the classical era is a narrative 
structure that builds on character-centred causality and traditionally places the main 
male protagonist at the centre of the storytelling. Hence the story is character-driven, 
and the narrative is psychologically, and thus individually, motivated (Hayward 
64). This motivation allows for the character’s self-determination on the individual 
level, which is expatiated upon within the narrative (Kuhn 137) and provides space 
for the male hero to demonstrate himself through self-constituting acts. These, 
along with his actions and decisions which stimulate the development of the film, 
make linearity and continuity among the predominant features of the Hollywood 
style. And because one of the most effective ideological conventions of Hollywood 
storytelling is optimism, the hero is in many cases associated with success, which 
best demonstrates itself in the form of a success story that exploits the narrative of 
the American dream. Applying this narrative structure, the hero is bound to fulfill 
the American myth of the pursuit of happiness, “be it political, monetary, or social” 
(Pearson 645). 

This pursuit of happiness – a formula used for the purposes of recycling,1 also 
functions as a “retardation device” (Kuhn 29), which is a narrative device that 
formulates a traditional narrative thread to create pleasure derived from the 
audience’s anticipation of the held-off narrative closure. This comes in the form of 
the restoration of the status quo by “vanquishing a villain or liquidating a lack” (29). 
The disruption of the status quo – whether by villain or lack – is a typical motivator, 
and provides opportunities for the hero’s active participation in its restoration, either 
by conquering the villain or by marriage with the ‘princess’ (29). This narrative 
plot traditionally occurs in a classical Hollywood story and provides space for 
self-constituting performative acts that allow heroes to self-assert their position in 
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society. And because this pattern also aligns with the Oedipal trajectory,2 it causes the 
move of the male protagonist towards the resolution of a crisis or social stability that 
ultimately binds him to the active position of subject (Hayward 261). This trajectory 
thus, by implication, indicates that the female character functions as a “stationary 
site [that is, a passive object] to which the male hero travels and upon which he acts” 
(261). Hence the pursuit of happiness, as a narrative structure, also reinforces sexual 
difference and embraces the rigidity of the binary form of gender representation. 

Some films in classical Hollywood cinema feature the narrative of the American 
dream to emphasize moral aspects of the economic pursuit and stress personal 
happiness above economic happiness, as for example in Grand Hotel (1932), Mr. 
Deeds Goes to Town (1936), or You Can’t Take It With You (1936) – films that directly 
respond to post-Depression American society. By shifting the form of the pursuit 
of happiness from economic to personal, these films attempt to present collective 
experiences to their audiences which soothe the effects of negative economic reality. 
The fact that these films received the Academy Award for Best Picture points to the 
effectiveness of Hollywood’s tactics. Another successful classical film that features 
the narrative of the American dream is The Great Ziegfeld (1936), a biography 
that celebrates success both in personal and economic terms. In alliance with the 
traditionally standardized binary-determined representation, the film represents a 
historically real character who, by fulfilling the motivation and causality determined 
by the narrative structure of a success story, mystifies and praises a man’s success. 
Similarly, this narrative structure was also used in Hollywood films about social 
problems, the best examples of which are perhaps The Best Years of Our Lives (1946), 
which tells a story of three veterans returning home, trying to adjust to their civilian 
life, or The Lost Weekend (1945), which presents a man who overcomes alcohol 
addiction and makes a life as a successful writer. 

However, more than for any other genre the success story was typical of comedy 
in all its idealized, romantic forms. Comedy, perceived as a positive force in social 
change and social renewal (Neale 71), was employed by Hollywood as a genre 
whose narrative was characterized by its happy ending (66). Therefore as a genre 
it proved very compatible with the narrative of the American dream. Two of the 
most successful comedies that apply this narrative, The Band Wagon (1953) and 
42nd Street (1933), combine musical, romance, and comedy with a happy ending to 
narrate a story of success. It Happened One Night (1934), one of the films in focus of 
this study, is also a comedy that combines romance and features of the road movie 
to tell a story of success, as the main male character develops and attains personal 
and economic happiness. The quest for happiness forms the central plot of the film, 
and the narrative pre-determines the hero to succeed – fulfilling the pattern of the 
predictable and successful American dream narrative. 

However, the success of the main male protagonist in this film, Peter Warne (Clark 
Gable), does not rely on his individual persistent actions that eventually lead to success 
through hard work and decisions under his own control – which are proper methods 
to attain the American dream (Cullen; Hochschild). The film instead presents Peter 
as holding control over his performance of masculine dominance and authority, and 
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the narrative focuses on these activities to such an extent that it distracts the attention 
from his performance of the pursuit, which is overshadowed by the assertion of 
his masculinity. By focusing on Peter’s authoritative manly behaviour, the narrative 
intentionally maintains Peter’s image as a reluctant hero,3 who will not lose his male 
pride by insisting on a romantic commitment – which the reluctant hero rejects 
in favour of freedom. It Happened One Night is thus a story of a classic Hollywood 
hero, who, despite (or precisely because of) his contradictory character, achieves the 
American dream of upward mobility, as he (after a long struggle with his vices) marries 
the daughter of a wealthy man. The hero is defined by his moral ambiguity, which 
progresses to a reluctance to change his destiny; this is a feature favoured by classical 
Hollywood cinema precisely because it involves the presence of dichotomies that 
are so fundamental for American mythology. The depiction of the hero thus follows 
classic canons built on the codes of ideal Western masculinity, presenting a hero who, 
despite his reluctance, pursues happiness to at last assert his moral authority. The 
story’s resolution takes the form of Peter’s advancement, which he attains as a reward 
for self-assertion, and thus the narrative addresses a very straightforward message of 
moral victory ascribed to the hero, directly speaking to American men. 

Nevertheless, the narrative of success is not – despite the preference for it 
in some genres – a genre-specific formula, and within mainstream Hollywood 
cinema it operates by generally responding to broader social changes that generate 
different genre preferences among audiences. This is the case of It’s a Wonderful 
Life (1946) – another film addressed in this study, a melodrama which explores 
a set of dichotomies characteristic of postwar classical Hollywood production: 
adventure versus domesticity, individual struggle versus community, and most 
importantly, worldly success versus ordinary life. It’s a Wonderful Life attempts to 
return traditional values to everyday life as a response to general attitudes associated 
with the disillusionment that was characteristic of the era by providing a hero – 
George Bailey (James Stewart) – who overcomes his internal struggle and makes 
the ordinary his ultimate happiness. By reminding the audience of the real values 
in one’s life, the film conveys a message the hero addresses through his experiences. 
George, primarily speaking to male audiences, does so by recognizing his male 
identity in a world affected by a postwar reconfiguration of traditional gendered 
positions, especially related to economic patterns. The film narrative contributes to 
George’s statement by making him consider immediate problems that emerged upon 
the return of American men from WWII, who, seeking to go back to normal life, 
tried to return to it through the ideal pursuit of the American dream “as they had 
idealized it while risking their lives in its defense” (Sullivan 115). George Bailey thus 
becomes a representative of the ordinary American man who struggles to find his 
way to happiness and achieves it with the help of the community, demonstrating the 
eventuality of living the American dream to the American men of the postwar era. 

The film employs the narrative of the American dream to display traditional 
American ideologies that re-affirm the destabilized American consciousness after 
WWII, and discusses social issues that were important for post-WWII audiences. 
Melodrama and drama, along with romantic comedies, became one of Hollywood’s 
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most profitable genres, not only in classical but also in post-classical production. 
Especially drama, which maintains a flexibility in form to reflect Hollywood 
negotiations of cultural and social issues, remains appealing to the audience 
through their emotional engagement achieved by the tension and suspense that are 
characteristic of this genre. 

The Hollywood cinema of the 1990s makes use of a broad spectrum of genres, 
including drama. But what is significant in the 1990s is the return to the classical 
Hollywood narrative of the American dream, following a departure from the 
traditional pattern marked by the mainstream cinema of the 1970s and 80s. 
Mainstream Hollywood cinema of the 1990s partially re-embraces classical narrative 
strategies, “instead experimenting with irony and disengaged tone as a means of 
critiquing mainstream taste and culture” (Sconce 430), which was also characteristic 
of some films in the 1980s. This trend is especially visible in Hollywood blockbuster 
production, which places greater emphasis on narrative structure, character arcs, 
and other parts of the traditional architecture of Hollywood film (Langford 246). 

This return to the classical form implies a return to the subjects that best defined 
national (and cinematic) history. This trend is most visible in films that were 
acclaimed and awarded as Best Pictures of the 1990s, for example Dances with Wolves 
(1990), a film that restores romantic visions of a Civil War hero with contemporary 
perspectives, or Unforgiven (1992), which revives the classical Western, one of the 
most significant American film genres, re-told in a contemporary, deconstructed 
manner (Piazza and Kinn 274) to address its sentiment to contemporary audiences. 
Titanic (1997) is another film in which Hollywood directly explores and renews 
the American past in the form of a romantic epic that won 11 Academy Awards. 
Other highly acclaimed films that restore historical experiences and present them to 
contemporary audiences are Schindler’s List (1993), Braveheart (1995) or The English 
Patient (1996), which do not directly deal with American historical experience, 
but are pictures that restore the sentiment in a Hollywood-like manner, shaped 
by Hollywood tendencies and conventions that re-tell the emotion in Hollywood 
terminology. However, what is also significant about these films attempting to re-
experience the sentiment of the past is that they also restore the American man in 
the form of a hero, who, drawing on his mythical attributes, adapts to contemporary 
society and attempts to directly address contemporary American men. 

The identity and character of the contemporary American man is also central 
in the two 1990s films explored in this study – Forrest Gump (1994) and American 
Beauty (1999). Both films explore the position of the American man and his pursuit 
of happiness in present-day society, each in a very specific way. And despite the 
remarkable difference between the main characters – Forrest Gump (Tom Hanks) 
and Lester Burnham (Kevin Spacey) – the search for happiness in both films is 
ultimately bound up with the search for a metaphorical definition of the position 
of men in society and the traditional assertion of masculine omnipotence as a 
method that re-establishes this position. The narrative in Forrest Gump generously 
allows the handicapped Gump to achieve everything the American man possibly 
can – the American dream and the golden girl – just to present Gump as the 
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American archetype. By contrast, Lester Burnham, in his attempt to recover his lost 
position by self-constituting his identity (which, he believes, will help him restore 
his potency and life vigour), dies shortly after reaching his happiness. Interestingly, 
Lester’s death does not come as a punishment, but rather as a warning against the 
‘extraordinary’ that poses a real threat to traditional American men seeking their 
happiness and American dream. Lester is the embodiment of men in crisis, whose 
traditionally masculine consciousness has been numbed by the progression of 
feminist egalitarianism, and by intellectual discussions that denounce traditional 
masculinity. Hence, Lester represents the ordinary American man intimidated by 
‘extraordinary’ forms of male identities (homosexuals – in the film represented by 
the characters of Sam and Scott, and the Reaganite Colonel Frank Fitts, who, after 
having been rejected by Lester, kills him). His death thus becomes a direct reference 
to this alleged intimidation of traditional American families and men. 

The narrative exploration of the American man’s position in society is manifested 
more in these two 1990s films than in their classic counterparts, and reveals the re-
defined form of happiness in relation to man and his contemporary concerns. Forrest 
Gump, a drama that extends into the territory of romance to create an emotionally 
engaging picture, is a film that became culturally and politically very resonant. It 
presents a journey of fictitious characters interwoven with major historical events 
from one of the most socially and politically generative eras of the 20th century, and 
it dramatically demonstrates the struggle of the divided nation over the main social 
and political events of the period (the Vietnam War, the Watergate scandal, etc.). Born 
in the 1950s, Gump makes a journey through the turbulent era of the 1960s–1980s 
to find his happiness in the 1990s. He undergoes this to fulfil the nation’s plea for a 
re-defined image of an ordinary American pursuing the American dream despite 
his handicap. At the same time, the socio-historical context of these four decades 
allows Forrest Gump, the hero, to challenge traditional constructions of masculinity, 
which he rejects and transcends by parodying the prevailing cinematic stereotypes 
of masculinity of the 1970s and 80s (the Reaganite cinematic representation of 
men that insists on muscularity and self-confidence).4 With this, Gump becomes 
a cinematic representation of a male identity that aims to overcome the previous 
representations – those relying on the aesthetics of toughness, power, and authority. 
His transcendental manly qualities develop with the binary nature of the main 
protagonists. Transcendental because they are qualities which represent “the myth 
of the Adamic innocence” (Carpenter 600), yet demonstrate the development of the 
“deep structure of masculinity, a global archetype of manliness” (Beynon 5).5  

Similarly as in It Happened One Night, Forrest Gump also bears features of a road 
movie, providing space and opportunities for the characters to develop. Forrest, 
like Peter Warne, undergoes a spatial and historical journey, but the development 
of his character, unlike Peter’s, seems static and unchanging.6 The classical narrative 
structure of both films, however, reveals Hollywood conventions of representation 
that classically rely on binary determination – a strategy which places emphasis on 
the representation of the male protagonist in opposition to his female counterpart, 
which is a strategy that has been intensively denounced in feminist film theory. 
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American Beauty, on the other hand, is a film that belongs to the Hollywood 
production that focused on family in order to explore the theme of repression 
and miscommunication among white middle class people in America, leading to 
interpersonal alienation (Sconce 436); these are themes that are usually characteristic 
of post-classical Hollywood. This type of cinema focuses on the constraints of 
suburban family life and consumer identity which shape the needs and demands of 
the contemporary American man. Proclaimed an “all-time classic” (Piazza and Kinn 
302), American Beauty narrates a tale of a “beleaguered suburban male” (302) who 
explores the constraints to his contemporary quest for happiness. 

American Beauty, more than any other film described in this analysis, features a 
hero who defines his pursuit of happiness through the pursuit for the restoration of 
his manliness, which he performs through activities that he believes will eventually 
lead him to success (taking possession of a teenage girl). He strives for the change 
through persistent physical activities, as when he takes up jogging only “to look good 
naked” (American Beauty, 00:46:31). His involvement in activities that shape his 
body (body building, jogging) is a direct reference to the vehement attempt to deny 
the nurturer in him. The nurturer was a new model of masculinity that appeared 
as a reaction to the second wave of feminism and “sensing justice in the feminist 
movement [. . .], attempted to foster a more caring, sharing, nurturing man” (Beynon 
100). Lester’s focus on physical attractiveness reveals his attempt to identify with the 
men that relied on their muscularity and self-confidence (again, the Reaganite model 
of masculinity) in an effort to overcome the nurturer, who, with his supposedly weak 
nature, contributes to Lester’s crisis. 

Moreover, Lester’s position in society typifies that of a disempowered middle-class 
white male, whose identity is highly affected by “the new corporatized, managerial 
late capitalist culture” (Hunter 72) which confines him to his office space. Alienation 
and management culture, prompted by the growth of capitalism and corporatization 
which transferred men to managerial positions and defined their work by their office 
space, is identified as one of the main contributors to the crisis of masculinity. Lester 
too identifies this threat and relates the loss of his location (i.e. the place or position 
of the American man in American society) to his estrangement from the physical 
– despite ostensibly blaming it on his wife’s self-assertion. Corporate culture, as 
another step in the process of workers’ disassociation from the product, significantly 
contributes to the 1990s crisis of masculinity (Beynon 86–89) by causing men’s 
indifference and the loss of their position in society. Lester confirms the significant 
implications for his manly ego by remarking that it is the managers of the company 
who determine one’s worthiness, highlighting the repressed anger of men lost in the 
ranks of management culture (Hunter 72). 

Like It’s a Wonderful Life, American Beauty also explores the dichotomy of 
individual struggle versus community, adventure versus domesticity and success 
versus ordinary life, however in a more contemporary way, emphasizing the specific 
mundane concerns of a suburban family in the 1990s. The formulation of these 
concerns complies with the mode of cinematic practice that emerged among a 
generation of post-baby boomer filmmakers during the 1990s and “rel[ies] heavily 
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on irony, black humour, fatalism, relativism, and occasional nihilism” (Sconce 
429). This form of cinema, as Jeffrey Sconce points out, reacts to mainstream 
Hollywood production by shifting its sensibility and tone to one that is full of 
“irony, postmodernism, and skepticism” (429), but also responds to the classical 
Hollywood narrative by re-embracing its narrative strategy. This form of cinema 
attempts to mark an explicit counter-distinction to mainstream Hollywood cinema 
by paradoxically drawing on its conventions. American Beauty and its success as a 
blockbuster Hollywood motion picture directly refer to the process of Hollywood 
negotiations when the picture adopts features (in this case the tone) that seemingly 
transgress mainstream conventions and conceal traditional conventions. American 
Beauty demonstrates the Hollywood tactic of repositioning its audience focus to 
reflect “the nation’s move toward an ironic sensibility on the so-called Generation X” 
(Sconce 431) and thus respond to contemporary demands for this type of cinema by 
adopting some of its formulas. With this approach, Hollywood attempts to appeal to 
more fragmented audiences along with its universal address, in order to maximize 
profits and sustain its success. 

As has been briefly outlined, the example of the four discussed films, all of which 
make use of the narrative of the American dream and feature main male protagonists 
in pursuit of their happiness, representing the ordinary American man of his era, 
reveals the Hollywood tendency to re-embrace the classical narrative in order to 
revive American mythology as a collective experience that relies on optimism and 
hope; this is also demonstrated by the similar structures of these films. While It 
Happened One Night and Forrest Gump focus on the hero’s pursuit in relation to his 
(un)developed character in order to reinforce the mainstream formulation of the 
American man, It’s a Wonderful Life and American Beauty explore the pursuit of 
happiness within the family and with a focus on societal repression – by intensifying 
the traditional position of the father within the family, and thus the man in American 
community. 

An interesting finding regarding the American dream narrative and its 
interconnectedness with specific models of the American man, who reflect their era, 
is that the heroes in these four films undergo a process of realization which discloses 
their true source of happiness. In the case of Forrest Gump the emphasis is on the 
revelation of his fatherhood and his subsequent recognition of his new position in 
society. In the remaining three cases, the act of realization is demonstrated in its literal 
form and defines the ultimate happiness for each hero. This shift is an important 
narrative device used for ideological purposes because it allows the existence of 
dichotomies in a story and it enables the hero’s internal conflict, which is crucial 
for narrative purposes. Thus, it is important to emphasize that the protagonists in 
the four films recognize their source of happiness only after a set of both intentional 
and unintentional performative acts that assert their male position. Unintentional 
performances occur in It’s a Wonderful Life when George Bailey asserts his moral 
authority and selfless character, winning him the community’s recognition, and in 
Forrest Gump when Forrest demonstrates his unshakeable innocence and morals 
caused by his handicap. Such an intentional performance occurs in It Happened One 
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Night when Peter Warne consciously asserts his masculine dominance through acts 
that identify his masculine pride and dignity and in American Beauty when Lester 
Burnham re-asserts the masculine authority which is the object of his pursuit. 

Nevertheless, what best supports the proposal that the cinema of the 1990s re-
exploits the narrative of the American dream by featuring model male identities 
as subjects who undergo the American collective experience of success (involving 
Foucault’s notion of the pursuit of conformity)7 is the fact that Hollywood in the 
1990s partially adopts non-mainstream features, which implies the strategy to adjust 
general trends in cultural (and gender) representations to Hollywood terminology 
in order to gain larger audiences – which by the 1990s had become more preference-
specific, fragmented, and keen on alternative formulations of the mainstream. 

Notes
1 Thomas Elsaesser points out that Hollywood relies on the convention of recycling 

which sustains repetition; this is an important, audience-winning technique in popular 
entertainment (Elsaesser 275). Repetition and the Hollywood convention of recycling 
involve the viewers in “remembered pleasure and anticipated memory [. . .] and tie the 
cinema experience to anticipation and expectation” (275). One of the most effective 
techniques to achieve this outcome is a combination of a new – culturally and socially 
demanded – representation of the main protagonist with a culturally unique myth that 
associates the protagonist with a specifically American context that operates on the level 
of American collective memory – the American dream.

2 The Oedipal trajectory is often employed by the classical narrative to create its 
ideological effects which motivate its function as a myth-maker. This trajectory also 
achieves a successful completion of romance, which, in classical Hollywood cinema, 
constitutes a heterosexual couple. For more on this see Susan Hayward’s Cinema Studies: 
Key Concepts. London: Routledge, 2000. 190–195. 

3 Robert Ray explains that the reluctant hero stands for the American imagination 
which values self-determination and freedom from entanglements (Ray, “A Certain 
Tendency” 65). And despite the existence of the official hero, who is an embodiment 
of American belief in collective action, the character of the reluctant one was most 
appealing and attractive especially to 1930s–40s audiences. As Ray further emphasizes, 
“the reluctant hero story’s tendency to minimize the official hero’s role (by making him 
dependent on the outsider’s intervention) suggested an imbalance basic to the American 
mythology: despite the existence of both heroes, the national ideology clearly preferred 
the outlaw” (66).

4 Ronald Reagan’s rhetoric strongly associated masculinity with patriotism, military 
strength, capitalism, and moral righteousness. This rhetoric insisted on a masculine 
image that stood against the 1960s counterculture and feminist challenges to traditional 
patriarchal domestic relations, which, according to the Republicans’ conservative ideolo-
gy, undermined moral values and the stability of the family. During and after Reagan’s 
presidency there was a growth in the appeal of Republican ideology implying Reagan’s 
association of masculinity, patriotism, business, military prowess, and moral conservatism 
which powerfully pervaded American political and cultural life (Caroll 386).
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5 For an in-depth analysis of Forrest Gump and his archetypal representation see 
my article “Forrest Gump, the Unmotivated Hero.” Martina Martausová. Gender in the 
Media: Transnational Perspectives. Košice: P. J. Šafárik University, 2013. 123–149.

6 Gump’s little character development is sustained by Forrest’s low IQ, which is a 
handicap that prevents him from abandoning his innocence and preserves his moral 
republican values and virtues instilled by his mother; these are characteristics that make 
him an archetype of the American man and win him the American dream.

7 Michel Foucault’s critique of conformity and conventions expressed in his work 
devoted to the conception of the power-knowledge relation develops the notion 
that constraints, conventions, and conformity create social codes that function as 
homogenizers of society, which through the practices of normalization reinforce social 
codes in order to limit alternatives that disrupt the homogeneity which is so important 
for the concentration of power. And even when alternatives occur, they occur within the 
limits of constraints and thus only re-assert conformity by means of a new form that puts 
forward another model of identity, again to homogenize society. For more on this see 
Michel Foucault Power/Knowledge (1980). 
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Eds. Nieves Pascual Soler and Ján Gbúr 
Gender and literature/Ród v literature
Košice: Univerzita Pavola Jozefa Šafárika, 2013

The gender perspective has become a stable component in debates concerning 
literature and culture as they explore the issues of identity, sexuality, and power. 
Reflecting the contemporary tendency towards interdisciplinarity, gender studies 
often appear in combination with queer studies, women and men’s studies, feminism 
and post-structuralism. As such, this approach – focusing on the manner in 
which sexuality and identity are discussed – increasingly serves as a tool for the 
study of literature, examining how fictional texts reflect major social concerns and 
consequently enforce, redefine or challenge the view of gender, often in combination 
with race, ethnicity, or class. Though not as popular and established as in other 
Western countries, gender studies have increasingly been receiving critical attention 
in the Czech and Slovak Republics. The volume Gender and literature/Ród v literature 
(2013) seeks to demonstrate the diversity and relevance of gender perspectives in the 
study of literature and culture, covering discussions on masculinity and femininity, 
sexual identity or the linguistic concept of gender. 

As it is stated in the “Introduction” by Nieves Pascual Soler, the aim of the 
monograph is to serve as a point of departure for raising gender awareness in 
students, teaching them to “notice that gender conditions what is perceived by the 
eye, what is heard, felt, smelled and tasted, what we wear, how we speak and the 
ways we relate to each other” (7). Literature could be seen as one of the media that 
could illustrate the importance of gender issues and present them as something 
omnipresent and relevant. 

Although the book has one list of Contents, it consists of two distinct parts, the first 
being written in English and the other in Slovak and Czech, each having their own 
“Introduction”. As is often the case with collective monographs, the title was chosen 
in order to be sufficiently vague to accommodate various contributions dealing with 
gender or gender studies, though not always with literature in the sense of fiction, but 
rather with text (whether written or spoken). While the authors of English section 
deal predominantly with the reflection of gender in literature, with the exception of 
a paper on cat-food advertisements  “Cats, Foods, Genders” by Nieves Pascual Soler, 
justified by the statement that “all genuine advertising is literature,” the other part 
offers a wider perspective, taking into account the social, historical and linguistic 
perception of gender. 

Tomáš Hoskovec analyses the philological aspect of gender (“Filologický pohled na 
otázku rodu: případová studie a jazykový rozbor”), Ján Gbúr and Ivica Hajdučeková 
present a historical and cultural aspect of gender in Slovak literature and society at 
the turn of the 20th century (“Aspekt rodu v slovenskej literature na prelome 19. a 
20. st.”), and Ingrid Puchalová offers a critical reflection of the concept of gender 
in German texts published in Slovakia from the 18th century to present (“Rod a 
jeho literárne vedná reflexia v nemecky hovoriacom priestore”). This section places 
gender criticism within the context of modernist literature and culture, while at the 
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same time hoping to serve as a potential textbook for developing gender studies in 
Slovakia. While the texts seem to depart from literary analysis toward a study of 
Slovak history, culture and language, they nevertheless fulfil their aim of presenting 
gender studies as a relevant and useful tool for text interpretation. Moreover, the 
accessible and well-structured presentation corresponds with the function of the 
essays as a sourcebook for students. 

The English section focuses mainly on the shifting images of gender in literature 
and covers a large spectrum of ethnic, racial, national and gender identities. The only 
theoretical contribution dealing with methodology is offered by José Igor Prieto-
Arranzin in his essay “Studying Literature, Doing Gender. Epistemological and 
Methodological Considerations,” where he provides an overview of gender studies 
in relation to feminism, culture studies and literature, emphasizing that “literary 
criticism from gender perspective could be described very much like the cultural 
studies, as a descriptive (i.e. not prescriptive) endeavour in that it does not seek 
to assess the aesthetic (in this case literary) value of the materials to be analysed” 
(33). This claim could be extended to any theoretical approach applied to literature, 
especially when it is used as the defining aspect of interpretation. Such analysis 
can be no longer called literary as the text is treated more as non-fiction and does 
not enrich the reading and understanding of the work. Fortunately, this is not the 
case with the papers presented in this volume, which mostly manage to balance the 
theoretical and aesthetic aspects of their interpretations. 

In “Gendering the Grotesque in Annie Proulx’s in Close Range: Wyoming Stories” 
Kurt Magsamen analyses the social pressures male characters have to face to be 
perceived as sufficiently masculine within the patriarchal order. The failure to do 
so turns the protagonists into alienated grotesques performing gender roles that 
do not comply with their identity. While struggling with the elusive concept of the 
grotesque, Magsamen avoids any definition of the absurd and its connection to the 
grotesque, only mentioning that “when patriarchy fails, characters are more likely to 
experience a sense of the absurd, and not in a good way” (76). 

Similar theoretical flaws can be found in another paper, dealing this time with 
femininity and its clash with the patriarchal order. In “Gender Trouble in Sandra 
Louis Birdsell’s “Night Travellers”: Attempt at Subversion of Patriarchal Mennonite 
Identity”, Milena Kostić prefers well-known essays by French feminists, while 
dismissing Anglo-American criticism as too limited: “they are narrowly focused on 
the concept of women as biological entities, that during the course of history of the 
patriarchal Western civilization, fought for their rights and equality with men” (149). 
She supports her largely limited view by referring to the representative of feminism 
and gynocriticism Elaine Showalter, whose main works were published in the 1990s. 
As such, her work does not reflect the state of contemporary American, let alone 
British or Canadian gender studies. As Kostić’s theoretical background is dated, 
she ignores the fact that even her choice of critics foregrounds the experience and 
concept of a woman that has long been challenged and disputed, especially in the 
works of Judith Halberstam, Gayle Rubin, or even the early revolutionary essays of 
Shulamite Firestone from the 1970s.  
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Vesna Lopičić’s “Ars Moriendi in Canadian Short Fiction by Women” is the only 
paper in this volume not dealing with gender directly, concentrating instead on 
the concept of mortality supported by critical issues regarding the dying of female 
characters. As such, it does not contribute to the topic of gender identity and 
difference, and it does not even address these issues in the conclusion of the paper. 

The only essay dealing with non-heterosexual identities is Zuzana Buráková’s 
analysis of the gender aspect in American Jewish fiction, entitled “Gender 
Diversity as a Reflection of Humanity. Gender Readings of Selected Short Stories 
by Isaac Bashevis Singer.” Although the examined texts are not contemporary, 
they sufficiently illustrate the gender diversity and fluidity that existed even before 
Butler’s announcement of the “gender trouble” and illuminate the shared experience 
of queers and Jews, though not considering the intersections between gender and 
queer studies.

Finally, Andrada Pintilescu, whose paper “Communist Female Writers: 
Emancipation, Identity Construction Policies and representation in Post-War 
Romania. Case Study: Cella Serghi” closes the English-written section, focuses on 
the political aspect of gender equality in a communist regime and is the only paper to 
question the label of “woman writer” and connect it with a lasting gender prejudice.

Overall, the papers are theoretically well-grounded, though some of them lack a 
more contemporary perspective. Moreover, most contributions use the gender theory 
to back up their arguments without any critical assessment. The papers uncover 
various sources and forms of gender inequality and provide critical understandings 
of various gender identities and presentations. Hoping to serve as teaching material, 
the volume provides potential students with sufficient background and tools for 
“reading” of gender not only in literature but also in other more practical spheres, 
such as psychology, politics, sociology or economics. Yet it should not be forgotten 
that this is just another lens that can, if used uncritically, obscure other themes and 
perspectives, especially when it comes to art – including literature. We can only hope 
that Stanley Fish would not have to once again ask: Is There a Text in This Class? 

Michaela Weiss
Silesian University, Opava
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Petr Kopecký
Robinson Jeffers a John Steinbeck. Vzdálení i blízcí
Brno: Host, 2013

Hned úvodem je možno konstatovat, že Kopeckého monografie je dobrá kni-
ha, mnohem lepší, než její titul napovídá. Popravdě řečeno, nebylo snadné jí dát 
vhodný název: kromě toho, že nás seznamuje s dílem a životem Robinsona Jefferse 
(1887–1962) a Johna Steinbecka (1902–1968), pojednává také o skutečné i umělec-
ky ztvárněné kalifornské scenérii, literárním environmentalismu, Jeffersově osobní 
„antiantropocentrické“ filozofii a nezanedbatelném vlivu obou autorů v bývalém 
Československu. 

Je potřeba zdůraznit (jak to tvrdí Kopecký na první straně), že Jeffers a Steinbeck 
se těší většímu uznání mezi českými čtenáři než mezi těmi americkými a že pro to 
existuje řada důvodů. Kopecký začíná knihu objasňováním velkého významu těchto 
dvou spisovatelů pro českou čtenářskou obec před padesáti lety, tedy na počátku 
60. let 20. století, kdy ve stejné době klesala jejich oblíbenost u amerických čtenářů. 
Oba spisovatelé totiž zaujímali ne příliš populární politické postoje. Jeffersovy básně 
se po válce až do jeho smrti a i po ní objevovaly jen příležitostně v antologiích, ale 
jinak se jeho dílo přestalo vydávat – včetně všech jeho dlouhých básní. Steinbecko-
vy „menší“ romány se nečetly. Dnes, o padesát let později, se situace ve Spojených 
státech změnila. Jeffersovy knihy se znovu vydávají – první odborná edice jeho Col-
lected Poems (redigovaná expertem na Jacka Kerouaka Timem Huntem) byla vydá-
vána v letech 1988–2001. I všechny Steinbeckovy romány se ve Spojených státech 
znovu publikují – stejně tak jeho ,,novější“ díla jako reportáže z Vietnamu a různé 
deníky (Russian Journal atd.). V České republice si však dnes mladí studenti sotva 
uvědomují důležitost vlivu, jaký měli Jeffers a Steinbeck na ty, kdo žili v době totality. 
Kopeckého monografie je tedy příhodnou prací, protože nyní dává vhodnou příleži-
tost k přehodnocení Jeffersova a Steinbeckova autorského významu jak ve Spojených 
státech, tak v České republice. 

Kniha je mnohem ambicióznější, než její název napovídá a v zásadě paralely mezi 
autory, tak příznačné při odborném srovnávání, jsou nejslabší částí této studie (např. 
že oba měli rádi psy). Mnohem zajímavější už jsou citované úryvky ze soukromých 
Steinbeckových dopisů, v nichž psal, že mu vadí, že nedokáže psát tak poetickým 
jazykem jako Jeffers, a na druhou stranu ho irituje, že Jeffers nezná krajinu tak dobře 
jako on, protože Kalifornie byla Steinbeckovým rodištěm. Vypadalo to, že Jeffers 
měl na Steinbecka negativní vliv, jenž ho v  popisných částech románů podněcoval 
k poetičnosti. Kopecký na tento fakt o Steinbeckovi poukazuje a vytváří teorii, že je- 
ho romány můžou být chápány jako pokusy o vytvoření trojrozměrného popisu kra-
jiny. Z čtenářského hlediska je rovněž cenné Kopeckého zkoumání Steinbeckových 
„menších“ prací, jež přispívá k lepšímu pochopení autorova díla jako celku. 

Ačkoli se Kopecký vyhýbá ich-formě a subjektivnímu hodnocení, čtenář si ne-
může nevšimnout, že jde o velmi osobní knihu – od tajemné dedikace až po vlastní 
fotografie z putování k domům autorů či místům, která figurují v jejich dílech. Od-
ráží se to i v samotném titulu: zatímco Jeffersova a Steinbeckova Kalifornie může 
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být od Kopeckého rodného Valašska vzdálená, téma knihy je blízké jeho srdci. Svým 
způsobem studie popisuje cestu svého autora – čtenáře, kterého fiktivní světy básníka 
a nositele Nobelovy ceny za literaturu ovlivnily natolik, že se vydal do Kalifornie, aby 
prozkoumal řečené krajiny a písemné archívy autorů (Kopecký vykazuje výbornou 
znalost rukopisů obou spisovatelů, jejich dopisů a osobních spisů). A kapitoly, které 
pojednávají o Kalifornii jako o „Ekotopii“, zjevně prozrazují Kopeckého zájem o eko-
logii a dost možná i jeho osobní filozofii. 

Je to filozofie, kterou bychom měli všichni sdílet, a o to víc v elektronickém věku. 
Zde je Jeffersův popis okamžiku, kdy přijel na kalifornské pobřeží, které se mělo v bu-
doucnu stát jeho domovem: 

. . . pohoří montereyského pobřeží, kde jsem prvně v životě viděl žít lidi – v úchvat-
né nedotčené přírodě – v podstatě tak, jako to bylo v idylách, severských ságách 
nebo Homérově Ithace. Život tu byl zbavený zbytečného srůstání. Lidé naháněli 
dobytek, nebo zorávali pevninské výběžky, přičemž balancovali až na úrovni rac-
ků, tak, jako to dělali po tisíce let, a ještě další tisíce let dělat budou. Současný život 
byl zároveň trvajícím životem, ne odříznutý od moderního světa, ale uvědomující 
si jej, a pa-třící k němu, schopný vyjádřit svého ducha, ale nezatížený množstvím 
pro básně bezvýznamných detailů a komplexností, které vytvářejí civilizaci. (Jef-
fers, úvod k Selected Poetry of Robinson Jeffers, 1937)

Poselstvím obou autorů je boj člověka sama se sebou a také s přírodou, a je 
to právě kalifornská příroda, která pomohla osvětlit tenhle boj. Autoři ho v ní 
zobrazili v tom nejpříhodnějším světle. Dnes, víc než kdy dřív, jde o něco, čemu 
bychom měli věnovat pozornost. Naše postupné přetrhávání pout s přírodou 
způsobuje v moderním světě civilizační nemoci ducha. 

Zásluhou Grantové agentury České republiky a nakladatelství Host se dostala 
k čtenářům hezká kniha, obsahující patnáct stran fotografií – portrétů a krajin, 
včetně snímků Steinbecka nebo Jeffersonových synů v Praze (o Steinbeckově 
návštěvě Československa jsem věděl, ne však o jeho přátelství s Adolfem 
Hofmeisterem, ani jsem netušil, dokud jsem si o tom nepřečetl, že Jeffersův syn 
navštívil Kamila Bednáře v Praze a odvezl si odtamtud kámen z Pražského hradu, 
který byl později zasazen do Jeffersova slavného ručně postaveného kamenného 
domu Tor House a Jestřábí věže). 

Závěrem nezbývá než vyjádřit přání, aby poslední část knihy „Post skriptum. 
Přesazení a adaptace: Recepce autorů v Československu“ nezůstala jen doslovem. 
Spíš než doslov působí jako úvod k další práci, která by podrobně vylíčila úlohu 
americké literatury v totalitním Československu a také roli těch českých a slo-
venských překladatelů a editorů, kteří v té době zpřístupňovali díla veřejnosti. 
Doufám, že právě o tom bude příští Kopeckého práce, protože přesně o tom by měla 
mít generace českých i zahraničních čtenářů  vyrůstající po roce 1989 povědomí. 

Matthew Sweney
Univerzita Palackého, Olomouc
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Roman Trušník
Podoby amerického homosexuálního románu po roce 1945
Olomouc: Univerzita Palackého, 2011

Publikace Podoby amerického homosexuálního románu po roce 1945 českého 
amerikanisty Romana Trušníka dokáže zaujmout na první pohled. Tmavá obálka, 
jíž vévodí silueta odvrácené mužské postavy, napovídá, že autor bude představovat 
téma, které se v současné době nenachází v centru pozornosti českých a slovenských 
literátů, a to i přes stále se zvyšující zájem o literaturu menšin. Monografie, věnovaná 
americké beletrii zpracovávající téma mužů, které spojuje partnerský či sexuální 
vztah, má ambice tuto problematiku přiblížit nejen akademické obci, ale i odborné 
veřejnosti a stát se tak jakýmsi úvodem do studia této literární oblasti.

Jelikož spojení „homosexuální román“ je samo o sobě genderově neutrální a moh-
lo by tedy poukazovat na látku věnovanou jak mužské, tak ženské části menšiny, 
Trušník v úvodní kapitole vymezuje jako oblast svého zájmu pouze „gay literaturu, 
tedy literaturu zobrazující homosexuální zkušenost mužů” (11). Již zde je předestřen 
problém s terminologií – budeme-li uvažovat o americkém prostředí, z něhož Truš-
ník vychází, je třeba vzít v potaz, že „gay“ se používá jak pro homosexuální ženy, tak 
muže; na druhou stranu, u nás konotuje právě homosexuální muže, což je, zřejmě 
hlavním důvodem, proč Trušník používá ve své knize právě termín gay literatura. 
Ovšem argumentace, proč byla lesbická literatura zcela vyčleněna, se nezdá být zcela 
podložená: 

Přestože gay a lesbická literatura sdílejí zkušenost menšinové sexuální orientace, 
zkušenost žen se od zkušenosti mužů liší: muži neznají z první ruky problémy 
související s postavením žen ve společnosti, lesbickou komunitu zase bezprostředně 
nezasáhlo devastující onemocnění AIDS.  (11)

Je pravda, že slovo AIDS se v souvislosti s lesbami neskloňuje ve velké míře, to 
ale neznamená, že toto onemocnění ženskou část homosexuální menšiny neposti-
huje. Na podceňování této problematiky upozorňuje například doktorka Barbara G. 
Dickerová již v roce 1989 ve svém dopise „Riziko AIDS v lesbické komunitě“ (Risk 
of AIDS among Lesbians), zveřejněném v listopadovém vydání American Journal of 
Public Health. Rostoucí počet HIV pozitivních lesbických Afroameričanek tuto oba-
vu bohužel jen potvrzuje. Doufám tedy, že Trušník svým tvrzením pouze poukazuje 
na míru diskutovanosti problému a jeho zrcadlení v literárním ztvárnění. 

Druhá kapitola Trušníkovy monografie je věnována terminologii. Kromě objas-
nění základních pojmů také nastiňuje vývoj pohledu na (homo)sexualitu. Již pojetí 
homosexuality je poněkud problematické a nejčastěji se setkáváme se dvěma značně 
odlišnými vysvětleními. Autor připouští opodstatnění obou z nich – jak determi-
nace biologické (homosexualita vrozená), tak determinace sociální (homosexualita 
získaná výchovou nebo svobodnou volbou).  Toto uvažování je dále rozvíjeno s ohle-
dem na používání termínů homosociální a homoerotický. Je třeba ocenit, že Trušník 
zmiňuje  homosexualitu a heterosexualitu jako extrémy spektra, nikoli jako striktní 
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binární systém, neboť tento zjednodušený pohled je zejména mezi laickou veřejností 
stále rozšířen. Další problém, na který je poukazováno, je užívání výrazů homosexu-
al, gay a queer, které bývají často zaměňovány. Stejně jako v „Úvodu“ (a v celé knize) 
je pojem gay vztažen pouze na homosexuální muže, což na jednu stranu hovoří pro 
text jakožto konzistentní celek, ale vzhledem k jeho významové šíři ve zdrojovém 
jazyce se zdá být zbytečně zavádějící právě v konfrontaci s angličtinou. 

Kapitola třetí představuje přehled literárněvědných přístupů, ale především defi-
nici, co homosexuální literatura je a podle jakých principů můžeme jednotlivé auto-
ry a jejich díla zařazovat do jejího kánonu. Trušník vychází z metodologie Martina 
C. Putny, jež bere v potaz kulturní odlišnosti, které se do vnímání homosexuality 
promítají v různých zemích (v Americe politika, ve Francii umění, v Německu věda).  
Zásadním problémem je rozpor v pojetí gay literatury jak mezi kritiky, neboť někteří 
upřednostňují hledisko textu (práce s tématem a s motivy spojenými s homosexuali-
tou) a jiní orientaci autora; na druhou stranu někteří autoři, kteří otevřeně přiznávají 
svou orientaci i důležitost těchto témat ve své tvorbě, však takto zařazeni být nechtějí. 

Trušník se sice přiklání k vymezení tematickému, nicméně jeho názor působí 
mezi ostatními poněkud nevýrazně, a to převážně v podkapitolách 3.1 a 3.2 (věno-
vaných kánonu), které vzhledem k množství jmen funguje spíše jako přehlídka kri-
tiků a jejich publikací (studie, kratší přehledové texty i antologie)  než jako analýza 
kánonu samotného. Takový přehled jistě mnozí uvítají, neboť uvedení děl a jejich 
percepce do kontextu historického vývoje vytváří prostor pro pochopení kulturně-
sociálních souvislostí, nicméně pokud čtenář podlehl pokušení očekávat analytický 
přístup, může být deskriptivním přehledem zklamán. 

V podobném duchu se Trušník zaměřuje na vývojové tendence mužského ho-
mosexuálního románu. Podkapitoly jsou věnovány jednotlivým obdobím vymeze-
ným událostmi, které v historii této menšiny hrají důležitou roli – Kinsleyho zpráva, 
Stonewall, nástup AIDS atd. Zajímavý je oddíl věnovaný studii Reeda Woodhouse 
Neomezené objetí: Kánon gay literatury, 1945–1995 (Unlimited Embrace: A Canon 
of Gay Fiction), která dělí homosexuální literaturu nikoli podle doby vzniku díla, 
ale autorova přístupu.  Tytéž teorie, přístupy i fakta se v mnoha případech napříč 
textem kapitol 3–4 opakují (např. zmínky o skupině Violet Quill), což místy působí 
rušivě, jindy však vykreslení problematiky z jiné perspektivy přináší čtenáři přece 
jen ucelenější představu. 

To, co bylo načrtnuto v předchozích částech, Trušník dobarvuje v páté kapitole 
ilustrativními příklady z vybraných knih. Mezi nimi nalezneme například Město 
a sloup (The City and the Pillar) Gorea Vidala, Tanečníka (Dancer from the Dance) 
Andrewa Hollerana, Buzíky (Faggots) Larryho Kramera, Giovanniho pokoj (Giovan-
ni’s Room) Jamese Baldwina nebo Svobodného muže (A Single Man) Christophera 
Isherwooda. Jednotlivé podkapitoly sledují práci spisovatelů s postavami a vypravě-
či, uplatnění realismu a intertextuality, využití tragických konců a v neposlední řadě 
campu. Trušník o něm mluví jako o fenoménu typickém pro gay kulturu, přiznává 
však, že definice termínu samotného je problematická. Sám se univerzálnímu vyme-
zení tohoto pojmu vyhýbá a diplomaticky ustavuje, jak je třeba camp chápat v jeho 
publikaci a představuje základní prvky, které mu přisuzuje kulturní antropoložka 
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Esther Newtonová, zabývající se queer kulturou. Lepšímu porozumění značně napo-
máhá komentář Andrewa Hollerana, jehož Buzíci jsou na campu založeni. 

Poslední kapitola, věnovaná literatuře pro mládež, působí v rámci celku poněkud 
nesourodě. Ačkoli byla jistě psána s  úmyslem neopomenout mladého (a dost možná 
stále se hledajícího) čtenáře, jedná se zde o spíše rozpačité nahlédnutí do proble-
matiky kvalitativních měřítek, která jsou pro literaturu určenou mládeži a pro tu 
věnovanou zralejšímu publiku, rozdílná. Nelze říct, že by toto téma bylo nezajímavé 
– naopak si troufám tvrdit, že by stálo za to mu věnovat samostatnou publikaci – zde 
se však jeho atraktivita nemůže plně rozvinout. 

I přes výše zmíněné nedostatky se však jedná o knihu, která může vzbudit hlubší 
zájem o (nejen) homosexuální literaturu a poskytnout čtenáři základní rozhled v té- 
to oblasti. Vzhledem k tomu, jak málo pozornosti je zatím u nás této problematice 
věnováno, je tato monografie velkým přínosem. Otázkou zůstává, zda s případnými 
přibývajícími publikacemi na toto téma nezůstane Trušníkova monografie časem 
opomenuta. Nezbývá než doufat, že Podoby homosexuálního románu po roce 1945 
najdou své místo v knihovně nejen odborné, ale i širší veřejnosti. 

Martina Novotná
Slezská univerzita, Opava

Ed. Josef Jařab
Horace M. Kallen a vývoj americké kulturní identity
Olomouc: Periplum, 2011

V průběhu 20. století došlo k významné změně ve způsobu vnímání americké kul-
turní identity. Dosavadní snaha o asimilaci přistěhovalců a s ní spojená metafora 
tavicího kotle byly již v době 1. světové války podrobeny kritice především ze strany 
stoupenců kulturního pluralismu jako Horace Meyera Kallena, Randolpha Sillima-
na Bourneho či později Louise Adamica. Tyto protichůdné tendence zachycuje také 
kniha Horace M. Kallen a vývoj americké kulturní identity (sestavená prof. Josefem 
Jařabem). Kniha se skládá ze dvou pomyslných částí, z nichž první tvoří stěžejní 
eseje dvou významných současníků, Horace M. Kallena  a Randolpha S. Bournea, 
které do češtiny přeložila Michaela Weiss. Současný pohled na problematiku americ-
ké identity je následně reprezentován esejí „Kulturní pluralismus versus tavicí kotel: 
počátky hledání americké (židovské) identity“ Michaely Weiss a „Mezi tavicím kot-
lem, kulturním pluralismem a multikulturalismem“ Josefa Jařaba.

V době, kdy Spojené státy zaplavily vlny přistěhovalců ze zemí jižní a východní 
Evropy a američtí prezidenti vyzývali k asimilaci (ta se však týkala pouze emigrantů 
z Evropy a nikoliv cizinců jiné barvy pleti), řada intelektuálů otevřeně vystupovala 
proti amerikanizaci menšin. V roce 1915 vyšel v časopise The Nation Kallenův člá-
nek nazvaný „Demokracie versus tavicí kotel“ (v anglickém originále Democracy 
Versus the Melting-Pot), v němž Kallen obhajoval potřebu zachovat kulturní dě-
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dictví imigrantů a národnostní různorodost. Podle Kallena je asimilace nedemo-
kratická a americká civilizace může představovat „zdokonalení spolupracujících 
harmonických celků evropské civilizace bez odpadu, špíny, strachu; mnohost v jed-
notě a orchestr lidství. Každý nástroj orchestru má vlastní barvu a tón, které vy-
cházejí z jeho materiálu a tvaru, a hraje sobě vlastní melodii v rámci celé symfonie. 
Podobně i ve společnosti může každá národnostní skupina být nástrojem. Povaha 
a kultura jsou jejím námětem a melodií: soulad, kakofonie nebo rozpor vytvářejí 
symfonii civilizace“ (s. 43).

Na Kallenovu vizi kulturního pluralismu reagoval o rok později Randolph S. 
Bourne, který ve svém eseji „Nadnárodní Amerika“ (v originále Trans-National 
America) otištěném v časopise Atlantic Monthly označoval amerikanizaci za snahu 
privilegovaných „brahmínů“ násilně vnutit anglosaskou kulturu všem přistěhoval-
cům. Bourne dále kritizoval ty, kdo se snaží být „američtější“ než sami Američané, 
a varoval před vznikem nevýrazné masy kulturních hybridů. Podle Bourneho by se 
na vytváření nové americké kultury měli podílet všichni občané bez rozdílů národ-
nosti či etnické příslušnosti.

Jelikož velkou část imigrantů dlouhodobě tvořili Židé, pátrání po podstatě ame-
rické identity bylo do značné míry spjato s hledáním židovské identity. Touto pro-
blematikou se zabývá Michaela Weiss, která nejprve zachycuje počátky židovské 
imigrace do USA, pojednává o postavení tohoto etnika v rámci americké společ-
nosti a následně proti sobě staví snahy o asimilaci a potřebu zachovat jedinečnost 
židovského etnika. 

Jak Michaela Weiss dokazuje, sefardští Židé byli součástí americké společnosti 
již od 17. století a bez problémů se asimilovali. V duchu reformního judaismu bylo 
náboženství přizpůsobeno americkým podmínkám a židovští přistěhovalci přijali 
za svůj také jazyk své nové země. Potřeba definovat americkou židovskou identitu 
nastala až s příchodem velkého množství Židů z východní Evropy, kteří v důsledku 
kulturní i jazykové odlišnosti vzbuzovali obavy nejen v Američanech, nýbrž také v pů- 
vodní židovské populaci. 

Současně s asimilací se projevovaly také nacionalistické tendence. Z eseje Michaely 
Weiss je patrné, že zatímco lidé jako Mary Antinová, Edward Steiner či Israel Zangwill 
věřili v jednotný americký národ, hlavním nástrojem odpůrců asimilace se stal hebra-
ismus, který Kallen charakterizoval jako židovství bez judaismu (s. 88). Kallenovy ná-
zory vycházely mimo jiné také ze sionismu, jenž spatřoval naději pro židovské etnikum 
ve vytvoření samostatného státu na území dnešního Izraele. V souvislosti s pátráním 
po americké židovské identitě autorka poukazuje také na úzký vztah mezi hebrejskou 
kulturou a americkým puritanismem – oba mají biblické kořeny a společný základ.

Michaela Weiss nabízí bezesporu komplexní pohled na tendence, které ovládly 
konec devatenáctého a první polovinu 20. století, a roli, kterou židovské etnikum 
sehrálo v procesu formování americké kulturní identity. Plynulý tok textu však místy 
narušuje opakování, když se autorka vrací ke skutečnostem, které již byly dříve zmí-
něny v jiném kontextu.

Na analýzu židovské identity a myšlenku kulturního pluralismu navazuje esej Jo-
sefa Jařaba, který pátrání po americké identitě rozšiřuje o neevropské přistěhovalce 
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a zabývá se především Afroameričany. Ačkoliv toto etnikum bezesporu představuje 
významnou součást americké společnosti, jistě by nebylo nezajímavé zahrnout také 
jiné skupiny obyvatelstva jako například Američany asijského původu či potomky 
původních Indiánů. 

V první polovině 20. století ve Spojených státech sílil nacionalismus a mnozí 
Američané se netajili svými rasistickými názory. Černí Američané i nadále před-
stavovali cizí element, který majoritní společnost nebyla ochotna přijmout. Jak Josef 
Jařab podotýká, ani Kallenovy demokratické představy o pluralitě kultur nezahrno-
valy jinou rasu než bílou. 

Především ve vztahu k černošskému obyvatelstvu tak došlo v průběhu druhé po-
loviny 20. století k posunu od kulturního pluralismu k multikulturalismu, jehož cí-
lem je náprava křivd z minulosti. Jak však J. Jařab podotýká, také multikulturalismus 
má svá úskalí a u některých myslitelů vzbuzuje obavy, zda jeho filozofie neodporuje 
jednotě deklarované již samotným národním motem e pluribus unum.

Kniha Michaely Weiss a Josefa Jařaba představuje zdařilou sondu do vývoje ame-
rické identity a demonstruje, jak se tato identita měnila od počátku 20. století, kdy 
převládaly snahy o vytvoření homogenní masy, přes myšlenku kulturního pluralis-
mu, jenž zavrhoval uniformitu a volal po demokratickém principu, který by všem 
(evropským) národům umožnil zachovat jejich typické rysy a obohatil tak americ-
kou kulturu, až po koncept multikulturalismu druhé poloviny 20. století.

Andrea Holešová
Ostravská univerzita
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12th ESSE CONFERENCE

Dates: 29. 08. 2014 - 02. 09. 2014

Late registration: 1 June 2014 – 29 August 2014.

REGISTRATION
ESSE members, early registration by 31 May 2014  € 120
ESSE members, registering on and after 1 June 2014  € 200
Non-ESSE members, early registration by 31 May 2014  € 160
Non-ESSE members, registering on and after 1 June 2014 € 240
Accompanying persons      € 40
Postgraduate Students
(please send a letter from the supervisor confirming status) € 60

KOŠICE
KOŠICE – A UNIVERSITY CITY AND EUROPEAN CAPITAL OF CULTURE 
IN 2013
Košice is a city with an eventful and illustrious past and multicultural and colourful 
present. It is a seat of culture and education. During the university semesters students 
make the city their own, and one may find them at every turn: in the theatres, the 
museums, the galleries, the concert halls, the libraries, and the parks. Almost nine 
thousand future professionals in medical, legal, scientific, social, philosophical 
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disciplines and arts study at Pavol Jozef Šafárik University, further swelling the 
already large permanent population of the city of over 240,000.

Košice’s earliest documents date back to 1230 and refer to it as “Villa Cassa”. Its 
coat of arms is the oldest in Europe, a fact attested to by a letter dating from 1369. 
The city’s historic sights – from various periods – are concentrated in the centre, the 
Urban Heritage Area. The recently reconstructed Main Street, lined by the houses 
and palaces of the burghers of the past, offers visitors a pleasant stroll, and is also the 
venue for many major events. Košice has always been known for its extraordinary 
mixture of cultures and dialects, a mixture that contributes greatly to the attractions 
of the city.

More about Košice at www.kosice.sk

PAVOL JOZEF ŠAFÁRIK UNIVERSITY IN KOŠICE

Pavol Jozef Šafárik University in Košice (UPJŠ) is the second oldest university in 
Slovakia. The history of higher education in Košice goes back to the year 1657, when 
the bishop Benedict Kishdy founded the Academia Cassoviensis, which was run by 
the Jesuits of Jesus’ Community. The University of Košice Golden Bull issued in 1660 
by the Holy Roman Emperor Leopold I granted the Universitas Cassoviensis the 
same privileges as all the other universities of the Habsburg empire. The structure 
of Universitas Cassoviensis was similar to that of other universities, with faculties 
of Philosphy, Law and Theology, the last of these being the strongest. Study at the 
Philosophical Faculty was dedicated primarily to philosophy, history and languages, 
but the lectures – which were in Latin – also included presentations of the natural 
sciences: physics, mathematics, geography and botany. The Universitas Cassoviensis 
had its own library and a church, and it significantly influenced the advancement of 
science, educational attainment and spiritual culture in the 17th and 18th centuries.

In 1959 the traditions of the Universitas Cassoviensis were revived through the 
foundation of the Pavol Jozef Šafárik University in Košice. It originally consisted 
of the Faculty of Medicine (in Košice) and the Faculty of Philosophy (in Prešov). 
Gradually the university was enlarged by the addition of new faculties:the Faculty of 
Science in Košice in 1963, the Faculty of Education in Prešov in 1964, Faculty of Law 
in Košice in 1973, the Faculty of Public Administration in Košice in 1998, and finally 
the Faculty of Arts in Košice in 2007.

Pavol Jozef Šafárik University in Košice is the second classical university of 
Slovakia. It ranks among the important and widely-recognized educational and 
research institutions not only in Slovakia, but also in Europe. Its key mission is 
to provide education and service to its students and the community by spreading 
knowledge based on the most recent scientific findings in an international context, 
as well as to conduct high-quality research. The UPJŠ also supports activities 
contributing to the education and culture of the public and it helps students develop 
greater wisdom, creativity, tolerance, critical and independent thinking, self-
confidence, and both regional and national awareness.
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At present the UPJŠ provides education at its five faculties to almost 9,000 students 
in more than 105 BA, 65 MA and 35 PhD programmes, with more than 700 lecturers 
and research staff who use the results of their own high-quality scientific research, 
the most recent experimental technology, the latest ITC and innovative methods of 
education.

Pavol Jozef Šafárik University in Košice has established itself in the European 
education and research arena. It is a member of the European University Association 
and a signatory of Magna Charta Universitatum. It is a seat of the European 
Documentation Centre, the Institute of European Law and the Austrian Library. Both 
education and scientific research at the UPJŠ are carried on in a broad international 
context and follow European trends. The research teams, led by internationally 
recognized personalities, use funding from both national and international sources; 
every year up to 200 research projects are funded (around 20 by foreign grants). 
The number of publications per staff member in high-quality international journals, 
the high proportion of papers registered in the Current Contents Connect database 
and the number of citations in registered databases rank the UPJŠ amongst the best 
research universities in Slovakia.
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